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Preface
Since I can remember I am highly interested in people who want to
change society in a positive way, or step out of the ‘system’ and start
living their live in a more sustainable way; off the grid, as a social entrepreneur, a climate activist, a sustainable fashion expert, or a vegan
frontrunner. I wanted to know more about their motivation, vision and
struggles. I observed them, got to know them and wrote about them.
They woke me up and showed me what I could do with my own talents
to contribute to society.
During my employment at the Dutch newspaper Trouw, I was fortunate to receive the freedom to put my ideas into practice. We initiated
a platform for people with ideals for a better world and commenced
the annual publication of ‘De Duurzame 100’ (translated: ‘The Sustainable 100’). When I moved on to ASN Bank, a Dutch sustainable bank, I
worked as sponsor manager, and communication advisor of the online
platform ‘Voor de Wereld van Morgen’ (‘For The World of Tomorrow’,
hereafter VDWVM; www.voordewereldvanmorgen.nl). Part of my responsibility was to build up a network of people who wanted to contribute to the sustainability of society in a variety of ways. It turned
out there were hundreds. The people I encountered were concerned
in particular about damaging situations in our society. Many came up
with innovative ideas that could contribute to the solution of these
problems or discovered ways to make uninterested people aware of
them. To accomplish their plans, they needed resources, such as money, a network, coaching, knowledge, training, time, or publicity. They
knew ASN Bank wanted to contribute to a more sustainable world and
supported people with interesting sustainable ideas for the future. We
started working together.
At first the community welcomed everyone with an idea for social
change. People could post their idea on the website and ask for sup5

port. This appealed to people’s needs, and many people used the
website as a platform for their ideas. This gave me an exciting opportunity to link with hundreds of people with a variety of ideas for social
change. From 2010 onwards, we saw an interesting development. The
ideas became more entrepreneurial. The initiator aimed to develop
sustainable products and services for paying customers that, at the
same time, could bring solutions for social and environmental problems. This approach would make them independent from subsidies,
sponsoring and private donors, and financially sustainable in the future. We called these ideas ‘entrepreneurial ideas for a better world’,
because at that time we weren’t yet aware of the term ‘social entrepreneurship’. I got the opportunity to write a handbook (Het Nieuwe
Groen: The New Green) to guide these entrepreneurs through the
steps of idea to execution of their plans. All knowledge I collected
was based on interviews with experts, role models, and frontrunners
in different fields.
The initiators of the ideas had little or no entrepreneurial experience,
but they had specific skills, and they were highly motivated and willing
to learn. This attitude, in combination with the support from people
from the VDWVM platform, helped them to realise their ideas. It was
not easy. A number of them succeeded in building up a sustainable
business, others failed. Many of the ideas were too innovative, so nobody believed they could work, or investors didn’t believe the idea
would be financially sustainable in the future: a situation that was not
much different from the situation of ‘normal’ entrepreneurs.
I wanted to better understand what made socially-oriented entrepreneurs potentially successful. In what way were the processes, the
mechanisms of change, success and failure, resource mobilisation,
and recognition of potential success different from ‘ordinary’ entrepreneurship? When we knew the differences, we would be able to support the social entrepreneurs better. I wanted to understand my gut
6

feelings about some projects and be able to substantiate and explain
why one idea would be successful and another one not. I presented
my idea to my manager at ASN Bank and she facilitated my entry as
an external PhD student at the Radboud University in Nijmegen, the
Netherlands. From that moment on I tried to connect my experience
with start-up social enterprises with the scientific knowledge I was obtaining and vice versa. I could contribute to science by sharing my
work experience, but I never anticipated how fast the developments
in the field would go.
When I left ASN Bank a few years later, I became the ‘object’ of
my research. I managed the not-for-profit journalistic platform
HetkanWEL (translated: itcanbeDONE.nl; www.hetkanwel.nl). Every
month we reach around 150.000 people through our website and
even more on our social media channels. The platform inspires consumers to make more sustainable choices in life. Sustainable companies, social enterprises, non-profits, and donations from readers
are funding HetkanWEL. That meant that halfway through writing this
thesis, I switched from being a supporter and an observer of social
entrepreneurship and became an entrepreneur with an aim for social
change. At HetkanWEL we are swimming against the stream, being
trapped in an economic system that focuses on growth of sales, while
we are trying to inspire people to consume less. We could make more
money, by starting to sell products and services or cooperate with
non-sustainable companies, but we refuse. As a result, we constantly
have to find a balance between our financial and social goals. We are
trying to survive while making an impact. People hear us and change
will happen.
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Chapter 1 Introduction and overview
The world is changing rapidly. The future is insecure, and all societies
are facing challenges. In Western society consumption patterns are
too high. July 29, 20191 marked the day that humanity’s demand for
ecological resources and services in that year exceeded what earth
can regenerate in a year. In financial terms, we live more than five
months per year on an ecological loan. As a result of overconsumption, nature is in need. We create too much waste and air pollution is
at its all-time high in many places in the world.
There

are

many

people

and

organisations

acting

on

these

challenges, including social enterprises. Social enterprises are
financially independent for-profit or not-for-profit organisations, that
offer products and services with the explicit intention to contribute to
the solution of some of the problems facing our planet and humanity.
They aim to have a positive impact on society by contributing to the
needs of nature, people, animals, or climate and by inspiring consumers to make more sustainable choices and/or by showing companies
and government organisations that it is possible to produce sustainable products.
A number of successful social enterprises show that creating social
and financial value at the same time is possible, but many struggle to
start-up, scale-up and survive in the long run. But is this different from
any other types of entrepreneurs? All start-up entrepreneurs struggle
to earn money, pay taxes, mobilise resources, scale-up and learn from
others.

1

https://www.overshootday.org/ (visited march 2020)
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This thesis aims to identify the challenges faced by social enterprises
in the early phases of development, when ideas for social change are
transformed into a social enterprise.
In this phase social entrepreneurs search for ways to develop their
ideas into products or services that can be sold, they test their business model, and they try to mobilise resources. We aim to find out if
and where the challenges faced by social entrepreneurs differ from
those faced by other entrepreneurs starting a new business. With a
better understanding of these challenges, governments, investors,
and other organisations that aim to contribute to the sustainability of
society can support social entrepreneurs in a more effective way, that
will improve their chances of survival and contribute to the sustainability of society as a whole.
This aim has resulted in the following overall research question:
What are the challenges faced by entrepreneurs who
want to contribute to the solution of social and eco-

logical problems by means of a business proposition,
delivering products or services to their target group
with the goal to create social value while at the same

time ensuring continuity in a financially solid way?
In this chapter we first provide some background information concerning the phenomenon of social entrepreneurship (section 1.1). We then
briefly discuss the three strands of academic literature that we have
used in approaching our research objective (section 1.2). In section
1.3 we discuss the knowledge gaps. In section 1.4 we give an overview of the research questions.
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1.1 C
 ontext, background and the rise of social entrepreneurship
Extreme weather, declining biodiversity, wildfires, lack of food, obesity, war, refugee crisis, plastic pollution, consumption, mental diseases,
stress and burn-out: these are just a selection of the many problems visible today. Government agencies at all levels work on possible solutions
to protect nature, people, and our climate.
Worldwide there is a climate agreement1, and through the UN we
agreed on sustainable development goals2. In the Netherlands a national climate agreement3 was achieved and signed by many organisations,
like financial institutions, energy companies, companies involved in mobility, entrepreneurs, and lobby organisations for sustainable energy.
But the Dutch government also has agreements, or financially supports
programmes, to stop child labour4, to keep children’s food healthy in
schools5, to fight against loneliness of elderly people6, to focus on sustainable fashion and textiles7, and much more.
Many of these agreements constitute a reaction to events happening in
society. The covenant on sustainable fashion and textiles, for example,
was signed after the factory Rana Plaza in Bangladesh collapsed in April
2013. At least 1,132 people died, 2,500 people were injured8, while earning 20 cents an hour.
https://unfccc.int/ (visited October 30, 2019)
h
 ttps://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/ (visited October
30, 2019)
3
https://www.klimaatakkoord.nl/ (visited October 30, 2019)
1
2

4

https://stopkinderarbeid.nl/

5

h
 ttps://jongerenopgezondgewicht.nl/initiatieven/akkoord-gezonde-voeding-op-scholen (visited
October 30, 2019)

6

h
 ttps://www.rijksoverheid.nl/onderwerpen/eenzaamheid/aanpak-eenzaamheid (visited October
30, 2019)

7

https://www.imvoconvenanten.nl/nl/kleding-en-textiel (visited October 30, 2019)

8

h
 ttps://www.ilo.org/global/topics/geip/WCMS_614394/lang--en/index.htm (last visited April
2020)
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This horrible event speeded up the focus on better working conditions
for people working in the fashion industry. When Rana Plaza happened,
many campaigners, journalists, public speakers and entrepreneurs were
already working on the topic of sustainable fashion. For years they had
been fighting an uphill battle to inspire unaware consumers to make
more sustainable choices, put pressure on fast fashion companies to respect human and environmental rights and on government to set rules
and regulations. They had started initiatives, like sustainable fashion
brands, media platforms, or lobby groups; all with the aim to have a
positive impact on the fashion industry and on society as a whole.
After the Rana Plaza incident, consumers had seen the worst of the
fashion industry, spread all over the news, and finally there was increasing awareness to speed up changes. In the years after the event,
new fashion brands, fashion libraries, books on sustainable fashion
and lifestyle, the sustainable fashion week, clear sustainability goals
from big fashion companies, and a museum of sustainable fashion got
the attention and support they needed. There is still a lot to be done,
but clearly positive change is happening.
The story of Rana Plaza is an example of how behaviour in an industry
can change under pressure from many different players and events. In
the case of the fashion industry, social entrepreneurs also play an important role. They make consumers aware of the questionable side of
the fashion industry. They show companies that it is possible to create
beautiful pieces of clothing, shoes or accessories in a sustainable way.
For the food, mobility, energy, health care or social sectors, this is also
the case. Social entrepreneurs contribute to the solutions of different
problems, by creating awareness and offering an alternative.

16

The literature on entrepreneurship argues that entrepreneurs see the
world differently than non-entrepreneurs. When a business opportunity comes by, they respond to it by starting a business based on a
creative idea (Drucker, 1967). They are the force behind economic development (Schumpeter, 1934) and bring change and prosperity (Audretsch and Thurik, 2000). Entrepreneurs seek opportunities to start
a business that results in value for individuals, organisations, and/or
society (Hitt et al., 2011).
Traditionally, entrepreneurs measure their success by the creation of
economic value. The more money they make, the better their performance. If consumers are willing to pay more money for a product than
it costs to produce it, the entrepreneur makes a profit. If they are not,
the entrepreneur fails (Dees and Haas, 1998).
The literature on social entrepreneurship emphasises that social entrepreneurs have other aims than ‘normal’ entrepreneurs. They feel
responsible for finding solutions for societal challenges. They want
to have an impact on society by creating something that has a positive effect on the lives of people, nature, our climate, animal welfare,
or a combination of these aspects (Cardon et al., 2009; Certo, 2008;
Haugh and Talwar, 2016; Hoogendoorn et al., 2011; Littlewood and
Holt, 2018; Mair, Battilana and Cardenas, 2012; Sassmansshausen et
al., 2018). Social entrepreneurs see financial resources and the use
of business methods as of secondary importance. It is a means to an
end, but nevertheless important to help the social entrepreneurs to
be financially independent. Money supports them in achieving their
mission (Belz and Binder, 2017; Dacin, Dacin and Matear, 2010; Dees
and Battle Anderson, 2006; Kedmenec and Strasek, 2017).
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1.2 Theories dealing with the field
Our research hopes to provide insights into the ways social entrepreneurs transform ideas for social change into social enterprises with the
potential to produce and deliver products and services to their target
group, creating social value and continuity in a financially solid way.
We have identified three strands in the academic literature that offer
various concepts, theories and tools with which we can approach our
research objective. The first strand is the literature on entrepreneurship in general. The second strand is the literature specifically devoted
to social entrepreneurship. The third strand is the literature on social
movements, which often have similar aims as those of the social entrepreneurs.
1.2.1 Entrepreneurship literature
The word ‘entrepreneur’ literally means ‘taking action’ or ‘taking a
hands-on approach’, which is not necessarily tied to a specific purpose. Various disciplines are combined in the notion of entrepreneurship, such as management, economics, sociology, psychology and
geography (Audretsch et al., 2000). The literature goes back to the
19th and 20th century where scholars, like Say (19th century), Rothbard
(2012), Schumpeter (1934), Drucker (1985), and Stevenson (1985) laid
down the framework to describe the characteristics of an entrepreneur
(Dees, 1998).
Economists helped to understand the importance of entrepreneurship. Today entrepreneurs are seen as key drivers of our economy,
but as a topic of research they are not part of mainstream economics.
An entrepreneur is usually defined as a person who seeks economic
opportunity to achieve economic improvement for his/her investment.
Being an entrepreneur implies taking advantage of opportunities and
18

forming a new organisation or restructuring an existing organisation.
An entrepreneur faces multiple challenges and needs to be a well
skilled communicator, and there are other personal traits that help to
make his enterprise a success (Panda, 2000). Entrepreneurs need to
mobilise and coordinate different resources in many forms, including
money, knowledge, time, talent, and reputation, which are all put at
risk in their effort to realise innovative ideas for new products, new
services, new markets or various combinations of these (Martin and
Osberg, 2007; Tetzschner and Herlau, 2003). When we look at the literature on entrepreneurship, we can conclude that entrepreneurship
is concerned with opportunity, innovation, progress, resource mobilisation, change and adding value to the market.
1.2.2. Social entrepreneurship literature
Social entrepreneurship as a stream in entrepreneurial literature is still
struggling to gain legitimacy in the academic world (Abu-Saifan, 2012;
Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006). It means different things to different people (Dees and Haas, 1998), and the discussion focuses on the
business model, the mission, the social entrepreneur, the impact, and
the processes of social entrepreneurship (Battilana et al., 2012; Dacin,
Dacin and Matear, 2010; Mair, Battilana and Cardenas, 2012; Mair and
Marti, 2006). Stories of successful social entrepreneurs are used to
legitimise the field of social entrepreneurship (Mair and Marti, 2006),
and they are linked to the theory of entrepreneurship (Dacin, Dacin
and Matear, 2010; Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006; Mair and Marti,
2006), but the concept of ‘social entrepreneurship’ is still not clearly
defined.
In some studies, the social entrepreneur as a person is the object of
the study (Dacin, Dacin and Matear, 2010; Mair, Battilana and Cardenas, 2012; Mair and Marti, 2006; Zahra et al., 2009). Definitions then
19

focus on personal characteristics. In other studies, definitions focus on
mission and the outcomes of the social enterprise. What is the impact
on society the social entrepreneur aims to accomplish? What are the
results? The social entrepreneur aims to provide real social improvement to his target group, as well as social and/or economic return for
his investors, and he measures his progress by looking at the social,
financial and managerial outcomes, for example the number of participating people of the target group, the number of transactions. This
means that social entrepreneurship should not be measured in terms
of income, but in terms of outcome or impact on society (Dees and
Battle Anderson, 2006; Dees and Haas, 1998). In other studies, the
definitions focus on the processes of social entrepreneurship (Battilana et al., 2012; Dacin, Dacin and Matear, 2010; Mair, Battilana and
Cardenas, 2012; Mair and Marti, 2006; Jonker, 2013). How are the
social enterprises creating their positive impact? And what resources
need to be mobilised to realise their plans?
From the literature it is clear that characteristics of the social entrepreneur, the mission, the social needs, the environmental factors, and
the resources together influence the choice for a business model, that
can be for-profit, hybrid, or not-for-profit, but the literature has not
converged on a common definition.
1.2.3 The literature on social movements
To be able to launch their social enterprise, social entrepreneurs need
resources. Little can be found in the literature on social entrepreneurship regarding the resource mobilisation process. The literature on
social movements fills this gap1. These are two separate areas of in-

1

A social movement is a set of opinions and beliefs in a population that represents preferences for
changing some elements of the social structure and/or reward distribution of a society (McCarthy
and Zald, 1977, p. 1217).
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terest, but the social entrepreneur and the social movement activist
share quite a few characteristics. Both aim for social change, need
supporters and money to execute their ideas, and support it in public
(Austin et al., 2006; Edwards and McCarthy, 2004), and in the start-up
phase they both look for grants from foundations, government subsidies, or individual contributions (Austin, Stevenson and Wei-Skillern,
2006; Bugg-Levine et al., 2012).
The theory of social movements is dominated by two theoretical
paradigms that have their foundations in the theory of social change
and try to explain the emergence and significance of social movements (Canel, 1992). There is the mainly European stream of literature,
referred to as the New Social Movement approach (NSM); and the
mainly North American stream of literature, called the Resource Mobilisation Approach (RMA). The NSM is focused on the role of lifestyle
in changing society and has links with the mission of social enterprises
(Scott, 1990).
This approach helps to understand the mechanisms behind the impact of social movement on society, but it doesn’t give insight in the
more practical aspects of the social movement. The RMA does give
these insights. This approach offers insights in the tools and resources
activists need to be able to contribute to the goals of the social movement. The organisation of social movements has many resemblances
with the start-up phase of social enterprises and therefore gives insight into the resource mobilisation approach of social enterprises.
These strands in the academic literature, dealing with entrepreneurship, social entrepreneurship, and social movements have provided
the theoretical canvas, in other words the concepts, theoretical insights and perspectives used in our research.
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1.3 Knowledge gaps
There is no consensus on the definition of social entrepreneurship.
This makes it difficult to discuss social entrepreneurship as a research
field, because researchers have a different interpretation of the concept. Most articles discuss social entrepreneurship from a specific
point of view. They analyse the characteristics of a social entrepreneur
(Drayton, 2002), or give best practices examples (Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006; De Ruysscher et al., 2017; Haugh, 2007; Hemingway,
2005; Sassmannshausen, 2018). Scholars give examples of social entrepreneurship in a specific geographical area (Nicholls, 2010), focus
on a specific theme, such as food safety, energy or fair trade, or focus
on the definition of the concept. In the literature we identified three
knowledge gaps:
1.	In many definitions of social entrepreneurship, social innovation
plays an important role. Social entrepreneurship is stated to contribute to social innovation, in the same way as ‘normal’ entrepreneurship contributes to ‘normal’ innovation. However, there is no
clear connection between the concepts of social entrepreneurship
and social innovation – at least not one that goes beyond using the
word ‘social’ twice.
2.	
A social entrepreneur needs to mobilise resources to be able
to transform an idea into a business. This requires support from
people that can provide advice, time, energy, office space, access
to a network, or money. In the last five years there is a growing
amount of early-stage grant capital available, for social enterprises
that have figured out the blueprint of their social enterprise. Little
is known about the criteria that investors use to support a start-up
social enterprise financially, and how the relationship between social enterprise and investor develops.
22

3.	Nowadays the concept of social entrepreneurship is widely used
to refer to people who aim to have a positive impact on society.
It is a generally accepted idea that you can change society with a
mission-driven company. For impact investors1, start-up social enterprises can be an interesting investment possibility, but there are
no clear success factors available in the literature on start-up social
enterprises and at what stage investment can best be undertaken.
These three knowledge gaps guided our research, as we will show in
the next section.

1.4 Research Questions in overview
What are the challenges faced by entrepreneurs who want to
contribute to the solution of social and ecological problems by means
of a business proposition, delivering products or services to their target group with the goal to create social value while at the same time
ensuring continuity in a financially solid way?
This overall research question has led us in various directions, guided
by what we found to be gaps in the knowledge represented by the literature on the subject. In that literature, there is no consensus on the
definition of a social enterprise, but there are four defining elements
to which most scientists pay attention. These four elements are the
social mission, social innovation, resource mobilisation, and results.

1

Impact investing is an approach used by investors to harness the power of their investment
capital to actively contribute to improvements in people’s lives and the health of the environment. Investors can incorporate impact-investing practices across asset classes and with a variety
of return expectations. The core characteristics are: 1. Intentionally contribute to positive social
and environmental impact through investment alongside financial return. 2. Use evidence and
impact data in investment design. 3. Manage impact performance. 4. Contribute to the growth
of impact investment. https://thegiin.org/assets/Core%20Characteristics_webfile.pdf
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Our research is concerned with all of these elements and has come to
be focused on the following four sub-questions:
1. What is social entrepreneurship?
2. What is the role of social innovation in social entrepreneurship?
3. How do social entrepreneurs mobilise resources?
4. What are early signals of future success in start-up social
enterprises?
Chapter 2 is devoted to the academic discussion about the defining
characteristics of social entrepreneurship, which has not come to a
consensus yet. One notable issue is the question if a social enterprise
can make a profit or if it should by definition be a non-profit organisation. This question is closely related to the question we discuss in
Chapter 3. Here we focus on the issue that many enterprises that do
not consider themselves social enterprises nevertheless contribute to
the solution of social problems and offer answers to social needs. In
other words: social innovation is not exclusively related to social entrepreneurship. This discussion provides a further clarification to the
discussion about definitions of Chapter 2.
Social entrepreneurs, like all entrepreneurs, need resources. Not much
attention is paid to the processes of resource mobilisation in the social
entrepreneurship literature. The literature on social movements does
pay considerable attention to the question of resource mobilisation
for social purposes. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we use some insights from
this literature to shed light on resource mobilisation by social enterprises. In this chapter, we also look into the actual funding practices of
foundations that support impact related organisations and the criteria
they use. It seems logical to think that social entrepreneurs who have
a solid understanding of the financial side of business will be more
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successful than the ones whose thinking is focused mainly on their
dreams for a just society. This was the starting hypothesis for the research presented in Chapter 5. However, our findings show that entrepreneurs who are more single-mindedly focused on their mission have
more staying power than the ones who seem to have more ‘realistic’
views of the world.
Table 1 provides an overview of the questions dealt with in these four
chapters, and the methods used. In the final Chapter (6), we gather
the results of the four research chapters and discuss the practical relevance of our findings for social entrepreneurs and impact investors,
our contributions to the academic field, and potential avenues for future research.
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Sub Question and

Sub question: What is social entrepreneurship?

trepreneurship

neurship over the past 20 years. We show how divergent

Approach Chapter 2: In this paper we provide an overview of the academic deDefining social enbate about the defining characteristics of social entrepreviews on social entrepreneurship have developed over
time, with no consensus in sight.
In our concluding section we introduce a mission-based
typology of social enterprises that should be helpful to
introduce a certain amount of order into the debate.
Research

components

| Literature review of a selection of the articles written on
social entrepreneurship in the last 20 years.
| Identify 67 definitions of social entrepreneurship from
1998 until 2018.
| Reflect on the definitions and the discussion related to
the definition of social entrepreneurship.
| Develop a mission-based typology of social enterprises
that will be the basis for the other three articles.

Methods

| Structured literature review.
| Analysis of key components in the definitions of social
entrepreneurship.
| Conclusion based on the analysis.

Sub Question and

Sub question: What is the relationship between social

neurship

ship has led to considerable confusion. We aim to bring

Approach Chapter 3: innovation and social entrepreneurship?
Social innovation
In the literature as well as in practice, the definition of
and social entrepre- concepts like social innovation and social entrepreneurclarity to the debate, basically arguing that every entrepreneurial action results in some measure of intended or
unintended social innovation, regardless of whether the
entrepreneur in question is considered or considers him/
herself, ‘social’ or not. We test our insights by investigating 20 social enterprises with a commercial business
model.
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Research

components

| Literature review social entrepreneurship.
| Literature review social innovation.
| Online research of websites 20 cases.

Methods

| Structured literature review.
| Structured online research.
| Conclusion based on the literature review and online
communication of business model and mission of twenty
cases.

Sub Question and

Sub question: What options and methods do social entre-

Approach Chapter 4: preneurs have to mobilise resources?
Mobilising resources This paper investigates the funding policies of three Dutch
for social change
foundations that invest in social enterprises. Insights from
the resource mobilisation approach in the literature on
social movements are used to organise our findings. By
doing so, several dimensions in which resource mobilisation by social entrepreneurs differs from the resource
mobilisation by social movements are uncovered.
Research components

| Review literature on social entrepreneurship.
| Review literature on social movements and more specific
the resource mobilisation strategy.
| Research literature on financing start-up (social) enterprises.
| Researching the online information available on investing
in social enterprises and identify three foundations that
invest in start-up social enterprises.
| Identify 3 representatives of the foundations on their
policy.

Methods

| Structured literature review.
| Structured online review of websites of foundations that
invest in start-up social enterprises.
| Structured interviews with representatives of the foundations.
| Conclusion based on the analysis and interviews.
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Sub Question and

Sub question: What are early signals of future success in

Approach Chapter 5: start-up social enterprises?
Identifying successIn this paper we investigate the characteristics of 347 projful social enterprises ect-ideas that had the potential to develop, and in many
cases did develop, into social enterprises.
The project-ideas were posted on a Dutch online platform. The initiators described their social goals, the need
for (financial) resources, and their plans for execution, in
their own words. Insight into these characteristics may
help impact investors to identify potentially successful
social enterprises at an early stage.
Research components

| Review literature on social entrepreneurship.
| Research ideas for social change.
| Researching the words used by potential social entrepreneurs to describe their ideas for social change.
| Identify key indicators of potential successful social entrepreneurs.

Methods

| Structured literature review.
| Structured review of ideas for social change.
| Nvivo software used for analysis use of words by initiators ideas for social change.

Table 1.1: Description of this thesis
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Chapter 2 D
 efining social entrepreneurship - a review
of the literature
Social entrepreneurship has become a major topic of academic debate
and research in the past 20 years. Hundreds of articles have been published and even some dedicated journals have come into existence.
However, there is still no common or even widely accepted definition
of social entrepreneurship available. In this paper we provide an overview of the academic debate concerning the defining characteristics
of social entrepreneurship over the past 20 years. We will show how
divergent views on social entrepreneurship have developed over time,
with no consensus in sight.
After an introductory section about the rise and growth of the phenomenon, Section 2 describes the first conceptualisations of social
entrepreneurship in the late 1990s. In Sections 3 and 4 we present
the results of our review of the literature. We discuss the distinction
between two main approaches of social entrepreneurship: on the
one hand, the school emphasising social innovation; and on the other hand, the school emphasising social entrepreneurship as a way to
generate funds for a specific social aim (Section 3). Subsequently, we
discuss four elements that are common to most definitions, albeit with
a clear variance in their importance (Section 4).
Our discussion shows that in the literature, social mission is often overemphasised, while the results receive less attention. In our concluding
section, we propose a definition that takes into account these two aspects. Furthermore, we introduce a mission-based typology of social
enterprises, that should be helpful to introduce some more order in
the debate.
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2.1 The growth of social entrepreneurship
With all the global challenges humanity is facing, the number of people and organisations trying to have a positive impact on society
grows (Lee, 2015). Non-profit organisations, sustainable companies,
organised citizens and communities, foundations, political parties, or
enterprises with a social mission: they all work towards a more sustainable society by trying to tackle climate change, plastic soup, child
labour, deforestation, modern slavery, obesity, malnutrition, and many
other issues.
They all have two things in common. First, they want to have a positive
impact on society, focusing on global, national, or local issues. And
secondly, they – like everyone else - do not know what the future will
bring, and what a better future looks like. They all have ideas, visions,
and expectations, but a better future means different things for different people, and this complicates the work of all the people, organisations, and communities trying to design and implement strategies for
social change. It obviously also complicates the work of people, academics, and journalists trying to understand these different initiatives.
The numerous organisations aiming to find a suitable answer to the
grand challenges of the century differ in organisational form and
sources of funding. Some organisations solely depend on donations,
government support, or volunteers. Others use business methods to
generate income and to be financially independent. In the last two
decades the latter type of organisations has grown rapidly and is nowadays referred to as social entrepreneurship. An important reason social entrepreneurship developed so quickly was that, after the financial crisis in the first decade of the twenty-first century, governments
were spending less money on social provisions (Ceptureanu et al.,
2017; Fowler, 2000; Johnson, 2000; Light, 2008).
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This opened up opportunities for social entrepreneurs to develop various social services for people in need. Another reason was that environmental concerns, and especially concerns about climate change,
were no longer limited to a minority of the population, but instead
became mainstream concerns in politics and society at large. This created new markets for social entrepreneurs offering products in for example sustainable food, sustainable energy, energy saving or green
mobility .
In view of diminishing government funding and the increasing urgency
of social and environmental concerns, entrepreneurs saw opportunities to sell products or services that, directly or indirectly, helped those
in need, while at the same time non-profit and non-governmental organisations1 already active in the field were forced to become more
enterprising. They developed business models to generate an earned
income and decreased their dependence on subsidies (Hoogendoorn
et al., 2011; Perrini and Vurro, 2006; Zahra et al., 2009). Both types of
organisations are treated under the heading ‘social entrepreneurship’.
The term social entrepreneur is not new. In 1953, Bowen used it in his
book ‘Social Responsibilities of the Businessman’ (Bowen, Bowen and
Gond, 2013) but in the 1980s and 90s it became widespread.

1

A non-profit organisation (NPO) works for any purpose other than making profits. It is set up to
provide goods and services to people, with the aim to promote a useful purpose, and operates
on the principle that no member will receive profits or losses of the entity. A non-governmental
organisation (NGO) is formed by ordinary citizens and operates autonomously of government.
The objective is to work for the betterment of society and the economy as well as bring awareness of human rights, women empowerment, climate change, etc.
(Investopedia, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/non-profitorganization.asp)
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Especially when Ashoka’s1 founder Bill Drayton started to fund social
innovators around the world, and Ed Skloot at New Ventures2 helped
non-profits to explore new sources of income (Dees, 2007). Both men
were supporting positive social change, but from different perspectives. In this period scholars and people working at institutions and
organisations started to study the phenomenon and tried to define it.
It took a long time for many individuals to realise that what they were
doing to support the needy and change society indeed represented
social entrepreneurship.
While attention for the concept grew, scholars tried to explain and
label what social entrepreneurs tried to accomplish and what methods
they were using to achieve their goals. However, defining social entrepreneurship was not easy after all. An unambiguous definition did not
emerge (Dacin, Dacin and Matear, 2010; Gandhi and Raina, 2018; Mair
and Marti, 2006; Nicholls, 2010; Peredo and McLean, 2006; Short et
al., 2009), and the term was used in many different ways. For the social
entrepreneurs themselves this was not a problem. They did not focus
on what they were called; they focused on their mission, on financial
support, organisation and production processes, support from people, their business model, and attention in the media. They teamed up
with others to have a positive impact on society and embraced every
possibility to make a difference. While doing so they constantly had to
adapt to new realities, changing attitudes and expectations, new business models, new products, services and resources, changing partners
and supporters. Nevertheless, not only for academics researching the
phenomenon, but also for individuals, foundations, and other possible
sources of finance, having a definition of social entrepreneurship is not
1

A
 shoka identifies and supports the world’s leading social entrepreneurs, learns from the patterns
in their innovations, and mobilises a global community that embraces these new frameworks to
build an “everyone a changemaker world.” www.ashoka.org

2

N
 ew Ventures was a nonprofit consulting firm that assisted other NGOs in earning income as a
complement to fundraising.
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irrelevant. It helped them to find the ‘real’ thing and identify possibly
missing elements.

2.2 Social entrepreneurship: the first conceptualisation
The word ‘entrepreneur’ is derived from French and means ‘taking
action’ or ‘taking a hands-on approach’. The term is not necessarily
tied to a specific purpose. According to Audretsch et al. (2000), various disciplines are combined in the notion of entrepreneurship, such
as management, economy, sociology, psychology, and geography. In
1998, Dees wrote one of the first articles on social entrepreneurship.
He used the views of entrepreneurship scholars, (Drucker, 1985; Rothbard, 2012; Schumpeter 1934; Stevenson, 1985) to describe the characteristics of an entrepreneur and then used these insights to describe
social entrepreneurship.
Say was the first to write about the entrepreneur: ‘The entrepreneur
shifts economic resources out of an area of lower and into an area of
higher productivity and greater yield’ (Dees, 1998, p. 1). Based on
this, Dees concluded that the first characteristic of entrepreneurs is to
create value. Joseph Schumpeter (1934) developed a theory of economic progress, in which entrepreneurship was given a central role.
Schumpeter argued that entrepreneurs introduce new products or
services, adapt existing products or services, or find new distribution
channels that disrupt the market and bring economic progress. The
role of entrepreneurs is ‘to reform or revolutionise the pattern of production’ (Dees 1998, p. 1). The second characteristic of entrepreneurs
is therefore that they bring about change. Dees used the theories of
Say and Schumpeter to argue that the term entrepreneurship not only
means starting a profit-making business, but should rather be placed
in a broader context, for entrepreneurs are the ‘catalysts and innovators behind economic progress’.
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According to Dees, Drucker (1985) used the views of Say and Schumpeter, but he added an important element: entrepreneurs use opportunities arising from change. Dees quotes Drucker writing ‘the entrepreneur always searches for change, responds to it, and exploits it as
an opportunity’ (Dees, 1998, p. 2). Dees stresses here that, according
to Drucker, entrepreneurship is about seizing opportunities in the market in order to create value. As a consequence, not every business is
enterprising and starting a business is not always entrepreneurial. This
is only the case when the entrepreneur sees opportunities to innovate
and strives for change. This is the third characteristic of the entrepreneur.
Dees finally quoted Stevenson (1985). Stevenson defined the core of
entrepreneurship as ‘the pursuit of opportunity without regard to resources currently controlled’ (Dees 1998, p. 2). He deduced from this
that the fourth characteristic of entrepreneurship constituted that the
entrepreneur develops activities without regard by the limitation of
resources currently under his or her control, as an impediment.
Dees concluded that the ideas of Say, Schumpeter, Drucker and Stevenson can be used both in the business and social sectors. He also
concluded that entrepreneurship is a broad concept that concerns
innovation and change and not only profits. This approach emphasizes that an entrepreneur should add value, be innovative and make
progress, see opportunities in the market and seize them as well, in
spite of a limited control over resources. Dees (1998, p.2) therefore
defines social entrepreneurs as follows:
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‘Social entrepreneurs play the role of change agents in the social sector
by: adopting a mission to create social value (not just private value)
§

recognizing and relentlessly pursuing new opportunities to
serve that mission

§

engaging in a process of continuous innovation, adaptation,
and learning

§

acting boldly without being limited by resources currently in
hand

§

exhibiting heightened accountability to the constituencies
served for the outcomes created.’

Dees focused on the mission and behaviour of entrepreneurs, but he
paid little attention to the meaning of the word social. The word ‘social’ is subjective and triggers many different associations. This could
partly explain why there are so many approaches to the concept. The
description of social entrepreneurship by Dees was the start of a long
debate on the definition that has not ended yet. (Choi and Majumdar
2014; Doherty, Haugh and Lyon, 2014; Hlady-Rispal and Servantie,
2018).

2.3 Various definitions of social entrepreneurship
In order to get an overview of the various definitions of social entrepreneurship we searched on Web of Science for journal articles using
‘social entrepreneurship’ in the title.
2.3.1 Selection years
We started our search in 1998, the year Dees wrote the article ‘The
Meaning of Social Entrepreneurship’ and ended December 2018.
However, the article from Dees, important to the discussion on social
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entrepreneurship, was not available in Web of Science, nor did any
other article on the topic/keyword come up in our search for 1998.
This analysis resulted in figure 2.1. To see the number in perspective,
we also checked the number of articles that used the keyword social
entrepreneurship. These numbers are also added in figure 2.1. These
articles are not analysed. We argue that by analysing the 3 most cited
articles per year we can get a good overview of the developments of
the definition of the concept of social entrepreneurship. By analysing
all published articles, we might have gotten a few interesting conflicting ideas, but the benefits didn’t outweigh the time required.
The selection criteria for the articles in our analyses were:
§
§
§

published in the years 1999 – 2018

with the term ‘social entrepreneurship’ in the title
a maximum of three articles per year

The articles most cited were selected.
Figure 2.1 shows the number of articles per year that were analysed.
When we write for example 2 // 3 // 2 This indicates the following:
2: 2 articles were analysed
3: 3 articles came up when we searched for the keyword social entrepreneurship.
2: 2 articles came up when we searched for the term social entrepreneurship in the title
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1998

0 // 0 // 0

2005

1 // 2 // 1

2012

3 // 69 // 27

1999

1 // 1 // 1

2006

3 // 11 // 5

2013

3 // 48 // 19

2000

1 // 1 // 1

2007

3 // 8 // 5

2014

3 // 49 // 30

2001

0 // 0 // 0

2008

3 // 14 // 8

2015

3 // 140 // 61

2002

1 // 1 // 1

2009

3 // 22 // 12

2016

3 // 210 // 88

2003

2 // 3 // 2

2010

3 // 46 // 24

2017

3 // 208 // 75

2004

1 // 3 // 1

2011

3 // 28 // 10

2018

3 // 250 // 103

Figure 2.1: the number of articles in the selection

In total we selected 46 articles, of which 3 did not define social entrepreneurship. That left us with 43 articles that fitted our criteria and
were analysed (see appendix 1).
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the number of articles in Web of Science
with ‘social entrepreneurship’ as the keywords or appearing in the title
in the last decade.

Figure 2.2: graph with number of articles on topic social entrepreneurship in selection

43

Figure 2.3: graph with number of articles on title social entrepreneurship in selection

2.3.2 Results
After analysing 43 definitions of social entrepreneurship it is clear that,
up to the present time, there is still not one clear definition for social entrepreneurship (Nicholls, 2010; Maier et al., 2016; Saebi, 2019).
Some definitions focus on the figure of the entrepreneur. Others focus
on the social enterprise as an organisation, but they all mention the
term social entrepreneurship or social entrepreneur. In 42 of the 43
definitions, the social mission is leading, and the creation of social value is seen as the primary objective of social entrepreneurship. Social
value creation is frequently mentioned in the literature on social entrepreneurship (Austin et al., 2006; Dacin, Dacin and Matear, 2010; Mair
and Marti, 2006), but the concept of social value appears to be just as
contested as the concept of social entrepreneurship. Social value has
many and ambiguous meanings and is difficult to measure (Choi and
Majumdar, 2014).
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For some it involves only social value for people (Madill, 2015; Tate
and Bals, 2016). Others also include social value for the planet (Acs et
al., 2013; Dacin, Dacin and Tracey, 2011; Doherty, Haugh and Lyon,
2014; Zahra et al., 2014).
Amongst other things, definitions differ with regard to the link between the social mission and the productive activities of the enterprise. In 36 of the 43 definitions the business side of the social enterprise is discussed. In some definitions the link is direct (the activities
generating income are ‘social’ themselves), in others it is less strong
(the activities generating income are undertaken to fund other ‘social’
activities or goals (Eikenberry, Drapal and Kluver, 2004). In 26 of the 43
definitions the resources strategy and processes used are mentioned.
Nicholls (2009) states that social entrepreneurs use available resources
in an innovative way to achieve social change. Cotton and Lasprogata (2003) and Desa and Basu (2013) detect that social entrepreneurs
are engaged in processes of innovation and they are not limited by
the current resources available. Mair and Marti (2006) state that social
entrepreneurs combine resources in new ways and Desa (2012) sees
social entrepreneurs catalysing social change by combining resources.
Also, there are differences in the characterisation of business models.
Most authors would agree that an organisation that depends solely on
subsidies and donations to survive is not really an enterprise. However, some of the definitions recognise social entrepreneurship as non-profit
entrepreneurship (Cook, Dodds and Mitchell, 2003; Weerawardena
and Mort, 2006), others indicate that it can be both for-profit and notfor-profit (Bacq and Janssen, 2011; Belz and Binder, 2017; Certo and
Miller, 2008; Gray and Crofts, 2002; Hemingway, 2005; Witkamp et al.,
2011). Others observe it as impact first entrepreneurship (Sen, 2007;
Desa, 2012; Desa and Basu, 2013), where making a profit is acceptable or indeed necessary, depending on the nature of the social enterprise and sometimes with certain constraints (Gray and Crofts, 2002).
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The various definitions of social entrepreneurship can be placed in two
schools of thought. The social innovation school of thought and the
social enterprise school of thought (Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006).
2.3.3 The social innovation school of thought
Schumpeter’s (1934) theory is the starting point of the social innovation school of thought (SIS). In the SIS approach, the entrepreneur is
central, focusing on his/her characteristics and the ability to see opportunities that others do not (Bacq and Janssen, 2011). According to
Acs et al. (2013), these opportunities emerge due to market failures
or because institutions such as the government and semi-government
fail to seize these opportunities. The result is that groups of people
are left behind. They have no access to, for example, health care,
education, energy, work or housing, while they require these. Dees
and Battle Anderson (2006) call this the existence of ‘social needs’,
quoting Leadbeater (1997, p. 8) to illustrate this: ‘social entrepreneurs
identify under-utilised resources - people, buildings, equipment - and
find ways of putting them to use to satisfy unmet social needs. They
innovate new welfare services and new ways of delivering existing services’. Social entrepreneurs develop new products and services, which
meet a specific need of a certain group of people, thus creating social
value. This approach assumes that ‘social entrepreneurs’ can also create financial value and, as a result, are able to operate independently
in financial terms (Bacq and Janssen, 2011). They can make profits and
offer shareholder value.
Yet this should not be in conflict with the organisational objectives (Acs
et al., 2013; Austin et al., 2006; Certo and Miller, 2008). In most cases,
the profits are reinvested in the business or community for which the
‘social entrepreneurs’ work (Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006).
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2.3.4 The social enterprise school of thought
Ed Skloot developed the ideas of the social enterprise school of
thought (SES) in 1987. His starting point is that the not-for-profit sector may operate more effectively by learning from the corporate sector, where it is not the entrepreneur but the organisation that is central. Subsidies were under pressure in Skloot’s time, and as a result
NGOs had to attract funds in alternative ways. By working in a more
entrepreneurial way, NGOs could develop new products or services
and become financially less dependent on donations and subsidies
(Thompson, 2000). The main point is that NGOs, in addition to their
social work, develop commercial activities that generate extra money
for them. This may, for example, be the sale of products via a webshop,
organise events, or offer their knowledge or reports to companies.
These products may be viewed separately from the social purpose
they pursue. The money they earn is subsequently invested in their
core business (Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006). Skloot described this
approach as not-for-profit entrepreneurship (Skloot, 1987).
2.3.5 The differences between the two approaches and new insights
The SIS and the SES share a focus on the social purpose, but they
differ in their approach. With the SIS, the creation of financial value is
part of the business model and is combined with the social purpose.
With the SES, the creation of financial value complements the social
purpose and can be, but does not have to be, integrated into the core
activities. Specifically, this means that a ‘social enterprise’ does not
have to make money with the activities that are focused on its social
objectives, but it may have an alternative revenue model that creates
an additional flow of money.
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2.4 Elements of social entrepreneurship
Although there are clearly two main schools of thought, almost all
definitions contain four elements that matter for social entrepreneurs.
This was already pointed out by Dacin, Dacin and Matear (2010) and
confirmed by our review of the literature. These four elements are:
1. the entrepreneur; 2. the processes and resources; 3. the mission
and 4. the results. All these elements are usually mentioned, but the
various authors differ in the emphasis given to each of them. In this
section, we will elaborate on these four elements in order to further
analyse the differences between social entrepreneurship and commercial entrepreneurship.
2.4.1 The entrepreneur
Do social entrepreneurs have special characteristics? And if so, in what
ways can a social entrepreneur be distinguished from a commercial
entrepreneur? Among others, Bornstein (2007) and Drayton (2002)
pointed to the personality of the social entrepreneur in order to define
the concept of social entrepreneurship. Yet it became gradually clear
that social entrepreneurs and commercial entrepreneurs essentially
do not differ so much from one another in terms of personality. On
the contrary, there are many similarities. Social entrepreneurs see opportunities in the market, just as commercial entrepreneurs do (Scott
Marshall, 2010), they use resources in a creative way (Drucker, 1985;
Schumpeter, 1934), dare to take risks (Scott Marshall, 2010), are optimistic (Light, 2009), offer inspiration (Martin and Osberg, 2007), are
positive and passionate about what they do (Cardon et al., 2009), and
they are innovative (Acs et al., 2013).
The literature shows various examples of successful social entrepreneurs who with unparalleled perseverance change entire societies by
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swimming against the stream. Muhammed Yunus is one of these examples. As founder of the Grameen Bank, he helped women from
Bangladesh to obtain start-up loans for launching a business of their
own (Nicholls, 2010). Such social entrepreneurs were put on a pedestal as heroes, for example by Mort et al. (2003) and Dees (1998).
This approach was criticised by, among others, Peredo and McLean
(2006) and Seelos and Mair (2005), because the success stories did
not offer room to learn from mistakes and could lead to a distorted
image of the social entrepreneur (Nicholls, 2010; Ruebottom, 2013).
Most (social) entrepreneurs fail along the way and never reach their
goals. From the increasing criticism of this approach, Mair and Marti
(2006) concluded that the discussion should not be about the social
entrepreneur and his or her personality, but about the organisation of
the business. They state that on an individual level, the personality of
the social entrepreneur differs too little from that of the commercial
entrepreneur for a distinction between the two to be made on the
basis of personal characteristics (Meyskens et al., 2010; Nicolls, 2010).
Drayton (2002), however, points out that social entrepreneurs are
more aware of ethical issues. He argues that making ethical choices
is in the core of every social enterprise, whatever social problem they
focus on. Social entrepreneurship is a constant juggle between commercial and social goals and without a moral compass and awareness
of ethical issues the social enterprise is doomed to fail. Other authors
also emphasise that the social entrepreneur might have the
same skills as a commercial entrepreneur, but they have different
values (De Ruysscher et al., 2017; Haugh, 2007; Hemingway, 2005;
Sassmannshausen, 2018).
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2.4.2 Processes, people and resources
Are social enterprises structured differently? And if so, what are the
differences in the processes, people and resources between commercial and social enterprises? Various definitions, including those of
Wilson and Post (2013), Lumpkin et al. (2013) and Acs et al. (2013),
emphasise that social entrepreneurship is a process in which methods from business are used and resources are creatively combined in
order to pursue a social objective. This may be on a basis of profit or
non-profit, but the social enterprise should make enough money to
be sustainable in the long run. The entrepreneurs must have access to
people and resources that can help them, for example, people with
money, knowledge, and an extensive network. In order to gain access
to these people, social entrepreneurs have to develop a resources
strategy. Wilson and Post (2013), Seelos and Mair (2005) and Lepoutre
et al. (2011) argue that social entrepreneurship demands a great deal
from an organisation. Social entrepreneurs have to cooperate more
than commercial entrepreneurs with their stakeholders, like governments, interest groups, and private individuals, in order to achieve
their goals. This makes for a complex sphere of activity compared to
commercial entrepreneurship. According to Mair and Schoen (2007)
and Lumpkin et al. (2013), little is known about how these processes
work and how social entrepreneurs create value (Zahra et al., 2014).
Lumpkin et al. (2013) argue that ‘few studies have delved into the
key questions of why and how social entrepreneurship happens; few
studies address the mechanics of social entrepreneurial processes’ (p.
762). In their view, this should be further researched. According to
Mair and Schoen (2007), this research should focus on the relationships between the objectives of the organisation, the business model,
and the environment.
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For a (start-up) social enterprise, it is a challenge to find the right
people and resources in order to actually turn ambition into practice.
Resources are always scarce but necessary (Dees, 1998; Calic and Mosakowski, 2016; Santos, 2012). In developed as well as in upcoming
economies, there is always a tension between social mission and financial return that can create resource mobilisation challenges (Austin, Kohler, Kreiner and Sawhney, 2011; Stevenson, and Wei-Skillern,
2006). Mair and Marti (2006, p. 41) argue that successful social entrepreneurs are all able ‘to creatively combine resources – resources that
often they themselves do not possess – to address a social problem
and thereby alter existing social structures’. Acs et al. (2013) think that
this applies to both commercial entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs. According to Austin et al. (2006), however, social entrepreneurs
have an additional handicap: being profitable is not enough: they
have to be profitable while achieving their social mission. This restricts
their access to money and people.
Mair and Marti (2006), Short et al. (2009), Weerawardena and Mort
(2006) and Zahra et al. (2014) point out that the literature on social
entrepreneurship pays a great deal of attention to satisfying social
needs and stimulating social change. The financial component of an
enterprise would therefore appear to be less relevant to a social entrepreneur. They emphasise this is not the case. If a social entrepreneur
does not have a revenue model, he or she will not be able to build
a viable business and manage the accompanying risks. The authors
indicate that it is necessary for social entrepreneurs to use a ‘double
bottom line’, with social and commercial objectives.
To a donor, sponsor, or investor, the financial situation of a social enterprise is relevant. Individuals and companies can choose to donate,
lend to or invest in social enterprises, depending on its business model. They can receive financial and/or social value in return. A social
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enterprise can have a ‘for profit’ business model or a ‘hybrid’ business
model or it can be a ‘not-for-profit’ organisation with a revenue model. Most not-for-profit organisations are largely dependent on subsidies or donations in combination with a revenue model. In the current
market, according to Weerawardena and Mort (2009), there is a great
deal of competition between not-for-profit organisations, as a result
of which much pressure is put onto this model. There is limited money
available, which leads to acquisition activities that lead to competition
between different organisations for the same funds.
Social entrepreneurs with a hybrid business model (a business model
in which various objectives are combined) or a for-profit model face
restriction by their social mission (Muñoz and Kimmitt, 2019). The
social mission imposes limits on the returns or determines that the
profits should be channelled back to the enterprise and not to the
shareholders. According to Austin et al. (2006), social entrepreneurs
therefore need investors with a long-term vision who also offer support. But does this distinguish a social entrepreneur from a commercial
entrepreneur? Attracting financial resources is difficult for both. Austin
et al. (2006) emphasise that commercial entrepreneurs issue forecasts
as to what an investment is going to yield. This makes clear to capital
providers what their potential ‘return on investment’ is and how soon
they may expect it. Social entrepreneurs may also provide a financial
‘return on investment’, but this may include limitations due to a maximum distribution of profits. However, there is a less obvious additional limitation. Investors in commercial businesses finance a good plan
and an entrepreneur, or team, with the right qualities. They accept
changes in the plan over time, as long as the promised returns remain
the same or increase. This is different for social entrepreneurs according to Austin et al. (2006). The social entrepreneur aims to solve a
specific social problem, and people invest in the solution. If the social
entrepreneur changes this aim because it generates more financial
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returns, the investors will not agree. This limits the social entrepreneurs in their financial flexibility.
Besides money, people are also of great importance to the success
of a social enterprise. Social entrepreneurship requires people who
are willing to use their specific knowledge and skills for a good cause,
sometimes at a low salary or for a volunteer’s fee. This means that the
social entrepreneur depends on the ‘goodwill’ of his or her employees.
Dees (2012) and Austin et al. (2006) argue that this can become problematic when the employees need more money (have children, need a
bigger house) and consequently leave the organisation. According to
Austin et al. (2006), this threatens the ability of social entrepreneurs to
offer continuity and to scale up their organisation. However, Austin et
al. (2006) also point out the other side of the coin: people who are involved with the social entrepreneur are committed without expecting
(considerable) compensation, because they support the mission. In
addition, this is not just true for the staff of the organisation but also,
for example, for clients who support the organisation by sharing their
network, knowledge, and resources, among other things. According
to Austin et al. (2006), it is precisely this commitment that determines
the success of the social enterprise. Little is known about these networks (Dacin, Dacin and Tracey, 2011). Zahra et al. (2009) investigated
local initiatives. These mainly revolve around the extent to which the
entrepreneur is acquainted with the market and the stakeholders. In
national initiatives, this familiarity is nowhere near as extensive and
the entrepreneur is dependent on others.
If we look at processes, people and resources, both social entrepreneurs and commercial entrepreneurs supply their target group with
products or services to create value. It becomes evident from the literature that the processes they use differ in terms of detail. Yet both
groups of entrepreneurs face scarcity of people and resources.
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2.4.3 Mission
Social entrepreneurs pursue social change by offering a solution to a
social problem. They develop innovative products or services that are
a response to current, visible social needs of certain groups of people
(Acs et al., 2013; Guclu, Dees and Battle Anderson, 2002; Muñoz and
Kimmitt, 2019; Zahra et al., 2014), such as the need for education,
health care, reduction of poverty, or protection of nature. Governments, the market, or other institutions do not meet these needs (Santos, 2012, Seelos and Mair, 2005). Social entrepreneurs record their
ambition in a mission. Social entrepreneurs distinguish themselves
from commercial entrepreneurs in terms of their social vision (Austin et
al., 2006; Battilana, 2012; Dees, 2012; Mair and Schoen, 2007; Muñoz
and Kimmitt, 2019; Wilson and Post, 2013).
Due to this social mission, social enterprises deal with a large number
of stakeholders with whom they share social values (Wilson and Post,
2013). They aim for a long-term impact of their activities (Austin et al.,
2006; Drayton, 2002; Light, 2008; Peredo and McLean, 2006; Perrini,
2006). They do not regard the creation of social value as a by-product
of their activities, but as the objective of their organisation (Austin et
al., 2006; Certo and Miller, 2008; Dees, 1998; Lumpkin et al., 2013;
Mair and Marti, 2006; Peredo and McLean, 2006; Santos, 2012; Weerawardena and Mort, 2006; Wilson and Post, 2013). When making strategic choices of both an economic and social nature, the mission is
not an issue of debate, but it helps the entrepreneurs stay on course
(Austin et al., 2006; Battilana et al., 2012; Lumpkin et al., 2013; Mair
and Schoen, 2007; Wilson and Post, 2013). According to Dees (1998),
economic interests are of secondary importance, but opinions in the
literature are divided as to what extent this is true.
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According to Acs et al. (2013), social entrepreneurs supply products or
services to a large group of people, who previously did not have access to such products or services. However, these products or services
as such are not new. In their view, this is different from commercial
entrepreneurs, who see opportunities in the market and therefore provide products or services that do not yet exist and for which demand is
often latent. For example, when did consumers know they would need
a mobile phone? Thirty years ago, most people indicated they did
not really need one. Yet today, a large part of the population can no
longer do without one. Thus, a commercial entrepreneur sometimes
creates new needs. The social entrepreneur sees the existing needs of
people and starts a social enterprise with the mission of meeting these
needs (Lumpkin et al., 2013). ‘In a social enterprise setting, a key indicator of an opportunity is perceived, it attracts financial and community support. Funders, volunteers, and community leaders, as emissaries
of society, evaluate whether the social entrepreneurs’ cause is worthy
enough to address’ (Lumpkin et al., 2013, p. 765).
The objectives of a business are derived from its mission. The objective of purely commercial organisations differs substantially from that
of purely social organisations. At one end of the spectrum are companies that, irrespective of the consequences for their environment,
focus on profits for the shareholders. At the other end are the NGOs
that are purely focused on their social objectives (Wilson and Post,
2013). In between, there are other options, such as a not-for-profit
organisation with a revenue model (Austin et al., 2006), a hybrid organisation with both financial and social objectives (Battilana, 2012),
or a social business that must be profitable in order to achieve its social objectives (Acs et al., 2013). According to the various definitions,
all these forms fall under the heading of social enterprise: they are
founded in order to offer sustainable solutions to social problems.
Wilson and Post (2013) indicate that it was often thought in the past
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that an organisation had to choose between creating social value or
economic value. It was assumed that there was no middle ground and
one thing would be to the detriment of the other. They indicate that
nowadays it is accepted for an organisation to have a social mission as
well as a profit motive and that these ‘two bottom lines’ go very well
together (Muñoz and Kimmitt, 2019).
2.4.4 Results
It becomes evident from the various definitions of social entrepreneurship that its mission is distinguishing it from commercial entrepreneurs. Yet, however, clearly social entrepreneurs formulate their
mission, this does not mean that they achieve the desired result. In
practice, there may be a difference between what an entrepreneur
says he or she wishes to do and is actually accomplished (Austin et al.,
2006). A commercial entrepreneur may focus on the financial returns
of the organisation, yet greatly contribute towards a social purpose at
the same time, not just by paying taxes and creating employment, but
also by recycling materials or by employing people with a distance to
the labour market. They do this, because they consider this important,
not because their company was founded for this reason. As a person
they have a moral compass and want to make the right choices (Hemingway, 2005; Maier et al., 2016).
By contrast, a social entrepreneur may explicitly aim to create social
value by starting a business that serves to bring people with a distance to the labour market back into the workforce. If that business
is not successful, can it still be called a social enterprise? This is why
there are also authors (Auerswald, 2009; Dees, 1998; Dees and Battle
Anderson, 2006; Martin and Osberg, 2007) who emphasise that the
definition of social entrepreneurship should mainly be based on the
results of the activities of social entrepreneurs. Social entrepreneurs
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aim to find a sustainable solution to a social problem (Santos, 2012).
They may reform the social system through influencing consumer behaviour or exercising pressure on institutions, which leads to fundamental change. According to Dees and Battle Anderson (2006), the
extent to which social entrepreneurs bring about change determines
whether they are successful. The fourth common element in most definitions is indeed ‘results’.
There is a difference in the ways in which social entrepreneurs and
commercial entrepreneurs measure their results. Commercial entrepreneurs measure their results mostly via financial data, such as increasing sales, more turnover or profits, customer and employee satisfaction, delivery time, etc. (Arogyaswamy, 2017; Austin et al., 2006).
Based on this data, it is possible to compare enterprises to one another. Social entrepreneurs mainly measure their success in terms of
social value or ‘social value creation’ (Arogyaswamy, 2017). Money is
not a measure of success, but an important precondition.
Social value may be created through charity, philanthropy, not-forprofit entrepreneurship, via a social business, and as a by-product of
for-profit-entrepreneurship (Dees, 1998; Wilson and Post, 2013). The
difficulty here is that measuring social value is complicated. According
to Mair and Marti (2006), ‘assessing social performance and impact
is one of the greatest challenges for practitioners and researchers in
social entrepreneurship. The real problem may not be the measurement per se, but how the measures may be used to quantify the performance and impact of social entrepreneurship’ (p. 41). Unlike financial value, there is no single measure for social value and therefore
social values are difficult to compare (Mair and Marti, 2006; Mulgan,
2010). Social value changes in the course of time and depends on the
people involved, the location and the situation (Mulgan, 2010).
Mulgan gives three important reasons as to why this causes problems.
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First of all, it is impossible to predict what a certain investment in a
project will eventually generate, since the results depend on interaction with people and it is impossible to predict how they will react. Secondly, people do not always agree on what the outcome is
or should be, for they have differing norms and values. As a result,
thirdly, it is difficult to convince people of certain results, especially if
only the costs and revenues are documented.
Lumpkin et al. (2013) argue that the results of social entrepreneurship
may be studied by looking at three aspects: ‘Outcomes that are especially salient to social entrepreneurship research include social value
creation (SVC), the challenge of satisfying multiple stakeholders, and
the sustainability and scalability of solutions generated in a context’
(Lumpkin et al., 2013, p. 762). Olsen and Galimidi (2009) focus on
the ‘impact value chain’ as the sum of all inputs, activities, outputs,
outcomes, and goal alignment. Social entrepreneurs are supposed
to supply people with products and services, with which they create
long-term value for society as a whole and for the stakeholders involved in particular (Austin et al., 2006; Haugh, 2007; Mair and Marti,
2006; Nicholls and Cho, 2006; Peredo and McLean, 2006; Mair and
Schoen, 2007; Meyskens et al., 2010; Thompson et al., 2000). The
question, however, remains as to what defines social value and how
social value is measured. It is not easy to answer this question. It is
not clear where this value originates (Dees and Haas, 1998), for it is
not objective, well-defined and stable according to Mulgan (2010). In
addition, opinions on the desired results of a social enterprise are
divided. Mulgan (2010) writes that there is not only debate on what
‘social value’ is, but also on ‘social values’ in general. The desired
outcome cannot be determined objectively because the values and
norms of people differ. It is therefore difficult to compare the impact
of various social enterprises. How do you compare the social value
of chocolate that is made from beans for which farmers receive a fair
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price with the social value of fashion items made from organic cotton?
Social value may be directly created by a social enterprise for a certain
target group, a case in point being the reintegration of women who
are remote from the labour market into employment, for example in a
sewing workshop (Dees and Haas, 1998). Here, the outcome is readily
measurable on the basis of the objectives, which include the number
of orders as well as the number of women returning to work. If the
number of orders is met, the social enterprise earns enough money
to pay the women for their work. The financial value and the social
value jointly determine the result. But Santos (2012) argues that social
value is also created indirectly, not specifically for the target group,
but for society as a whole. For example, social entrepreneurs may
influence institutions to adapt their policy, facilitating, among others,
the application of their innovation on a large scale. This may occur on
various scales, be it local, national or international. Locally operating
social entrepreneurs may also cause adjustments in local laws and regulations and they may even have an impact at an international level
through the use of, among others, social media. The same applies
to social entrepreneurs at a national level. Dacin, Dacin and Tracey
(2011) confirm that social entrepreneurs are capable of bringing about
change on a global scale. This mainly concerns organisations operating worldwide in the area of microcredit loans, for example. This way,
social entrepreneurs are capable of changing society with their business model (Battilana et al., 2012).
On the other hand, Mulgan (2010) argues that it becomes complicated when there is a ‘social need’ that is not associated with purchasing power, for example when a service is offered for which the
clients themselves cannot pay (the service may be paid for by social or
health insurance). In this case, there is no direct relationship between
demand and supply. Another complication occurs when many organisations create the relevant value together, in which case it is only pos59

sible to determine the result by being present during the discussions
between the various parties and integrating the results. There is still
no solution to these complications.
If we regard social entrepreneurs as entrepreneurs capable of contributing to the solution of social problems, then it is important to know
if they actually do so, how they do this and with what result. Acs et
al. (2013) and Wilson and Post (2011) argue that social entrepreneurs,
just like their commercial counterparts, require a revenue model in order to be able to be successful and achieve the desired results. In view
of the lack of consensus in the literature and the diversity of missions
found among enterprises that identify themselves as social, it seems
unlikely that a single revenue model will ever become available.
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2.5 Conclusions
Our overview of the academic literature defining social entrepreneurship shows that the approach to this phenomenon is based on ill-defined concepts. There is little agreement as to what exactly the terms
social entrepreneurship, social sector and social value creation mean,
although these notions can be found in almost all definitions. Authors
seem to steer a course using their own moral compass. This makes the
debate on the notion of social entrepreneurship complicated and not
very accessible.
A great deal has been written about the difference between commercial entrepreneurs and social entrepreneurs. However, the literature
makes clear that they do not differ greatly in the characteristics of their
personalities or in the activities they undertake to fund, resource and
staff their organisations. Thus, two of the four elements that frequently
show up in definitions of social entrepreneurship fail to clearly distinguish it from commercial entrepreneurship. The distinction is very
clear, on the other hand, when we look at the mission of the entrepreneur, but it becomes less clear again, when we look at the results.
Commercial entrepreneurs may create social value, while social entrepreneurs may fail to do so.
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Overlooking the field, we would argue that the following propositions
would represent a major step forward to a shared definition;
1. An enterprise that cannot survive without subsidies and donations is not really an enterprise.
2. An enterprise that does not succeed in realising its social
mission is not - or is at most a potential - social enterprise.
3. Not every enterprise that realises social results is a social
enterprise.
4. A social enterprise is an enterprise that realises social aims
and does so on the basis of an explicit mission statement,
which constrains its management in terms of the activities
that can be undertaken, the resources that can be used, and
the allocation of profits for aims other than those mentioned
in the mission statement.
Social entrepreneurs look at their results mainly in the light of the
social value they create. This can be supporting people in need, influencing consumer behaviour, or affecting large companies and institutions to make more sustainable choices in the future. The financial
results are a precondition for their survival, and they should therefore
be positive. Commercial entrepreneurs mainly view their results in financial terms, but they also desire to have satisfied clients, satisfied
employees, and a good relationship with suppliers. They create employment, pay taxes and generate social value, but they do not focus
on this by definition. The difference can probably best be described
in terms of priorities. The commercial entrepreneur prioritises the creation of financial value, while the priority of the social entrepreneur is
the creation of social value.
The literature on social entrepreneurship tends to paint the world in
black and white: you are either a social entrepreneur or you are not.
However, social entrepreneurs may have the intention of creating so62

cial value without succeeding in this. If we consider social entrepreneurs as entrepreneurs who contribute to a more sustainable society,
then it is important that we look at the actual contribution they make.
And we do not need to limit ourselves to entrepreneurs who call themselves social entrepreneurs. There are plenty of entrepreneurs with a
social mission who do not call themselves social entrepreneurs.
The social enterprise has a clearly defined social mission that guides
its actions, and this results in some restrictions on the access to and
the use of resources. Social entrepreneurs need to work together with
people, other companies, and financial institutions, but some potential partners may not qualify in view of the mission. Taking money from
a company that is not aligned with the mission of the social enterprise
may feel ethically incorrect and will affect the credibility of the social
enterprise. Yet it is sometimes necessary to survive. A mission guides
the activities of the organisation. It describes what it desires to accomplish, but in the end, it is not the mission but the results that count. For
empirical research we think it is useful to distinguish between different
types of missions. It will be easier to measure and compare results of
enterprises with a similar type of mission than to compare them all
regardless of their mission. The following simple matrix may be useful
in this respect.
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Mission orientation

People

Planet

Aim

Behavioural Change

Institutional Change

Figure 2.4: mission-based typology of social entrepreneurship

We distinguish, on the one hand, between a ‘people’ orientation (for
example, social cohesion, human rights) and a ‘planet’ orientation (for
example, saving energy, recycling, animal welfare, improving biodiversity) and, on the other hand, between enterprises aiming to change
the behaviour of individual consumers and enterprises promoting institutional change (for example, influencing large corporations or policy makers). It is usually possible to put social enterprises in one of the
resulting four types. Obviously, some social entrepreneurs aim to help
people as well as the planet, and it is not always easy to say where
their primary focus lies. However, if we want to start measuring results,
we suggest that this matrix can be used as a first step to make social
enterprises comparable. Together with the four propositions offered
above, this would constitute a major step forward from the confusion
prevailing in the literature up to the present day.
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Chapter 2

Appendix 1

The definition contains the following

B

C

D

elements which are explicitly stated in the

Year, author

four columns, A,B,C,D.

Search SE in topic

A: t he social entrepreneur yes = 1 / no = 2

Search SE in title

B: Resources, processes, people yes = 1 /

Cited

A

no = 2
C: M
 ission and Outcome yes = 1 / no = 2
D: Business methods yes = 1 / no = 2

1998 n/a

n/a

0

0

0

0

1999, De Leeuw, E.

De Leeuw describes a social entrepreneur

1

1

1

2

# SE in Topic 1

as a person capable of many things. He/she

# SE in Title 1

can analyse, envision, communicate, em-

Article cited 49 times

pathise, enthuse, advocate, mediate, em-

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

power, and enable individuals and organisations, and direct scarce resources towards
activities with the aim to change policy.
2000, Fowler, A.

Fowler provided a new framework for NG-

# SE in Topic 1

DOs. He focuses on the social entrepreneur

# SE in Title 1

as a person. The social entrepreneur links

Article cited 116 times

the morality and objective of public benefit
to characteristics of an entrepreneur in the
private sector. He pays attention to an economic bottom line and focuses on a surplus
rather than a profit.

2001 n/a
2002, Gray and Crofts

Gray and Crofts focus on the idea that

# SE in Topic 1

business acumen can be applied to social

# SE in Title 1

goals. Social entrepreneurship emphasises

Article cited 1 time

is on people, rather than structures. They
are accountable to their constituencies and
for outcomes delivered. They can combine
for-profit and not-for-profit initiatives.

2003, Cotton and,

Cotton and Lasprogata studied non-profit

Lasprogata

entrepreneurs. The social entrepreneur is a

# SE in Topic 3

person that responds to the changing envi-

# SE in Title 2

ronment of the sector. He/she designs new

Article cited 51 times

ways to create value for their organisation.
They pursue their mission, engage in process of innovation, and are not limited by
the current resources.
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2003, Cook, Dodds,

Cook, Dodds, and Mitchell focus on not-

and Mitchell

for-profit activities. They are critical of the

# SE in Topic 3

idea of the social entrepreneur as a person

# SE in Title 2

that uses the dynamics of markets with

Article cited 37 times

the social interest in mind. They state it is

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1
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1

1

1

1
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unclear how a social entrepreneur balances
resource allocation between profit making
and welfare providing activities.
2004, Eikenberry,

Eikenberry, Drapal and Kluver focus on

Drapal and Kluver

non-profit executives that use market forces

# SE in Topic 3

to accomplish their organisation’s underly-

# SE in Title 1

ing mission. They aim for social change and

Article cited 440 times

sustainable funding streams, including the
creation of earned income streams or partnerships with a for-profit.

2005, Hemingway

Hemingway agrees with Thompson (2002)

# SE in Topic 2

that social entrepreneurship refers to caring

# SE in Title 1

capitalism. It relies on market forces to gen-

Article cited 165 times

erate profits that will be directed to specific
social issues. It includes for-profit and notfor-profit enterprises.

2006, Mair and Marti

Mair and Marti focus on the process of

# SE in Topic 11

social entrepreneurship. Social enterprises

# SE in Title 5

offer products and services to create social

Article cited 1029 times

value by combining resources in new ways.
These resource combinations are intended
to create social value, by stimulating social
change or meeting social needs.

2006, Peredo and

Peredo and McLean developed a five-point

McLean

definition. 1. Social entrepreneurship aims

# SE in Topic 11

to create value. 2. Social entrepreneurs

# SE in Title 5

recognise opportunities to create value. 3.

Article cited 550 times

Employ innovation. 4. Are willing to accept
risk. 5. Are unusually resourceful.
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2006, Weerawardena

Weerawardena and Mort developed focus

and Mort

on not-for-profit entrepreneurship. They

# SE in Topic 11

state that social entrepreneurship strives to

# SE in Title 5

achieve social value creation. This requires

Article cited 398 times

innovativeness, risk management, and

1

1
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1

2

1
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1

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

pro-activeness. All activities are constrained
by the social mission and the aim to become a sustainable organisation.
2007, Baron

Baron sees the social entrepreneur as

# SE in Topic 8

someone that sacrifices financial return but

# SE in Title 5

gains social satisfaction.

Article cited 119 times
2007, Dees

According to Dees social entrepreneurs

# SE in Topic 8

do not see themselves as involved in char-

# SE in Title 5

ity, but as people who create sustainable

Article cited 104 times

improvements and are willing to draw on
self-interest as well as compassion to do it.
They are another step in the reinvention of
the third sector over the past 150 years.

2007, Sen

Sen examines the evolution of Ashoka as a

# SE in Topic 8

driver of social change and sees the social

# SE in Title 5

entrepreneur as a visionary who changes

Article cited 34 times

the pattern of how societies operate. They
share qualities with business entrepreneurs,
but they also create radically new solutions
to a social problem and they focus on mission-related impact.

2008, Zahra,

Zahra et al. look at the social entrepre-

Rawhouser, Bhawe

neurship from the activities and processes

# SE in Topic 14

undertaken to create new ventures or

# SE in Title 8

manage existing organisations in order to

Article cited 157 times

enhance social wealth. They define social
wealth broadly, including economic, societal, health, and environmental aspects of
human welfare.
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2008, Certo and Miller

Certo and Miller conclude that social entre-

# SE in Topic 14

preneurship is a combination of elements of

# SE in Title 8

business and the volunteers sectors, which

Article cited 138 times

is the biggest obstacle for a definition. Fur-
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0
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ther it includes a social mission, it can be
both a for-profit and a not-for-profit venture
and internal values and motivation largely
drive the venture.
2008, Irani and Elliman

Irani and Elliman state that social entrepre-

# SE in Topic 14

neurship within government structures help

# SE in Title 8

to make government more pro-active and

Article cited 11 times

forward thinking, but they don’t give a definition of social entrepreneurship.

2009, Short, Moss,

Short, Moss and Lumpkin did an extensive

Lumpkin

literature study on social entrepreneurship

# SE in Topic 22

and concluded that SE focuses on creating

# SE in Title 12

and balancing social and economic new

Article cited 417 times

value to the benefit of the collective. Social
entrepreneurship uses practices and processes that are unique for entrepreneurship
to achieve social aims. Regardless of the
presence or absence of a profit motive.

2009, Nicholls

Social entrepreneurship is innovative action

# SE in Topic 22

(on macro and micro levels), by people or

# SE in Title 12

organisations, to enhance or reconfigure

Article cited 162 times

existing institutional arrangements. The
goal is to address inadequate provisions
of social and environmental goods. Social
entrepreneurs use available resources to
achieve change.

2009, Neck, Brush and

Neck, Brush and Allen state that regardless

Allen

of profit orientation, social entrepreneurs

# SE in Topic 22

identify opportunities to solve social prob-

# SE in Title 12

lems. Both people and planet related.

Article cited 417 times

Social entrepreneurship is the engine of
positive, systematic change.

2010, Dacin, Dacin and

The definition of social entrepreneurship

Matear

should focus on the social value creation

# SE in Topic 46

mission and outcomes, both positive and

# SE in Title 24

negative.

Article cited 435 times
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2010, Nicholls

This article carries out a content analysis of

# SE in Topic 46

eight dominant paradigm-building groups

# SE in Title 24

of actors to conceptualise social entrepre-

Article cited 299 times

neurship as a field of action in a pre-para-
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2
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1
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1
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digmatic state. Nicholls adds that this state
currently lacks an established epistemology.
2010 Corner and Ho

Social entrepreneurship covers a range of

# SE in Topic 46

societal trends, organisation forms, struc-

# SE in Title 24

tures and individual initiatives. It covers a
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social mission and entrepreneurial creativity. Most definitions focus on opportunity
recognition, or identification to solve social
problems or create social value.

2011, Dacin, Dacin and
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negative) of the efforts of the social entrepreneur.
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exploits opportunities and leverages re-
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sources to create social value. A social entrepreneurial venture has a social mission,
the market orientation matches the social
mission and sells products and services that
generate earned income. The legal framework should not define the SE. It can be
profit or not-for-profit.

2011, Witkamp, Raven

The authors see social entrepreneurship as
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important way to create social value. Social
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entrepreneurs can operate as a not-forprofit and as a profit firm with a social goal.
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to address them. This results in institutional
arrangements so that the externalities become visible.
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social value and economic value.
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social impact and financial viability.
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market transactions possible. In that process they create social capital.
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charities. First they have a social mission;
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second they see the importance of innovation; and third is the role of earned income.
Social means that these entrepreneurs
develop products and service that cater to
human basic needs.
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opportunities for social change. The difference with regular entrepreneurs is that SE
target market failures and their primary goal
is social impact.
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as social entrepreneurship when it exhibits
less than the five components, but always
includes social value creation.
2014, Zahra, Newey
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creation of social wealth as a goal. Entre-
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social entrepreneurship as a way to achieve
blended value.
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same skills as successful businesses, but
focus on social endeavours.
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anisms governing for-profit organisations
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and the reinvestment of profits into a pos-
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itive outcome for society. Social entrepreneurs focus on the double bottom line and
are motivated to perform both financially
and socially.

2015, Rivera et al.

Social enterprises combine profitability and
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tails remains the subject of heated debate.
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social problems. They use market-based
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2016, Calic and Mosa-

The authors state that social entrepreneur-
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ship can be loosely defined as the use of
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entrepreneurial behaviour for social ends.
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Profits can be used for the benefit of a spe-
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cific disadvantaged group. They may adopt
commercial strategies that include a social
mission.

2016, Haugh and Talwar Social entrepreneurship focuses on the
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innovative use of resources to meet social
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needs. It offers solutions for social prob-
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lems and uses mechanisms to generate
social, economic and environmental value.
But not clear is how social entrepreneurship
leads to social change.
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Social entrepreneurship is a process that
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of resources to catalyse social change and/
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or address social needs. It can be employed
by not-for-profit organisations and for-profit organisations with a social mission, or
mixed hybrid organisations.
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ship refers to a process where business
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methods are used in the non-profit sector.
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A broad definition is social entrepreneur-
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ship as an activity with a social objective in
a non-profit or for-profit sector.
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The authors see social entrepreneurship as
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ue at three levels. These levels are people’s
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lives, community building, and improving
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society as a whole. It is motivated by a
strong social vision and the drive to exploit
opportunities and to maximise resources.
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2018, Littlewood and
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that challenges for-profit business models
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to create social value addressing social
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challenges. They have a social purpose and
aim to serve the local community.
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Chapter 3 D
 oes Social Innovation require Social
Entrepreneurship?1
In the European Union, social innovation is currently widely debated and considered an important element in all efforts to meet the
‘grand challenges’ advanced societies are facing today: environmental degradation, climate change, declining birth rates, high levels of
immigration, the rising costs of health care, the increasing number of
elderly people, poverty and social exclusion, security of the citizenry,
protection of critical infrastructures against terrorist attacks, etc. Given
the complexity of these problems, no simple and politically uncontroversial solutions are available. Efforts to introduce major changes in
the social welfare system, in health care and pensions, and in energy
and mobility systems become bogged down in political conflict or end
up in compromises that satisfy no one.
In contrast to such efforts toward reform undertaken by the public
sector, social innovation is seen as a matter of private initiative. All
over Europe, private initiatives that aim to tackle social problems and
contribute to a more inclusive, more secure, and more sustainable society are flourishing. Social innovation is seen as complementary and
sometimes as corrective to changes in public arrangements, but also
as a source of inspiration, experimentation, and a catalyst for change,
forcing the public as well as private actors to change their behaviour.
Against this background, there is also a growing interest in what is
called ‘social entrepreneurship’ (Dees, 1998; Peredo and McLean,
2006; Seelos and Mair, 2005; Short et al., 2009). As we demonstrate
later, there are many different definitions of social entrepreneurship,
but they all concentrate on entrepreneurial action with social intentions.

1
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In this article, we focus on the connection between social entrepreneurship and social innovation. In the first two sections, we discuss
the concepts of social innovation and social entrepreneurship in more
detail. In the third section, we argue that the distinction between social entrepreneurship and ‘normal’ entrepreneurship is far from clear,
especially if the focus lies on actual social impact instead of intentions.
In the fourth section, we test our insights by looking at the characteristics of 20 enterprises in the Netherlands that are generally considered
to be ‘social’. In a final section, we offer our conclusions and suggestions for further research.

3.1 Social innovation
Considerable literature on social innovation has come into existence
over the past two decades, recently culminating in The International Handbook on Social Innovation (Moulaert et al., 2013). In North
America, social innovation is usually associated with initiatives in and
by the public sector, sometimes also in the form of public-private partnerships. In the European context, the concept of social innovation
usually refers to private initiatives to solve specific problems and fulfil
specific needs, originally mainly in the field of social care and security
(Leadbeater, 1997). Some of these problems and needs had come to
the surface, as a consequence of the retreat of the welfare state starting in the 1980s. Others had never been adequately covered or solved
by the institutions of the welfare state: loneliness among the elderly,
petty crime and violence among high school dropouts, or diminishing
social cohesion in multi-cultural neighbourhoods. Social innovation
took the form of local initiatives to tackle these problems, often at the
level of a single neighbourhood.
The International Handbook on Social Innovation argues that social innovation ‘means fostering inclusion and wellbeing though improving
social relations and empowerment processes: imagining and pursuing
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a world, a nation, a region, a locality, a community that would grant
universal rights and be more socially inclusive’ (Moulaert et al., 2013).
The European Union, which has recently supported various activities
in the area of social innovation, defines social innovations as ‘new
ideas (products, services, and models) that simultaneously meet social
needs (more effectively than alternatives) and create new social relationships or collaborations’ (Dro et al., 2011). This definition is very
similar to textbook definitions of innovation with the addition of the
adjective ‘social’. The reference to ‘new social relationships’ brings it
close to the definition from the handbook. However, in the handbook
approach, social innovation tends to be located in the so-called ‘third
sector’, which consists of non-governmental and non-profit organisations. Texts published by the European Commission, however, show
that the meaning of social innovation is expanding in two directions
(Dro et al., 2011; European Commission, 2011). On the one hand, it
is argued that social innovation can be initiated everywhere in the
economy, not just in the non-profit sector, but also in the public and
private sectors. On the other hand, social innovation is, in these texts,
not limited to issues of welfare and social inclusion, but may also be
concerned with issues of environmental protection and sustainable
development. Thus, a programme matching students looking for accommodation with older people living on their own in Oporto, Portugal, is considered just as much a social innovation as a cooperative
enterprise set up to revive beekeeping in Copenhagen, Denmark (European Commission, 2011). Social innovation is seen to be concerned
with ‘the development of what are currently viewed as assets for sustainable development: environmental, human and social capital’ (Dro
et al., 2011).
What are measures of success for social innovation? Obviously, an innovation needs to survive for some period of time in order to be recognised as successful and indeed to be recognised as a social innovation in the first place. But is survival enough? Shouldn’t there be some
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kind of diffusion of the innovation, a spreading to other locations and
maybe even other countries? And what about funding? What if the social innovation only has survived because it has attracted public funding? Social innovation has attracted interest because it was based on
private initiative and promised to supplement and even replace public
arrangements. It would become less interesting if it were to depend
on public funding. On the other hand, one can argue that an important measure of success for privately initiated social innovation is that
it becomes institutionalised. Institutionalisation can involve public
funding of similar initiatives in other places and communities, outside
its original place of invention. But, institutionalisation can also take the
form of a change in behaviour by a substantial number of people (for
example, refusing plastic bags in supermarkets) or a new code of conduct for multinational corporations (for example, purchasing textiles
in developing economies). Successful social innovation will indeed be
characterised by some form of formalisation, institutionalisation, or
by changes in behaviour by a substantial number of people or companies. Differences may arise with regard to questions of scale. How
many people should be involved in a local initiative before it can be
called social innovation? What share of the population must change
their behaviour before we speak of successful social innovation?

3.2 Social entrepreneurship
As noted, social innovation is often a result of private initiative. The
initiative can also come from people working in the public sector, but
new social legislation initiated by politicians is usually not seen as social innovation – however innovative it may be. The people engaged
in social innovation have an idea – a product, service, or model (Dro et
al., 2011) – to meet an unfulfilled need. In line with Schumpeter (1934),
who argued that innovation is the essence of entrepreneurship, social
innovation is therefore associated with ‘social entrepreneurship’.
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There is a considerable literature on social entrepreneurship, which
partly overlaps with the literature on social innovation. However, although definitions of social innovation have been relatively uncontroversial, there is considerable debate on the definition of social
entrepreneurship (Dacin, Dacin and Matear, 2010; Mair and Marti,
2006). For some authors, social entrepreneurship is by definition not
for profit (Dees et al., 2002; Weerawardena and Mort, 2006), whereas
others argue that there is no such thing as entrepreneurship without
profit (Acs et al., 2013; Scott Marshall, 2010; Wilson and Post, 2011).
Some authors emphasise that the concept should not be constrained
by the profit/not-for-profit discussion (Dees and Battle Anderson,
2006; Kramer, 2005; Santos, 2012). Moreover, on closer inspection,
the meaning of ‘non-profit’ appears far from clear. Does it imply living
off charity and subsidies? Does it include making no profits, but generating income to cover costs? Or making profits, but sharing profits
with stakeholders?
Circular definitions abound in the literature, with ‘social’ appearing on
both sides of the equation. Social entrepreneurs are, for instance, defined as producers of social value – where social value remains largely undefined. Sometimes, social value is considered purely separate
from economic value, but in other cases, economic value is seen as
a type of social value, and then there are various options in between
(Auerswald, 2009; Lumpkin et al., 2013). Obviously, there is no metric
scale for happiness, active aging, social cohesion, or security. Some
authors therefore underline that ‘social entrepreneurs’ and ‘business
entrepreneurs’ have different ways of measuring performance. Contrary to business entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs have a “double
bottom line” in which social value appears next to financial value (Acs
et al., 2013; Lumpkin et al., 2013). Other authors emphasise that social entrepreneurship is also a question of governance: both in the
business process and in performance measurement, all stakeholders
should play a role. Social entrepreneurship is then closely related to
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economic democracy.
Because of the lack of clear definitions, the literature is full of examples
and case studies that are used to illustrate the authors’ understanding
of social entrepreneurship (Dees, 1998; Mort et al., 2003). Others criticise this approach (Mair and Marti, 2006; Peredo and McLean, 2006;
Seelos and Mair, 2005) because it tends to focus on successful ‘heroes’ and therefore fails to include the countless initiatives that falter
or fail. Central to the discussion is the use of the adjective ‘social’. In
practice, people have different ideas of what is social and what is not.
The term social appears to be inherently subjective. The meaning can
differ between countries, and even between different regions of one
country. It is negotiable and stakeholders can agree on what it is and
what it is not (Lumpkin et al., 2013; Santos, 2012).

3.3 Social entrepreneurs and ‘normal’ entrepreneurship
Here, we focus on social entrepreneurs, who aim to be independent of
public funding, charity, or gifts. They may receive some initial public
funding or soft loans from a supportive patron, but they have a business model that aims at long-term survival without such support. In
fact, we agree with other authors that, only in such cases, is it justifiable and interesting to speak of entrepreneurship. These social entrepreneurs aim to bring about change in society and support movement
towards sustainable development by means of activities that raise so
much income that all costs are covered and the enterprise remains
financially independent. Looking at these social entrepreneurs, two
important observations can be made.
First, these entrepreneurs need to be profitable in order to survive. Social entrepreneurs want to meet social needs, stimulate social change,
or induce responsible behaviour. Therefore, making a profit may seem
less relevant to them (Dees and Battle Anderson, 2006; Kramer, 2005;
Santos, 2012). However, just like other entrepreneurs, they must find
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resources for their business: human capital, money, knowledge, etc.
(Austin et al., 2006). Acquiring these resources involves costs. Social
entrepreneurs will need to make some sort of profit in order to run a
sustainable business, cover their costs, and manage their own risks
and the risks of their investors, even while they are constantly led by
their social mission. They have indeed a ‘double bottom line’ with
social and commercial purposes. Social entrepreneurs may need investors who step in for the long run and support them until they are
able to pay the money back – but they do have to pay it back. From
this perspective, social entrepreneurs do not differ very much from
normal business entrepreneurs. Making profit is not their main aim,
but they need to be profitable, or at least cover all relevant costs, in
order to survive. In fact, there is a category of ‘social’ enterprises that
have been explicitly set up to make maximum profits for the benefit of
some specific charity, for example, the commercial activities undertaken by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF).
A second observation is that quite a few business entrepreneurs may
not see themselves as social entrepreneurs but are similarly less interested in profits and are more interested in, for instance, selling their
invention or maintaining jobs in the business they have built up or inherited from their parents. The adjective ‘social’ suggests that normal
‘business’ entrepreneurs are not social or are even anti-social – something most of them would emphatically deny. And, what to do with
‘normal’ entrepreneurs, who realise innovations with positive social
impact? Take the Internet service Skype. A large number of elderly
people have been able to be in regular contact with their children and
grandchildren and even see them on screen without having to pay
expensive telephone bills. For eliminating the isolation of elderly people, Skype could be called a social innovation. However, it is seldom
classified as such, because its creators did not have ‘social’ intentions.
Unless we want to define social entrepreneurship purely in terms of
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declared intentions, it turns out to be far from easy to distinguish the
social entrepreneur from the normal business entrepreneur.
These two observations lead us to the conclusion that distinguishing social entrepreneurs from business entrepreneurs is not very useful if not impossible, because the two categories show considerable
overlap. We also reject the idea that social businesses have a double
bottom line, whereas normal businesses do not. Instead, we think it
is far more useful to acknowledge that every business has a financial
as well as a social bottom line. Every company has some social and
environmental impact (positive or negative), regardless of whether it is
intended or not. Moreover, many ‘ordinary’ enterprises today want to
behave in a ‘socially responsible’ way or, for example, have set themselves targets to reduce their CO2 footprint or mitigate other negative
environmental impacts. If we move away from intentions and towards
actual impact, some ‘normal’ enterprises may turn out to be more
social than some ‘social’ enterprises. Arguing along similar lines, Pol
and Ville (2009) have argued that social innovations and what they call
business innovations show considerable overlap. However, they insist
on maintaining the distinction. Our point is that it is more useful to
consider ‘social’ and ‘business’ as dimensions of all innovations. Some
innovations may score low on social and high on business or the other
way around and many may score high on both, but any effort to draw
a line between the two is arbitrary.
Two important implications can be drawn from this line of reasoning.
First, there is no a priori reason why social entrepreneurs should be
less profitable than normal entrepreneurs. Second, if social entrepreneurs want to receive special treatment because of their social goals,
it is useful and indeed necessary to judge them on their impact, not
their intentions, and to compare their impact with that of normal business entrepreneurs.
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3.4 Twenty cases
With these implications in mind, we have taken a closer look at 20
Dutch social enterprises with a business model based on generating
revenue through sales to customers. All of them are widely considered
as ‘social’ enterprises. The cases were selected from the network of
the online community of ASN Bank1, a medium-sized Dutch bank that
focuses on sustainable investments, and the website of the Dutch organisation Social Enterprise NL2. The mission of the consumer bank
ASN Bank is to promote sustainability in society. The economic conduct of the bank (in other words, investing the savings entrusted to it
by its clients) is guided by that principle and is based on three criteria:
i) promoting and defending human rights (people); ii) preventing climate change; and iii) maintaining biodiversity on the planet, and iv)
promoting and defending animal welfare. The bank does not focus
on lending money to enterprises, but it provides social entrepreneurs
with network linkages, knowledge, training, and some start-up money through its online community ‘Voor de Wereld van Morgen’ (For
Tomorrow’s World). We selected enterprises with paying customers
and a business-to-consumer strategy from four different areas, which
relate to the themes of the online community3: i) fair trade, fashion
and design; ii) food; iii) social cohesion; and iv) energy and technology. The enterprises vary in scope and scale from local to national and
international.

1

www.voordewereldvanmorgen.nl (last visited April 2020)

2

www.social-enterprise.nl (last visited April 2020)

3

In 2014
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We are interested in three questions:
1. W
 hat is the social impact of these enterprises?
2. 
Is their social impact considerably higher than that of
similar ‘ordinary’ enterprises active in the same market?
3. Are these enterprises financially viable?
An enterprise that is financially viable, but has no extraordinary social
impact, cannot be called a ‘social’ enterprise; an enterprise that aims
to achieve an extraordinary social impact, but fails to survive without
permanent financial support, stops being an enterprise. In this article,
we focus mainly on questions 1 and 3; question 2 is an area of ongoing
research.
We base our analysis primarily on information available on the websites of these enterprises, but we contacted the companies if their
website did not include some of the information needed (for example,
figures on turnover and number of sales transactions). This information is added as appendix 1, provides a brief overview of the cases.
All of these enterprises have paying customers. Although some of the
companies also engage in business-to-business activities, they all operate in the consumer market. The number of customers varies greatly, as measured by the number of consumers buying the company’s
product in shops or through other sales channels. Because some of
the enterprises did not want precise figures to become public, we distinguish three different ranges: small (up to 5,000 customers); medium
(between 5,000 and 25,000); and large (more than 25,000 customers
per year).
These ranges allow rough, relative comparisons; but of course, it is
easier to reach a large number of customers selling chocolate bars
than solar lights.
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Looking at the aims of the enterprises, we distinguish between ‘people’ (for example, social cohesion, human rights) and ‘planet’ (for example, saving energy, recycling, improving biodiversity) on the one
hand and between enterprises aiming to change the behaviour of
individual consumers and enterprises promoting institutional change
(for example, influencing large corporations or policy makers). Based
on these two dimensions, we have placed the 20 enterprises in a 2 x
2 matrix (figure 3.1) based on their primary focus. Obviously, some
of these enterprises aim to help people as well as the planet, and it
is not always easy to say where their primary focus lies. However, we
use this matrix only as a heuristic device, to see if grouping enterprises along these lines leads to additional insights. The enterprises
with a large number of customers (in other words, more than 25,000)
or that are operating on an international level are printed in bold.
Fourteen of the enterprises studied aim to influence consumer behaviour as their primary focus and they include several large enterprises with over 25,000 customers a year. Seven enterprises focus primarily on influencing institutions, three of which have an international
scope. First, note that there are large enterprises in each section of
the matrix. Size (in other words, turnover, number of customers, international presence) is obviously a measure of social impact. Apparently, it is possible to be successful regardless of whether the primary
focus of the enterprise is on people, the planet, influencing behaviour,
or effecting institutional change. A second observation is that there
are many more enterprises combining a focus on the planet and influencing behaviour. Of course, this bias may be a result of our selection,
and we cannot claim to present a representative sample. Nevertheless, we do not think this finding is a coincidence. It seems to be far
easier to convince consumers to buy products with a positive environmental story than products with a story that focuses on people. For
the latter purpose, consumers are more inclined to think in terms of
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either donations or charity or in terms of state responsibilities. Similarly, there are fewer enterprises having a primary focus on institutional
change than on influencing individual behaviour, but it is interesting to
note that promoting institutional change can be the focus of profitable
entrepreneurial activities and not just of non-governmental organisations and non-profit organisations.

Behavioural
Change

Institutional
Change

People

Planet

WakaWaka

Dopper
OAT shoes
SnappCar
Thuisafgehaald
Prof. Grunschnabel

Tony Chocolony
O My Bag
Zorg voor elkaar
A Beautiful Story
Fairphone
De Mantelaar
Granny’s finest

De buurtboer
Taxi Electric
Peerby
RESCUED!
Roets-Bikes

Studio Jux
Chocolatemakers

Figure 3.1 m
 ission-based typology of social entrepreneurship with primary focus on the 20
enterprises in this study. (The names of large and/or international enterprises are
printed in bold.)

The 20 enterprises clearly differ in their social impact. Apart from the
number of customers they reach, they differ in geographical scope and
in the breadth of their impact on people, the environment, or both.
WakaWaka, for instance, scores high on all of these points. It has distributed 97,209 solar lights and chargers in 25 countries1. Its product
is environmentally friendly and allows people to (learn to) read in the
evening hours in places where no electricity is available. An enterprise
such as Granny’s Finest has a far more limited scale and scope, but we
do not argue here that WakaWaka is more social than Granny’s Finest.
It would be easy to develop a scale on which WakaWaka could be
1

In 2014
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shown to be more social, but it would probably be as controversial as
earlier efforts in that direction. The point we would like to make here,
is that such scales should and can be applied to ordinary enterprises
just as well as to so-called social enterprises. It should be possible to
measure the social impact of normal enterprises with, for instance,
an ambitious corporate social responsibility strategy just as easily as
measuring the impact of social enterprises.

3.5 Conclusions
The main contribution of this article is a clarification of the concept
of social entrepreneurship. We propose that ‘social’ should not be
used as an adjective to entrepreneurship, which suggests that some
entrepreneurs are social and others are not, but as a dimension of
the results of entrepreneurial action. Entrepreneurship can have social
results, intended (by what are often called social entrepreneurs), but
also unintended (when a business idea leads to social change) or maybe half-intended. New ideas, new products, or new services may turn
out to be social innovations regardless of any social impact intended
by the inventor. It may well be far easier to define, distinguish, and
compare the social impact of enterprises than to come up with a solid
criterion to distinguish ‘social’ enterprises from ‘regular’ enterprises.
At the same time, focusing on impact instead of on intentions makes
it far easier to treat ‘social’ entrepreneurs as ‘normal’ entrepreneurs,
who have to meet certain standards to stay in business.
Our investigation of 20 social enterprises shows that these companies with a variety of social intentions can be successful in terms of
their customer base, their turnover, and indeed their profitability. Conversely, we argue that ‘normal’ enterprises can also be successful in
terms of their actual impact on human rights, climate, biodiversity,
etc. Therefore, social enterprises should allow themselves to be com101

pared with normal businesses with regard to their impact. If they are
truly ‘social’, they should perform much higher on various indicators of
social impact than ordinary businesses, while at the same time showing a financial performance that guarantees survival. The aim of this
article is therefore to put an end to considerable confusion in the literature concerning the definition of social entrepreneurship. At least
for the category of social entrepreneurs who do not want to depend
on charity or government subsidies, we have shown that it is more
fruitful for all stakeholders to consider ‘social’ as a ‘normal’ dimension
of all entrepreneurship, regardless of the intentions or self-image of
the entrepreneur.
We see several important practical implications arising from our research.
First of all, it is important to encourage would-be social entrepreneurs
to learn from ‘normal’ entrepreneurs. Instead of thinking of themselves
as incomparable, the social entrepreneurs should learn to see themselves as not that much different from ordinary entrepreneurs. This
perspective will in all likelihood lead to more attention for the financial
aspects of the business and therefore contribute to the viability and
success of the social enterprise.
Second, ‘normal’ entrepreneurs should be encouraged to think about
possibilities to engage in social innovation instead of thinking that
social innovation is something for government, foundations, charity, or non-profit organisations. By uncovering the social dimension
of their activities, companies may find ways to increase their impact and at the same time improve their competitive performance.
Third, political actors have been encouraged to think of social change
as the result not just of legislative action, but also of social entrepreneurship. It is important for them to realise that social innovation can
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also be a product of normal business entrepreneurship.
Finally, further research is needed to compare avowed social enterprises with normal enterprises. For this purpose, efforts to create valid
indicators for the social impact of enterprises need to be intensified.
Such efforts can build on the work done in the fields of corporate social responsibility, quality of work, fair trade, and sustainability.
Social innovation is apparently happening in many places: in the public sector, in the non-profit sector, and also in the private sector. It
can result from actions undertaken by public authorities and political
actors as well as from private initiatives, both profit and non-profit.
Thus, the answer to the question raised in the title of this paper should
be ‘no’. Social innovation does not require social entrepreneurship,
because there are other sources of social innovation. And, if we limit
ourselves to the private sector, we have seen that social innovation
can also be a product of normal business entrepreneurship. Social
innovations should not be considered hugely different and separate
from other innovations that are constantly being introduced by businesses. Thus, also in the private sector, social innovation does not
require social entrepreneurship, but like any other innovation it does
require entrepreneurship.
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Chapter 3 Appendix 1
Theme, name and website

Type: FP = for profit, NFP = not-for-profit, HB = hybrid, C =
cooperative.
Size customer base: Small (S) < 5,000; Medium (M) 5,000 –
25,000; large (L) > 25,000.
Scale: National (N), International (INT).

Food

Mission

Tony Chocolonely

Crazy about chocolate, serious about peo-

http://www.tonychoco-

ple

FP

L

INT

n/a on the website

FP

L

N

De Buurtboer

To stimulate the use of biological, local, and

FP

L

INT

http://debuurtboer.nl

seasonal products in company canteens.

Professor Grunschnabel

Natural plant-based ice cream

FP

L

INT

Studio Jux

Studio JUX = design + eco + fair (people,

FP

L

INT

http://studiojux.nl

planet, profit). Sustainability is in our DNA.

A Beautiful Story

A Beautiful Story improves fair trade by

FP

L

INT

http://abeautifulstory.nl

creating opportunities for producers in a
FP

S

N

NFP

M

INT

FP

n/a

INT

FP

S

INT

lonely.nl
The Chocolatemakers
http://chocolatemakers.nl

http://grunschnabel.nl
Fashion & Design

difficult economic environment.
O My Bag

We, at O My Bag make great bags that will

http://omybag.nl

not only make you happy, but also the world
around you. We aim to harness the power
of business to create social change.

Granny’s finest

Kickstart young designer talent and improve

http://grannysfinest.nl

the wellbeing of elderly people.

RESCUED!

RESCUED! stands for the indoor and out-

http://rescued.nl

door products that are made of used materials, with respect for their original beauty.

OAT Shoes

Our future lies in a reconciliation between

http://oatshoes.com

industry and nature, between mankind and
nature. We have to close the loop, come full
circle and realise we’re an integral part of
the whole thing.
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FP

L

INT

Dopper stops plastic waste.

FP

L

INT

Mantelaar

Mantelaar is the second-best solution for

FP

S

N

http://demantelaar.nl

elderly people in need.

Zorg voor Elkaar

Zorg voor Elkaar is an online marketplace

C

M

N

http://zorgvoorelkaar.com

for volunteers and professionals who want
FP

L

N

NFP

L

INT

n/a

L

INT

FP

n/a

N

HY

L

INT

FP

L

INT

Roetz-Bikes
http://roetz-bikes.com
Dopper

Roetz-Bikes makes stylish city bikes with
hands and heart, bikes with a history, that
are ready for a second life.

http://dopper.nl
Social Cohesion

to help others.
Taxi Electric

Our mission is to be the most client orient-

http://taxielectric.nl

ed and cleanest taxi service in the Netherlands.

Thuisafgehaald

Thuisafgehaald improves the social cohe-

http://thuisafgehaald.nl

sion in neighbourhoods by making it possible to share food and reduce waste.

Peerby

80% of the products we own are used only

http://peerby.nl

once a month. Why buy if you can borrow
for free?

SnappCar

SnappCar tries to reduce the number of

http://snappcar.nl

cars by making it possible to share your car
with others and as a by-product meet new
people too.

Energy & Technology
WakaWaka

WakaWaka makes the world’s most efficient

http://waka-waka.com

lights and chargers on solar energy. High
tech, cheap and a solution for people without electricity all over the world.

Fairphone

Fairphone is a social enterprise working to

http://fairphone.com

create a fairer economy and change how
things are made. We open up supply chains,
solve problems and use transparency to
start debate about what’s truly fair.
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Chapter 4. M
 obilising money for social change.
The advantage of having a business model 1
Societies change in many ways. Different people and organisations
influence this process, but not all of them are conscious of their effects on society or are consciously aiming for these effects. For social
movement organisations (SMOs), non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), or social enterprises, social change is their primary goal. And
they need supporters who invest resources, like capital, time, network
connections or expertise, into their plans and ideas. To mobilise these
resources they need a strategy, and a clear vision on the social return
on the investments. Social enterprises, however, offer an additional
benefit: they promise not just a social return, but also a financial return
on capital. Although this is a defining element of social entrepreneurship, the literature is rather silent on the process of mobilising capital
for social enterprises. Interestingly, in the literature on social movements the issue of resource mobilisation does play an important role.
Of course, social movements are seldom approached as a business,
but they share the desire to change society with social enterprises and
they also need financial and other resources to achieve their aims.
This paper investigates if insights from the literature on resource mobilisation by social movements can be applied to social enterprises.
The focus is on the process of obtaining resources, with a particular interest in start-up capital. The first step is the translation of the insights
from the literature on social movements to the situation of social enterprises. In a second step, these insights will then inform our empirical investigation of the investment decisions of three Dutch ‘impact
funds’ that invest in social enterprises. In section 4.1, the concept of
social entrepreneurship will be briefly discussed. Section 4.2 discusses

1

Published in International Journal of Social Entrepreneurship and Innovation (IJSEI), vol. 5, no 1
(2018), pp 11-24.
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the financial situation of social enterprises. In section 4.3, the resource
mobilisation approach (RMA) of social movements is discussed and
in section 4.4 and 4.5 related to the RMA of social entrepreneurs. In
section 4.6, the three funds are introduced that have been investigated. In section 4.7, the findings are presented with regard to the
investment policies of these three funds and the ways they shape their
relationship with social entrepreneurs. Section 4.8 discusses the observations and in the final section some conclusions are drawn.

4.1 The concept of social entrepreneurship
Social entrepreneurship is a fairly new concept. There is no consensus on the definition of social enterprise or social entrepreneurship
(Dacin et al., 2010). The meaning of the term ‘social’ is in fact negotiable between people and may differ between countries and regions
(Lumpkin et al., 2013; Santos, 2012). According to Light (2008), social
entrepreneurship is a result of and a reaction to governments increasingly stepping back and spending less money on social provisions and
international aid programmes in the last few decades. This has had
effects on people worldwide, but also on environmental issues. Several organisations have jumped into the gap created by the withdrawal
of governments and have seen business opportunities where others
have perceived only problems. They have started ‘social enterprises’
to help people or the planet. Dees and Battle Anderson (2006) distinguish two main approaches of social entrepreneurial activity:
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1. NGOs1 that use business methods to be less dependent
on donors, but do not make a profit (Dees et al., 2002;
Weerawardena and Mort, 2006)
2. e
 ntrepreneurs with a social mission that make a profit
(Hoogendoorn et al., 2011; Light, 2008; Perrini and Vurro,
2006; Zahra et al., 2009).
Both use business methods to change society and some authors argue that the distinction between profit and not-for-profit should not
be an issue because the difference is not very clear in practice (Dees
and Battle Anderson, 2006; Santos, 2012). The present authors follow
the line that social entrepreneurs require a viable business model with
a double bottom line (Acs et al., 2011; Groot and Dankbaar, 2014;
Lumpkin et al., 2013; Scott Marshall, 2011; Wilson and Post, 2011).
Impact comes first, but making money is an important precondition to
be able to survive in the long run. In this paper, therefore, social entrepreneurship is defined as entrepreneurship with the aim of creating or
influencing social change by means of a viable business case.

4.2 Financing a viable business case
The business case of a social enterprise combines earning money with
contributing to the solution of social problems. This creates difficulties as well as advantages. Bugg-Levine et al. (2012) and Austin et al.
(2006) illustrate the difficulties, arguing that most social enterprises
cannot fund themselves entirely through sales or investment. Most
social enterprises are not profitable enough for the traditional financial market (Bugg-Levine et al., 2012; Cohen and Sahlman, 2013), and
donor support remains necessary (Austin et al., 2006). On the other
1

Nongovernmental organisations (NGOs) can be defined, according to Teegen, Doh and Vachani
et al. (2004, p.466), as “private, not-for-profit organisations that aim to serve particular societal
interests by focusing advocacy and/or operational efforts on social, political and economic goals,
including equity, education, health, environmental protection and human rights.”
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hand, an advantage is that social enterprises have a larger universe of
potential investors (Bugg-Levine et al., 2012). Government, foundations, private donors, impact investors1 and funds that share the goals
for social change are interested in donating or investing money in
social enterprises. The result is that on the one hand they can accept
charitable donations, and on the other hand they can accept investments from more conventional sources of capital. However, in spite of
having a large universe of potential investors, many social entrepreneurs fail to survive as a profitable business. They face many obstacles
that they have in common with other start-up companies, like finding
the right investor (Wuttunee et al., 2008), laws and regulations, resistance from established companies or consumers, or lack of launching
customers. A recent study investigating sources of success and failure
of social entrepreneurs in the Netherlands (Labyrinth Onderzoek and
Advies, 2013) emphasises that many social entrepreneurs lack economic realism and entrepreneurial skills, which are closely related to
the ability to bring supporters into their business. An appropriate network of supporters is necessary for a social entrepreneur to succeed in
mobilising resources like capital, knowledge and access to networks
(Swaminathan and Wade, 2001).
In the social entrepreneurship literature, there is little attention for the
acquisition of start-up capital. Therefore, we turn to the RMA of social
movements for possible insights into this problem.

1 According to the Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN: https://thegiin.org/) impact investments are defined as investments made into companies, organisations, and funds with the
intention to generate social and environmental impact alongside a financial return. (http://www.
oecd.org/sti/social-impact-investment-9789264233430-en.htm).
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4.3 T
 he resource mobilisation approach of social
movements
Social entrepreneurship and social movements1 are two separate areas of interest in the literature, but an activist in a SMO2 and a social
entrepreneur who aims to change society share quite a few characteristics. Both aim for social change; they need to acquire resources from
supporters of their ideas (Austin et al., 2006; Edwards and McCarthy,
2004). Also Wirtz (2016), who compares social business and charity);
they both need a crowd (be they members, demonstrators or customers) to support their goals and in the start-up phase they apply for
funding at similar places, for example, foundation grants, government
subsidies or individual contributions (Austin et al., 2006; Bugg-Levine
et al., 2012). These similarities allow us to use the literature on social
movements to analyse the RMA of social enterprises.
The study of social movements is dominated by two theoretical paradigms that have their foundations in the theory of social change and
try to explain the emergence and significance of social movements
(Canel, 1992). On the one hand there is a mainly European stream of
literature, referred to as the new social movement (NSM) approach; on
the other hand there is a mainly North American stream of literature,
called the RMA. The NSM approach emphasises the role of lifestyle
and values in changing society and as such can be related to the mission of social enterprises (Scott, 1990). The NSMs mobilise people
through cultural innovations, the development of new lifestyles and
transformation of identities. The NSM approach clearly helps to understand the mechanisms behind the impact of social movements on
society, but it does not provide much insight into the more practical
1

A social movement is a set of opinions and beliefs in a population that represents preferences for
changing some elements of the social structure and/or reward distribution of a society (McCarthy
and Zald, 1977, p. 1217).

2

A social movement organisation is a complex, or formal, organisation that identifies its goals with
the preferences of a social movement or a countermovement and attempts to implement those
(McCarthy and Zald, 1977, p. 1217).
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aspects of the social movement: the tools and resources activists need
to be able to contribute to the goals of the social movement.
The RMA on the other hand focuses on how groups organise themselves to achieve their goals, by mobilising and managing resources. This approach investigates how SMOs work systematically to acquire money, supporters, media attention, and alliances and refine the
movements’ structure to reach their goal of social change (Edwards
and McCarthy, 2004). Within the RMA there are two main approaches. The first is the ‘political-interactive’ approach that examines how
changes in political structures create opportunities for social movements to rise. The second approach is the ‘organisational-entrepreneurial’ approach. In this approach organisations act as carriers of social movements and are studied from an economic and organisational
point of view (McCarthy and Zald, 1987; Canel, 1992). Such SMOs
have many resemblances with social enterprises and especially this
part of the RMA can therefore be expected to give insights into the
RMA of social enterprises.

4.4 The Resource mobilisation process of SMOs
There are different kinds of resources SMOs need to get started. Edwards and McCarthy (2004) argue that SMOs are using four key resource mobilisation processes to get access to these resources: the
creation of a movement structure, the mobilisation of supporters, the
mobilisation of money, and collective action.
4.4.1 The creation of movement structure
A start-up SMO makes a blueprint of how the organisation plans to
mobilise resources, like people and money. This blueprint includes
strategic choices about the goals, the structure of the organisation
and forms of collective action, but the choice of a structure also has
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effects on the mobilising technology. For example, it needs to be decided if the SMO enlists individual members, supports local initiatives
that execute collective action, centrally coordinates all action, or
collects money locally or centrally.
4.4.2 Mobilisation of supporters
SMOs put a lot of effort in mobilising supporters. The supporters can
be people that benefit from the work of the SMO and/or people that
are willing to invest their time and energy in the SMO. To mobilise
‘investors’, there are two different strategies. 1 The first strategy is consensus mobilisation. This approach refers to the process of turning
bystanders and opponents into supporters of the goals of a social
movement (Edward and McCarthy, 2004, p. 140). The SMO uses media attention, awareness campaigns, or public education. The second
strategy is action mobilisation. This strategy is designed to turn supporters into continuing members of SMOs (Edward and McCarthy,
(2004), p. 141). Different kinds of people are mobilised for different
(collective) actions with a different intensity and time effort.
4.4.3 Mobilisation of money
Many SMOs start small, on a local scale, with little money invested
by friends and family. Only a few SMOs start with a national scope
and with substantial resources from foundations, wealthy families or
individuals or other SMOs (Nownes and Neeley, 1996). After the start,
the further focus of fundraising can be on ‘narrowcast’ technologies or
‘broadcast’ technologies (Edwards and McCarthy, 2004). Narrowcast
technologies are designed to target a few concentrated entities, to
ask them for a large contribution. Broadcast technologies are about
mobilising a large number of people who contribute a small amount
1

Mobilisation is ‘a process of increasing the readiness to act collectively’. (Gamson, 1975)
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of money. Choosing the first strategy makes an SMO dependent on
a few large donors. Choosing the second strategy makes an SMO
dependent on marketing agencies and/or volunteers to execute the
fundraising. Of course a mix between these two strategies is also an
option.
4.4.4 Collective action
Collective action1 itself can be a way to mobilise new resources. Edwards and McCarthy (2004) use the example of a charity run. During
the run a participant invests his time (by running) and money (to be
able to participate). At the same time he has mobilised his network to
support him and, through him, the cause he is running for. In this example participation raises resources from participants, and awareness
and contribution from non-participants. In the ultimate situation these
non-participants turn into participants.
Below, these four strategies are examined to find out if they
can also be used to describe how social entrepreneurs mobilise resources. But first we will discuss how the theories of social

1

movements

and

social

entrepreneurship

are

connected.

Collective action is only possible within a collectivity when a generalised belief (or ideological justification) is there concerning at least the causes of the discontent and, under certain conditions,
the modes of redress (Mc Carthy and Zald, 1977).
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4.5 Connecting the theories
The RMA focuses on how groups organise themselves to achieve their
goals, by mobilising and managing resources. The members of the
movement interact with their environment in order to pursue their
interests (Canel, 1992). The organisational-entrepreneurial model,
where organisations act as carriers of social movements (McCarthy and
Zald, 1987), looks at social movements by approaching them from an
economic and organisational point of view, referring to concepts like
resource competition, SMO, product differentiation, (Canel, 1992). In
this approach a parallel can be seen between social movements and
social entrepreneurship. Another parallel can be found at the level of
the individual activist and the social entrepreneur. They both need to
mobilise and manage resources, they face the same challenges (Swaminathan and Wade, 2001) and use the same tactics in areas like social
media marketing (Zahra et al., 2009), framing, mobilisation or protest
(Mair and Marti, 2006). They have to mobilise participants and supporters, people that are willing to support the movement and invest
their money, time, knowledge, network or other resources.
It is clear that the social movement activists and social entrepreneurs
share some of the same challenges and tactics to mobilise resources,
but they differ on two important points: the mobilisation of money
and the type of involvement of the people they attract. A social enterprise needs a viable business model, and therefore it needs paying
customers. If the business model is viable, the social enterprise can
offer supporters (including its customers) a social and financial return
on investment. This makes them less dependent on donations from
different parties and able to attract a larger universe of investors. An
SMO does not have a business model, and therefore SMOs seldom
speak of their supporters in terms of customers. Both social enterprises
and SMOs may have employees, but where a social enterprise can in
principle function without any input from volunteers, this is hardly ever
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the case for SMOs. They always need people that are willing to participate and donate energy, time, knowledge, network or money on a
voluntary basis. The return these people receive is only social.
In the next sections we focus on the role of the business model in the
resource mobilisation strategy of social entrepreneurs. We will use the
four strategies of resource mobilisation by SMOs as discussed above
to describe how three Dutch foundations support social entrepreneurs.

4.6 Three Dutch foundations
The availability of venture capital for start-up social enterprises in Europe and more specifically in the Netherlands is relatively limited compared to for instance the USA (Van der Vooren and Hanemaaijer, 2015).
The Dutch Fondsen Almanak shows over a hundred different foundations in the Netherlands that donate money for social impact, but, according to the website of the Dutch platform for social entrepreneurship ‘Social Enterprise NL’, only a very limited number of these invest in
social enterprises. For this investigation, three important foundations
that do invest in social enterprises have been selected. These foundations aim to have an impact on society and support social enterprises
through loans and donations. They have similar missions aiming for
a more sustainable society, but they differ in size (euros invested),
focus areas, and investment policy. The three foundations requested
to remain anonymous in publications resulting from our investigation
and are therefore called foundation 1, foundation 2, and foundation 3.
Our investigation focused on the funding policies of these three foundations. First, the online communication of the three foundations was
analysed. What can potential entrepreneurs find out by looking at the
websites and related information sources? In a second step interviews
were held with representatives of the foundations to complement the
information available on the websites and to acquire a more in-depth
insight into their funding policies. Before describing the results of our
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investigation, we provide a brief description of the three foundations.1
4.6.1 Foundation 1
Foundation 1 was founded in 1991 and supports entrepreneurs that
contribute to a green, socially inclusive and creative society. The foundation sees entrepreneurs as people who take risks to change conventional structures and generate new perspectives on existing problems
in society. Foundation 1 supports financially, but also offers knowledge
and a network. They give grants and loans and invest directly in social
enterprises and in funds that invest in social enterprises. It is often the
first investor, taking the biggest risks, and giving start-ups the opportunity to realise their ideas and attract other investors. In 2014 the annual
budget was 29.9 million euro, which they received from three Dutch
charity lotteries.
4.6.2 Foundation 2
A Dutch company founded foundation 2 in 1888. From the start, its
mission was to help active citizens in communities to improve their
own neighbourhood, village or city to enhance the quality of life. In
December 2012, foundation 2 started a participation fund that invests
in social enterprises. It is a revolving fund, which enables the foundation to invest in more businesses, instead of donating money. Active citizenship is still the most important criterion for an investment.
The business should bring people together. The ownership of different stocks, especially of the still existing founding company, provides
foundation 2 with an annual budget of 2.5 million euro.

1

In 2014
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4.6.3 Foundation 3
The mission of foundation 3 is to promote social inclusion in the labour process. It supports innovative social purpose organisations that
aim to bring structural change in the job market, by making it more
accessible for people in a vulnerable labour market position. The support is financial, by providing grants and loans, and non-financial by
providing knowledge. The foundation promotes the businesses they
support as examples for larger Dutch companies. A Dutch company
founded foundation 3 in 1998. This company was sold in 2002, but
the shareholders cashed the revenues of the transaction and continued the work of the foundation. The annual budget is approximately
4 million euro.
This section describes how the three funds finance social enterprises
with the objective of making an impact. Their websites gave insights
into their policies, and how one has to apply, but not what happens after the application. Additional interviews with three executives of the
funds gave insights into these processes. The following paragraphs
describe the process from the decision by a social entrepreneur to
apply for funding until the reporting of results.
4.6.4 The creation of organisation structure
In the early start-up phase, social entrepreneurs are frequently
helped with knowledge, network support, or funding for research and
development by foundations, private persons, companies or other organisations. The search for external investors starts when the structure
of the social enterprise is clear and a business case is under development. Then the social entrepreneur needs a strategy for mobilising
money to be able to take the next step in the development of the
enterprise. As we have seen in the literature on social movements,
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there are two strategies for mobilising capital, a ‘broadcast’ and a
‘narrowcast’ technology. This is also the case for social entrepreneurs.
Social entrepreneurs that apply for funding from a foundation, choose
the latter technology.
4.6.5 Choice for donation or loan
When social entrepreneurs know how and where to ask for money,
another choice must be made: are they going to ask for a grant or a
loan. In the start-up phase many social entrepreneurs apply for grants,
especially when the business model is still under development. Receiving donations then sounds like a comfortable and risk-free way
of starting-up, but in practice that is not always the case. According
to the interviewee at foundation 3, social entrepreneurs often ask for
donations from different organisations at the same time. If all organisations respond positively, a social enterprise can obtain a lot of money at once, and this has an effect on the further development of the
business model. Too much money at this stage can make it difficult
for social entrepreneurs to make the right decisions on how to grow
a financially viable business. If the business is right from the start depending on earned income, however, it becomes clear whether or not
it can survive in the long run. The interviewee at foundation 2 agrees
with this view. A small donation for start-ups with a good social goal,
but a business model under development is useful. When the business
case is solid, a loan is considered more appropriate.
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4.6.6 The first contact
When a social enterprise contacts a foundation, the first aspect the
representative of the fund looks at, is the way the social enterprise is
structured. Foundation 1 sees money as a means to create impact and
evaluates an application on the content, the possible impact and the
financial model. After that they look at the type of investment that is
required. For foundations 2 and 3 impact is also crucial, and is always
the starting point for cooperation with a social enterprise. Considering the focus of the three funds on impact, the question how the social enterprise plans to make an impact by mobilising supporters and
(potential) customers must be answered immediately. After that other
questions must be answered. For example; does the initiative require
a donation or a loan? What phase of development is it in? Who is the
social entrepreneur and what is his or her track record? How is the
team built up? Do they already have other investors, or did they run
a successful crowd funding campaign? The resource mobilisation process is not only about money, but also about manpower, organisational facilities, means of communication and much more. If the complete
picture fits the focus of the foundation, further conversations start.
4.6.7 The mobilisation of money
Social entrepreneurs require investors with a long-term vision, who
also offer other support besides money (Austin et al., 2006). Investors
from foundation 2 describe their own selection process as patient.
Their objectives are not about investing as much money in as many
social enterprises as possible, but about making the right choices
based on a comprehensive investigation of the business case and informative talks with the entrepreneur. And when they decide to go for
the investment they are patient too. They accept long terms for their
loans: between five to ten years. Interest on the loan is paid as soon as
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the income of the enterprise starts to grow. Foundations 1 and 3 also
invest time in familiarising themselves with the entrepreneur and finding out what drives him/her, checking his/her moral compass and track
record. At a certain point in time there will be a business proposition
on the table, with realistic pay-back terms for a loan, upon which the
team or advisory board can base an investment decision.
4.6.8 Discussion conditions
If there is a fit, the conditions are discussed. These are the duration
of the loan, the interest rate, the way of communicating, and the involvement of an executive of the foundation. These conditions differ
per foundation. Foundation 2 provides loans and acquires equity in
start-up social enterprises. For every investment they have a different
agreement. They weigh all criteria and agree on a specific return rate
that is based on the type of social enterprise, the level of risk the enterprise is taking and the possible social impact. Foundation 2 states
that social entrepreneurs are challenged to be as effective and efficient as possible with the money they receive. Foundation 1 looks at
the interest rate the social entrepreneur can realistically be expected
to pay. Most of their loans have an interest rate that is in line with the
market. The interest rates of foundation 3 may vary from 0% up to 8%,
depending on the business case of the social enterprise.
4.6.9 After the agreement
If the foundation and the social entrepreneur reach an agreement on
both the social and financial goals, it has to be made perfectly clear
what to expect from each other and what the risks are. There has to
be trust, and the social entrepreneur needs to build up legitimacy and
loyalty through communication (Jenkins, 1983). Good communication
is essential, especially if the plan changes along the way. Social en123

trepreneurs cannot change their plans without consulting their investors. It is their aim to solve a specific social problem, and these goals
are what people invest in. Foundation 1 is aware of the fact that it is
difficult for social enterprises to execute their original plan precisely.
Early stage social entrepreneurs in particular, who are creating a new
market for their products or services, sometimes encounter rules and
regulations that may lead them to deviate from their original plan. If
necessary, foundation 1 is open to discuss the delay and rephrase the
objectives and planning together with the entrepreneur.
Foundation 2 observes that entrepreneurs in general like to share
good news, but dislike sharing setbacks. This complicates the relationship because if bad news is shared too late, the investor cannot
do anything to help. When communication is up to date and open,
the investor can help in time and offer support, knowledge, or extra
funding.
4.6.10 Measuring impact
Good communication between the investor and the social entrepreneur is necessary, but how are results taken into account? The social
impact in particular is not easy to measure and asks for sound collaboration and a relationship built on trust. Foundation 3 strives to measure the impact of all their investments, using different methods. They
do not believe there is a universal method or tool they can use. What
they measure depends on the aims of the investment. If they invest
in a company that creates jobs for a certain group of people, such as
the elderly, they measure whether the company succeeds in employing a certain number of elderly people. If a company aims to help
unemployed people to find a permanent job by giving them a start
with a temporary job, they measure who are working for the company
and if they are able to find and keep a permanent job. Foundation 3
then follows these people for a longer period. If a company wants to
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inspire other companies to hire people with a distance from the labour
market, the foundation will be focused on publicity in the media. The
foundation then measures the results of the media attention.

4.7 T
he mobilisation of supporters and collective
action
Of the four strategies identified in the resource mobilisation literature
for social movements, mobilisation of supporters and collective action
are less visible in the process of gaining financial resources from foundations by social enterprises. However, supporters should be read as
customers here and as such they play a crucial role in the business
model. In the long run, customers are supposed to make the social
enterprise financially viable. Foundations will only give money to
social enterprises, if their plans for acquiring customers appear convincing. Collective action, on the other hand, is not necessarily part of
the business model of a social enterprise. This brings us to the differences between enterprises and social movements.

4.8 W
 here social enterprises and social movements
differ
The literature on resource mobilisation by SMOs has provided us with
some insights that are useful in analysing the RMA of social enterprises.
The resource mobilisation process has many similarities, but when a
social entrepreneur asks for a loan, instead of a donation, the four
strategies of resource mobilisation of SMOs are only partly applicable
and some interesting new features become visible. These include the
conditions for the donations or loan, the organisation of communication about results and the measurement of results. The following
observations can be made:
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1. A strategy for mobilising money and supporters is essential for
start-up social entrepreneurs. When a social enterprise has many

supporters, people believing in the aim for social change, it helps
to mobilise money as well.

2. Mobilising money from a foundation is a narrowcast technology
and costs the social entrepreneur time and effort, without guarantees of success.

3. Foundations with a social mission ask from the social entrepreneur

that he or she has a clear goal for social change, an idea on how
to structure the social enterprise, a clear demand for support and
a potentially viable business case.

4. Not only the social enterprise and its goals are important for foun-

dations. Also the social entrepreneur himself or herself, his or her
track record and the team are important.

5. All three foundations give grants and provide loans. Donations
can help a social enterprise in the early stage to test the business
model or do research, but foundations prefer to give loans. A loan
makes a social enterprise more efficient.

6. The financial return on investment is important for foundations,

because with the return they can enlarge their social impact. If the
money is returned it can be reinvested. Terms and interest rates
can differ, depending on the needs of the social enterprise.

7. Considerable thought is given to possibilities of making the impact of the social enterprise visible and measurable.

8. Communication and transparency are key to a good relationship

between investor and social entrepreneur. If there is trust between
them, the foundations are cooperative when the social enterprise
meets problems along the way.
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4.9 Conclusions
Social enterprises need resources to execute their plans. A clear resource mobilisation strategy to obtain capital and knowledge is necessary for success. In the process of resource mobilisation there are
many similarities between SMOs and social enterprises. But while social enterprises can obtain donations and loans, NGOs and SMOs can
only apply for donations. They cannot offer a financial return. This
makes their network of potential investors limited, compared to social enterprises. The business case gives social enterprises access to
a larger universe of investors than SMOs, but it also results in strict
requirements from the investors.
Many foundations invest money in social movements. It is interesting
to think of what would happen if many more of them would shift their
focus from purely donating money to investing in social enterprises
that promise not just a social but also a financial return. This would
enable them to re-invest the financial return in other social enterprises
and enlarge their impact. It would lead to some competition between
social enterprises and NGOs or social movements for the same
resources. If a foundation can choose between donating or investing
money with a similar social impact, the choice for an option with a
financial return, or at least a return of the money, is obviously more
attractive.
The number of impact investors is expected to grow in the coming
years and new funding models are likely to be developed (Cohen and
Sahlman, 2013). As a result, the options for social enterprises with a
viable business model will grow. But at the same time, it will be harder
for organisations without a business model to mobilise resources. This
can force these organisations, such as social movements, to become
more entrepreneurial and maybe use the form of a social enterprise
to reach their goals. Having a healthy business model gives them an
advantage and helps them reach their goals for social change.
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Chapter 5 Identifying Potentially Successful Start-up
Social Enterprises
This chapter is concerned with the early stages of development of
social enterprises. Analysing a large database of individual ideas and
proposals for social change, we investigate the characteristics of ideas
that can develop and have developed into sustainable social enterprises. Insight into these characteristics may help to identify potentially successful social enterprises at an early stage. This could be of
interest to impact investors1 that are interested in supporting people
who want to achieve social change by means of a social enterprise.
The challenge for the impact investor is to identify ideas with potential
at a stage where the proponent of the idea is often not yet thinking
in terms of a business case, because he or she is still more concerned
with the social issue to be addressed. We are looking for early signals
of successful social entrepreneurship in the way people present their
ideas for social change.
An impact investor would obviously also be interested in the personality
and experience of the would-be entrepreneur, but in this paper we are
interested in the characteristics of the proposals and not of the persons
who made them. Our database does not provide any information in
that regard. The database was originally not designed to help impact
investors but for the exchange of ideas. One of the positive sides is that
our analysis of ideas has not in any way been influenced by information
on the identity of the persons who proposed them, nor that the ideas
were written down specifically to make a good impression on investors.
1

Impact investing is an approach used by investors to harness the power of their investment
capital to actively contribute to improvements in people’s lives and the health of the environment. Investors can incorporate impact-investing practices across asset classes and with a variety
of return expectations. The core characteristics are: 1. Intentionally contribute to positive social
and environmental impact through investment alongside financial return. 2. Use evidence and
impact data in investment design. 3. Manage impact performance. 4. Contribute to the growth
of impact investment. https://thegiin.org/assets/Core%20Characteristics_webfile.pdf
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In the following section we briefly discuss the concept of social entrepreneurship and the definition that we use in our research. Section 5.2
describes the changing financial environment for social enterprises,
the rise of impact investment and the interest in early signals of social
entrepreneurship. Section 5.3 describes the database we have used.
Section 5.4 describes the research procedures we have followed. In
section 5.5 we analyse some general trends in the data and describe
the main characteristics of the complete data set. In section 5.6, we
focus on potential social entrepreneurial project-ideas, looking for
early signals of a viable business case. In section 5.7 we draw some
conclusions.

5.1 Social entrepreneurship
The definition of social entrepreneurship has been a subject of considerable debate over the years and there is still no widely prevailing definition (Dacin et al., 2010; Macke et al., 2018; Mair and Marti,
2006). People have different ideas of what is social and what is not
(Lumpkin et al., 2013; Nicholls and Cho, 2006; Santos, 2012) and the
meaning differs between countries and regions. According to Light
(2008), the rise of social entrepreneurship is a reaction to governments
increasingly stepping back and spending less money on social provisions, environmental issues, and international aid programmes in the
last few decades. This affects different groups of people in developed
as well as developing countries. For example, the homeless and the
elderly in the West are affected by a reduction of welfare state provisions, while subsistence farmers in developing countries are affected
by reductions in development aid budgets. Several organisations saw
these diverse problems as opportunities. Dees and Battle Anderson
(2006) investigated these organisations and distinguished two types
of social entrepreneurial activity, a) NGOs that use business methods;
b) entrepreneurs with a social mission.
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a.

NGOs that use business methods

In recent years, NGOs have been receiving less funding from governments than they did in the past (Light, 2008). This has forced them to
come up with new ideas for sources of income that would make them
less dependent on these subsidies (Hoogendoorn et al., 2011; Perrini and Vurro, 2006; Zahra et al., 2009). Many NGOs have developed
some kind of business on the side. Most of them still depend on donations and subsidies from government, companies and private donors,
but they also work in a more entrepreneurial way. They use business
methods to generate their own income to reduce this dependency, for
example by selling products in a web shop. The profit is then invested in their social mission. An old and well-known example of this is
UNICEF selling Christmas cards.
b.

Entrepreneurs with a social mission

For some entrepreneurs the withdrawal of government became an
opportunity to approach one or more social problems in an entrepreneurial way. They use business methods for societal change and their
companies are mission driven.
These distinctions are central in the literature on social entrepreneurship (Bornstein, 2007; Dees, 1998; Leadbeater, 1997; Hoogendoorn et
al., 2011), and led to an animated discussion on profit-making. Some
authors have defined social entrepreneurs as not-for-profit organisations that use business methods (Dees et al., 2002; Weerawardena
and Mort, 2006). Others have viewed them as entrepreneurs with
social missions, who make a profit (Acs et al., 2013; Scott Marshall,
2010; Wilson and Post, 2013). Some authors argue that the distinction
between profit and not-for-profit should not be an issue because the
difference is not very clear in practice (Dees and Battle Anderson,
2006; Kramer, 2005; Santos, 2012). Most people would agree that a
not-for-profit organisation depending purely on subsidies and charity
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should not be called an enterprise, but what if it has a business model
to cover all or most of its costs? And what if a not-for-profit organisation makes a profit and reinvests it back into the organisation and/or
its social mission?
The authors of this paper support the idea that social entrepreneurs
require a viable business model with ‘a double bottom line’ (Acs et al.,
2013; Groot and Dankbaar, 2014; Lumpkin et al., 2013). It is all about
the impact, but generating money is an important precondition. This
means that a social enterprise can make a profit and distribute it to its
shareholders, make a profit that is reinvested in the company, make a
profit that is invested in a foundation, or earn money to simply cover
costs. It is evident that without making money any entrepreneur, including a social entrepreneur, will not be able to survive in the long
run (Bugg-Levine et al., 2012). The profit has to be good enough for
the business to grow and manage the risks that the company is facing
(Weerawardena and Mort, 2006).
In our research we define social entrepreneurship as entrepreneurship
with the aim of achieving social change by means of a viable business
case. The social enterprise develops a product or service that can be
sold to paying customers. The focus areas of social enterprises are diverse. Some focus on people in need, others on environmental issues;
some hope to influence behaviour of consumers or companies; others
aim to change the rules and institutions of society. Therefore, based
on their focus area, social enterprises can usually be placed in at least
one of the four quadrants of figure 5.1. For all social enterprises, regardless of their focus, making money is a precondition and the only
way to survive in the long run.
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Planet
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Behavioural Change
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Figure 5.1: mission-based typology of social entrepreneurship

5.2 T
 he changing financial environment of social
entrepreneurship
Social entrepreneurship is a fairly new concept and the attention it
generates is increasing every year. Research on the topic is expanding
and the number of published scientific articles is growing, just as the
attention the concept generates in the media, business, government
and politics (Macke et al., 2018). The increasing attention makes
people confident that creating social and financial value can go hand
in hand. This is also a relatively new phenomenon (Moore et al.,
2012). The fact that promoting social change can also be a promising
business opportunity was not necessarily something people realised
10 or 15 years ago.
Until recently, if people wanted to change society, they mainly thought
in terms of political action, awareness campaigns, volunteer work, donations, and grants. Only a few thought in terms of business ideas.
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Since then, however, circumstances have changed. Because of the
economic downturn, getting money from government and private donors for social change related projects became more difficult. This
forced people to come up with new ways to finance solutions for social problems. Some internationally publicised examples, like the Indian community development Grameen Bank, proved that creating
social and financial value could go hand in hand (Bornstein, 2007).
Thus, diminishing grants and inspiring examples combined to create
a climate in which the interest for and support of social entrepreneurship increased rapidly (Financial Times, 2018).
Along with the growing number of social enterprises, the number of
social or impact investors grew, too (CNN, 2017; Cohen and Sahlman,
2013; Ormiston et al., 2015; Roundy et al., 2017). These investors support social change and operate on a local, national or a global scale.
They search for business opportunities that offer them a social and
financial return on investment (Bugg-Levine et al., 2012). They invest
in companies, projects, and social enterprises with a track record, in
scale-ups, in start-ups, or in a combination of any or all of these. As a
result, more financial means have become available for social enterprises. This is good news for social entrepreneurs. It may even result
in some competition between different impact investors who are all
looking for investment opportunities with the greatest impact.
For an investor it would be helpful to identify potential social enterprises by early signals of genuine social entrepreneurial behaviour. If
the investor identifies potential social entrepreneurs in an early stage,
and then supports them with different resources like knowledge, training or network during the idea development phase, a relationship of
trust will develop between the investor and the entrepreneur (Geobey
et al., 2012). When the social enterprise is ready to take the next step,
the investor will be ready to invest financially with confidence. This
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raises the question what these early signals might be, and what kind
of ideas are developed, by whom, and on what they are focusing. The
database of the VDWVM platform provides some insights with regard
to these questions.

5.3 A database of ideas for social change
We investigated a database of project-ideas of people who aim to
change society. The database is a product of the community of people that participate in the platform Voor De Wereld Van Morgen from
Dutch ASN Bank (hereinafter VDWVM; translated: ‘For The World of
Tomorrow’). It contains 1480 project-ideas for social change that were
entered into the database between 2008 and 20141. ASN Bank has focused on socially responsible banking from its founding by the Dutch
Federation of Unions in 1960. The bank’s mission was and is to improve, and speed up, the development towards a sustainable society
by investing in organisations and projects that stimulate sustainable
progress2.
In 2007 ASN Bank started VDWVM, an online platform for smart ideas
for a better world. ASN Bank started the platform because the number
of people asking the bank for financial support for sustainable projects
increased every year, but the sponsor budget did not suffice for the
amount of aid asked - and not everyone who asked for money really
needed it. Most of the time non-financial resources like specific expertise, training or coaching represented a better investment to get the
project-ideas started.
1

Since 2014 many things changed at Voor de Wereld van Morgen. All processes described are
solely based on the period 2008 – 2014.

2

For over 60 years, the mission of ASN Bank is ‘to improve the sustainability of society. The bank
stimulates sustainable progress with the money their clients entrust them with. In this way they
contribute to a world where people live safe and healthy, and where nature is protected for now,
and in the future. https://www.asnbank.nl/algemeen/over-de-asn-bank/organisatie/onze-missie.
html
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With this in mind, the ASN Bank came up with the idea of an online
community where people would be able to mobilise resources to carry
out their ideas for social change. The goal was that the community
would grow organically, and more and more projects would be started and completed that would contribute to the Bank’s mission to improve the sustainability of society. The bank would organise, monitor
and mobilise the ‘marketplace’ where supply (people with resources)
and demand (people who needed resources) would come together.
The bank would share its network and media channels, organise trainings, challenges and competitions to increase the number of people
involved in the community. Ideas for social change could be posted
online and the initiators could describe their idea for social change
and inspire people to support or follow them. People who didn’t have
their own project, but were willing to help one, could interact with the
project initiator and start some kind of cooperative exchange. Once
a year the Bank would directly donate money into one or more projects through a competition, the ‘ASN Bank Wereldprijs’ (the ASN Bank
Global Award).
What started in 2007 as an innovative project is now a well-known platform that, since the establishment, hosted over 3,000 project-ideas,
reaches thousands of followers on social media, is involved in multiple
projects in the media, and supports early start-up social enterprises.
VDWVM also cooperates with different investors that search for startup social enterprises to invest in. They use VDWVM as a means to
scout potential social enterprises.
Our research focuses on the ideas posted at VDWVM during the period 2008 – 2014. In 2008 the website was launched and until December 2014 the conditions and procedures for entering ideas remained
identical. In January 2015 the website received a makeover and the
procedures and themes were changed. To be able to compare the
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years we chose to analyse the period before the introduction of the
new website.
5.3.1 Posting an idea on the platform, how did it work
People with ideas for social change in the start-up phase, not-for-profit
organisations, or private persons (from now on: initiators) with an idea
for social change could create an account on the website and post a
project-idea. Figure 5.2 shows the format for the information that the
initiators posted online in the period 2008 – 2014.

Field

Description of content

Title

Short and snappy title

Abstract

Abstract of the idea

Motive

Why does the initiator want to do this

Social aim

What does the initiator want to change

Execution

How will the initiator reach his aim

Extra

Whatever the initiator wants to tell that is relevant for the readers

Facebook

Connection with Facebook

Twitter

Connection with Twitter

Website

URL of website

Theme

The community has five sustainable themes, one must be chosen.

Figure 5.2: Table with description for a project
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Criteria

Description

Creative/

Do the ideas give innovative solutions for societal problems or

Innovative

creative alternatives for existing solutions?

Impact

Can the project have a positive impact on society? Does it influence institutions or consumer behaviour?

Achievable

The idea can be big and difficult to realise, but with effort,
money, knowledge and support from a big group of people, is
it possible?

Theme

The projects must fit one of the five themes (sustainable energy, nature and environment; fair trade, fair fashion, fair food;
children’s rights and education; safety and social cohesion; all
others), and, if they fit the category ‘all others’, they must be
very innovative

Sustainable

All projects must fit the criteria for sustainability of ASN Bank.

Constraints

Initiators can be private persons or small enterprises or foundations in the early start-up phase. Existing organisations that are
active longer than three years are excluded.

Figure 5.3:Table with criteria

There were no restrictions on the kind of ideas people could post,
but a few conditions had to be met: (1) the initiator(s) should be willing to execute the ideas themselves; (2) the project-ideas had to be
related to the purpose of the community; (3) the project-idea or the
organisation set up to realise the idea should not already have existed
for more than 3 years, as it should be in the start-up phase; and (4) it
should not conflict with the mission of the Bank. The editorial office of
VDWVM checked all incoming project-ideas and decided if they could
go online or not. The assessment criteria are provided in figure 5.3.
By having a project-idea posted on the website, the initiators got access to knowledge, network, training facilities, (social) media channels
and sometimes funding. They were able to reach a big audience to
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mobilise supporters for their idea. The aim of the bank in creating
this community was to help ideas to grow into successful projects,
foundations or social enterprises. Certainly in the beginning of the period we were analysing, social entrepreneurship was not a well-known
approach for social change in the Netherlands. The people posting
their project-ideas were often aware neither of the concepts of social
entrepreneurship nor of the existence of impact investors. They were
mainly looking for support from the people that joined the community. In 2012, the organisation Social Enterprise NL was founded, and
the concept of social entrepreneurship slowly gained more awareness
in the Netherlands; however, this is not yet visible in the database of
VDWVM as we shall see below.

5.4 Research approach
We analysed the database in three steps. First, in a descriptive analysis,
we scored all project-ideas with nine dimensions, which made it possible
to derive a rough categorisation of the ideas and look for overall trends
in the database. In the second step, we identified 347 project-ideas
that were taking an entrepreneurial point of view and mentioned or
described a potential business model. We also established which of
these ideas were still alive and active in autumn 2015 and which ones
were no longer actively pursued. In our third step, we analysed this subset for differences between the ideas that had survived the ones that
did not. Taking survival as an indicator of success, we analysed all these
ideas one by one to see if there were differences between the survivors
and the ones that died, which could serve as early signals of potential
success. For this analysis we made use of word counts in order to see
if the initiators of the still active ideas used different terms to describe
their ideas, or if they had a different understanding of the product or
service they were aiming to sell.
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5.4.1 The first step - The complete database from 2008 - 2014
The descriptions of 1480 ideas that were posted on VDWVM by the initiators according to the required format (see figure 5.4) between 2008
and 2014 and were exported from the website to an Excel file. This
formed the starting point of our analysis. Based on the descriptions
from the website, values could be determined for the following variables: social aim, potential organisational form, geographical focus,
development of a product or service, theme, supporters needed and
social media channels used. The types of value and the procedures
used are explained in figure 5.4. After this analysis of the VDWVM
website, the analysis was extended with online research of the social
media activity and the (if available) websites of the project-ideas.
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Variables (type)

Procedure

1. Title (text)

The initiator gave the project-idea a title, which describes the project in a
nutshell.

2. Description of
motive, social
goal and execution (text)

The initiator made a (brief) description of the project-idea. What societal
aim does it contribute to, why does the initiator think this is important, and
in what way will it be executed.

3. Active (yes/no)

Between August and December 2015, for every project-idea it was established if the initiators were still active or not. If a project-idea was active
during the last six months on VDWVM, the project website or social media, it was considered as active. Was it not active in the last six months on
VDWVM, the project website or social media, it was considered inactive.

4. Theme (5 categories)

The initiator chose a theme for the project-idea. He could choose out of
five themes: 1. Sustainable energy, nature and environment; 2. Fair trade,
fair fashion, fair food; 3. Children’s rights and education; 4. Safety and social
cohesion; 5. All others.

5. Active on social
media (yes/no)

A project-idea was considered active on social media if the initiator had an
account on Twitter or Facebook, and used it as a communication channel for
the project-idea.

6. Geographical
focus
(3 categories)

The initiator described where the geographical focus of the project was. In
the Netherlands, abroad, or both.

7. Product or
service

Were the initiators developing a product or service, or both? If the researchers were not able to determine this, the project-idea was categorised as
other

8. Potential organisational form
(8 categories)

The researchers determined the potential organisational form, based on the
description of the project-idea. In total 6 categories were derived.
Short term project-ideas with a foreseen beginning and ending.
1. project: if the initiator wanted to start an activity with a start and a finish
and a specific goal.
2. event: if it aimed for people to come together with a specific theme.
3. campaign: if the initiators wanted to make people aware of a certain
topic.
Long term project-ideas would in the categories:
4. social enterprise: when the project-idea fitted our definition of a social
enterprise and focused on improving the sustainability of people or planet with a potential viable business model.
5. foundation (not-for-profit): focused on helping people or planet with
money they obtain from donations.
6. network: if self-employed people were working together for the purpose
of a social goal.
7. cooperation: when the initiator wanted to start a cooperation to work on
the social goal.
8. idea/other: when the initiator had an idea or invention.

Figure 5.4: Variables and procedures
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5.4.2 The second step - Identifying potential social enterprises
To determine if an idea could be a potential social enterprise, we
focused especially at the time perspective taken in the description of
the project idea. We looked at the long-term project-ideas and divided these into (1) project-ideas that purely focused on helping people
or planet with money they could obtain from donations; and (2) other
project-ideas with a long-term horizon. From the latter category, ideas
were earmarked as social entrepreneurial ideas if they met the following four criteria, (see also figure 5.5).
1. A long-term commitment

2. Focus on improving the wellbeing of people or planet, or both

3. An idea for a product or service that could be sold to customers

4. A focus on institutional change or change in the behaviour of
consumers or companies by showing that sustainable products
or services can be a viable alternative.

In total we found 347 ideas that fitted the criteria for a potential social enterprise. Of these 347 project-ideas, 230 (66%) were still active
autumn 2015.
5.4.3 The third step – Analysing the potential social enterprises
We separated the active and not-active project-ideas and looked for
differences in the project-idea description, the use of social media,
focus on a product or a service, and their geographical focus. Next
to that we also looked at the ways they tried to mobilise resources.
In this analysis we made use of the word count software programme
Nvivo (Bazely and Richards, 2000). Looking at the content of the project-ideas, we searched for ‘hidden’ business terms, related to the mobilisation of money, consumers, marketing, sales and other support.
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All social entrepreneurial project-ideas were uploaded in Nvivo and
the programme produced a word count of the 1000 most used words
with a length of at least five letters. In our analysis we included only
the words that came up more than ten times.

5.5 R
 esults for the complete database
VDWVM 2008 - 2014
This section describes the characteristics of all 1480 project-ideas that
were introduced on VDWVM in the period of 2008 - 2014.
5.5.1 active and not-active projects
In the period 2008 – 2014 people posted 1480 fully described
project-ideas on VDVWM. They required support with the execution
of their idea for social change. The support they needed could be
related to people with specific knowledge, talent, or network, it could
be publicity related, or related to money. Not every initiator was motivated in the same way. Some were able to take the next steps. Some
of the project-ideas never began, and others stranded along the way.
The reasons why projects stopped were numerous: the idea was not
good enough, the initiators were not able to put their idea into practice, their personal circumstances weren’t right, or somebody else was
doing the same thing. But while others stranded, many moved on and
tried to achieve something, big or small. Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of project-ideas over the years.
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Year

Total number of

Active 2015

Not-active 2015

ideas
2008

33

5 (15%)

28

2009

276

60 (22%)

216

2010

225

81 (36%)

144

2011

218

114 (52%)

104

2012

152

95 (63%)

57

2013

304

233 (77%)

71

2014

279

224 (80%)

55

Figure 5.5: Table of the number of active and not-active project-ideas

The analysis was carried out in 2015, so it is not surprising that many
project-ideas from 2014 were still active a year later. The percentage
of active projects is constantly decreasing if we go back in time. The
chance that a project starting in 2013 is still active in 2015 is bigger
than the chance that a project that started in 2008 still is. During the
time of the analysis 805 projects were still active, of which 65 from
2008 and 2009.
5.5.2 Use of social media
The number of project initiators that used social media grew every
year and all active project-ideas also had a social media account.
During the time that VDWVM developed as a platform, social media
like Twitter and Facebook increased rapidly on a global scale
(Branham 2017). These channels turned out to be an excellent way to
get a big audience involved in the project-ideas. For people without
any marketing budget and depending purely on the goodwill of other
people willing to support them, social media made it possible to get
access to a big audience. The project-ideas with the most inspiring
messages, had a bigger chance to get shared on social media, and
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the bigger the chance was that people came forward to help. Also,
traditional media started to use social media as a source of inspiration
for news and background productions and picked up small initiatives
to report about. They could discover trends by the number of likes,
retweets or mentions, and they could easily see if a certain idea could
be an interesting story for their audience, or not.
5.5.3 Choice of theme
When the initiators posted their project-ideas online, they had five
themes to choose from. The initiator chose the theme that fitted the
project-idea best (figure 5.4). These themes made it easier for supporters visiting the website to find a project that interested them. Figure 5.6 shows that in every year 50% or more of the projects chose the
theme ‘sustainable energy, environment and nature’. This theme was
followed by the theme ‘fair trade, fair fashion and fair food’, but the
percentage of projects in this category was only 10% – 20%. The other
categories are small compared to the first two. Only in 2014 we see a
slightly different distribution. ‘Safety and social cohesion’ appears to
be an upcoming theme.
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Figure 5.6: Chart percentage division to theme in the period 2008 – 2014

5.5.4 Geographical focus
In some projects the initiators focused on the social value they wanted
to create in the Netherlands. Other initiators highlighted social issues
abroad, mainly in developing countries. And some targeted projects
in the Netherlands with a link to other countries. For example, a washing powder was produced in Nepal, but packaging and distribution
was executed in social workplaces in the Netherlands; therefore, the
social value was created in Nepal as well as in the Netherlands.
In the complete database, 999 project-ideas (68%) were focusing on
social value creation in the Netherlands, 287 (19%) focused on foreign
countries, and 194 (13%) on both. The percentage of projects that
focused on other countries remained fairly stable over the years. The
year 2014 is an exception with almost 80% of the projects focusing on
the Netherlands.
5.5.5 Potential organisational forms
When filing their project-ideas, most initiators were in the early stages
of development of their idea or organisation. Some of the initiators
had a clear idea of the organisational form they would choose, others
did not mention this directly, but it could be derived from their own
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words. The project description gave insight into the organisational
forms the projects could take. Based on the description of the
project-ideas we classified all projects into eight potential organisational forms (figure 5.4). Figure 5.7 shows these categories and the
number of project-ideas that fitted each category.

Figure 5.7: Chart of the division of the number of project-ideas in potential organisational forms

5.6 Results for the potential social enterprises
This section takes a closer look at the 347 potential social entrepreneurial project-ideas that were posted on VDWVM. We first provide
their general characteristics and then look for other signals of social
entrepreneurial behaviour, based on the project descriptions. The initiators of these ideas mentioned that they were aiming to develop a
product or service. These products and services could be bought by
paying customers, which would make it possible for the initiators to
be financially sustainable in the future. In search for more signals of
social entrepreneurial behaviour we analysed the project descriptions
focusing on issues of (financial) resource mobilisation.
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5.6.1 Social entrepreneurial project-ideas
The number of active and not-active social entrepreneurial project-ideas
is shown in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Chart of the percentage division of the active and not-active social entrepreneurial
project-ideas 2008 – 2014

Figure 5.8 shows that for 2008 and 2009 the number of not-active
projects exceeds the number of active projects, but from 2010 until
2014 the number of active projects is exceeding that of not-active
project-ideas. From 2010 on over 50% of the ideas that were classified
as a social entrepreneurial project-idea were still active. A comparison
with figure 5.5 shows that for all years except 2012, social entrepreneurial ideas have a higher survival rate than other ideas.
5.6.2 Developing a product or service
All social entrepreneurial project-ideas aim to offer a solution to a
societal problem, by delivering a product or service to those in need,
or by producing products or delivering services to people willing to
pay for it, while others benefit from it. Examples are lifestyle products
made of plastic waste and produced in a social workplace, a vegan
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‘hamburger’ made of seaweed that offers an alternative for meat, or
a car-sharing platform aiming to reduce the number of cars parked
in the streets of big cities. Of all project-ideas 64% had an idea to
develop a product. The percentage of services is 26%, 9,5% is a combination between a product and a service, and 0,5% is undetermined.
Figure 5.9 shows the division of active and not-active project-ideas
in combination with the choice for developing a product or service.
The share of surviving project-ideas that aim to develop a product is
much higher than the share of surviving service ideas. This outcome
is remarkable, because the development, production and distribution
of a physical product usually require bigger investments and bigger
organisations than they require in the case of a service.

Figure 5.9: Chart of the choices to develop a product or service, divided by active and not-active
project-ideas
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5.6.3 Influencing consumers or institutions
The project-ideas in the database offered sustainable alternatives for
what already existed or to develop something new, in order to establish that sustainable products or services can be just as good or better.
Almost 71% of the project-ideas focused on influencing consumers.
The idea was to develop a product or service that inspires consumers
to make the right choice for a sustainable product; 22% of the ideas
tried to influence the behaviour of companies and 7% focused on
both. None of the project-ideas focused on the promotion of institutional change. There was no noticeable difference between the active
and not-active project-ideas.
5.6.4 Geographical focus
The social entrepreneurial projects mainly (72%) aimed to execute
their project-idea in the Netherlands. The focus on foreign countries
was 13% and 15% on both the Netherlands and abroad. If we compare
the active project-ideas with the not-active project-ideas, no difference was discerned. This meant that the geographical focus does not
indicate any propensity to survive.
5.6.5 Choice of theme
Just as in the total collection of ideas, most initiators (66%) of social-entrepreneurial project-ideas had a ‘planet’ oriented project-idea
that involved sustainable energy, environmental issues, or nature.
The shares of social entrepreneurial initiators with people-oriented
project-ideas (in other words, the three other themes) were much
smaller. These percentages make sense, as starting up a social
enterprise focusing on improving children’s rights and education (1%)
is more difficult than, for example, selling solar panels. For social
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cohesion and safety (14%) this is also the case, but selling fair trade
clothing or food (23%) is easier again and this is reflected in the number of project-ideas with this theme. Again, there is no noticeable
difference between the active and not-active project-ideas.
5.6.6 Outcomes of the first analysis of the entrepreneurial ideas
Before we move further into an in-depth analysis of the description of
the project-ideas, the most important outcomes can be summarised.
The project-ideas that we classified as social entrepreneurial in character tended to be:
§

project-ideas that focused on influencing consumers by offering alternative products and services

§
§

project-ideas that had a national geographical focus

project-ideas that focused on planet related issues, in other

words the theme ‘sustainable energy, environment and climate’.

We did not find major differences between the active and not-active
project-ideas except with regard to the product versus service focus.
Projects that focused on the development of a product had a significantly higher survival rate than projects focusing on the development
of a service.

5.7 In depth analysis of the entrepreneurial project
ideas
In search of other early signals of survival, we carried out a further
in-depth analysis of the description of the project-ideas provided by
the initiators. These descriptions give mainly information about social
goals, but may also contain some limited or hidden information on
how business-wise or financially aware the initiators are. We used the
Nvivio software programme for a so-called discourse analysis.
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5.7.1 Method and discourse analysis
Discourse is language used to describe a phenomenon, and give
meaning to it. In many areas of social science and social policy discourse analysis is used to explore relations, and ideological and political struggles (Atkinson, 1999; Hastings, 1999; Jacobs, 2004), and to a
limited extent in entrepreneurship research (Lindh de Montoya, 2004).
A discourse can be defined as ‘a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts,
and categorisations that are produced, reproduced and transformed
in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to
physical and social realities’ (Hajer, 2004, p 44). Hajer puts emphasis
on the reciprocal nature between language and reality. By describing
an idea in a specific way, it gets meaning and becomes a call to action.
The description of project-ideas by potential social entrepreneurs is
also a kind of discourse. The project description reveals what the initiators consider first, at the top of their minds, and the language they
use describes their reality, ideas, and concepts. The discourse is used
by the potential social entrepreneur to mobilise resources for the execution of their project-ideas and can be used by a potential supporter
to get insights in their intentions, motivation and aims. We used
Nvivio to analyse the language used by the project initiators. Nvivio
has also been used in other fields of research to analyse large amounts
of written data (Bridgstock et al., 2010; de Lessa et al., 2017; Santos
et al., 2019; Surangi, 2018).
The outcome of the analysis of the project-ideas was a word count
with the 1,000 most used words with a length of at least five characters
(appendix 1 – 3 show the original words in Dutch). In the following
we will use English translations of the words used. The underlying hypothesis was that surviving ideas would differ in their vocabulary from
ideas that were no longer pursued. It should be noted that identical
words often have different meanings when used in different contexts.
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Therefore, we did not calculate the statistical significance levels of the
differences found, because it would suggest a measure of exactness
that the data do not really allow. Instead, we limited ourselves to the
differences of around 10 percentage points or higher; these are so big
that they would attract attention from even a casual observer. Moreover, we only looked at words that had been utilised at least 10 times.
5.7.2 General results from the word count
The highest-ranking words were, not surprisingly, related to sustainability. Many of the initiators use sustainability related words to mobilise supporters for their idea for social change. Sustainability and
sustainable were used 436 times; other related words like energy (153
times), environment (89 times), water (79 times), and nature (45 times)
were also used frequently. Words that describe target groups for
social change were also used many times. For example: occurrences of
the word people (321 times), women (101 times), and children (132
times). The term product was mentioned 279 times, which also did not
surprise considering that many social entrepreneurial project-ideas
were focusing on the development of a product. And the word
clothing (122 times) was an often seen word, which related to the fair
trade, fashion and food theme. The word fair was applied 95 times. The
Netherlands was wielded 125 times and also the term local (121 times)
ranked high. ‘Soft’ terms like together (119 times), the world (108 times),
and living (108 times) were frequently adopted, or terms considering
the social needs of people, like give (97 times), and need (96 times).
Actual business terms were employed less frequently than these more
goal-related terms.
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5.7.3 Business orientation
In the list of words, we looked for business terms and words that indicated that the initiators were thinking about the mobilisation of resources for their project-ideas. We grouped these words into three
categories, relating to:
1. Organisational form
2. Customer orientation
3. Mobilisation of money
In the following sections we take a closer look at these three groups
of words and relate them to the survival rates (active/not-active) of
the project-idea in question. The underlying data can be found in the
appendices.
Organisational form
Only one of the 347 initiators actually used the term ‘social enterprise’. One can safely conclude that the term ‘social enterprise’ was
new in the Netherlands in the period 2008 – 2014. Some initiators
did have the idea that making money and creating social value could
go hand-in-hand, but opted for related words like company, enterprise and the word entrepreneur. However, most initiators focused on
describing their idea for social change in relation to the product or
service they wanted to develop. They were reaching out to the community VDWVM and its members, who could offer them support and
resources in various ways. The organisational form they would need
was obviously not at the top of their minds at that time. Interestingly,
however, the words company and/or business were used far more frequently in the not-active ideas than in the ideas that were still active
(appendix 1). Words related to the production process, like recycling,
raw materials, assortment, and factory were also used frequently. It
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appears that in this phase a potential start-up social entrepreneur
is more concerned about the production process of a product then
the future organisational form of his activity. The words ‘chain’ and
‘resources’ were used more frequently by the active ideas, while the
word ‘shop’ was used more frequently by the initiators who were no
longer active. This suggests that an early orientation on distribution
mode and especially physical shops is not necessarily a good signal
for long-run survival, while an orientation on suppliers and needed
resources may be helpful.
Customer orientation
Many initiators focus on selling their potential product or service to
consumers, trying to influence consumers to make more sustainable
choices. The initiators aim to make people aware of a situation or a social problem and motivate them to participate in the solution. There is
a big difference between the active and not-active ideas, with regard
to the use of the words consumers and design (appendix 2), which are
used more frequently by the active projects. This suggests that the active project-ideas were more inclined to think of their future customers
as consumers who are not just interested in the good of the purpose,
but also in good design. The active project-ideas were also somewhat
more inclined to mention terms like marketing and brand.
Mobilising money
An impact investor is interested in both the social and the financial
side of a potential social enterprise. For a potential social entrepreneur money is one of the many resources necessary to accomplish
his goal. In the early stages, the initiator is not thinking about loans,
equity or other financial constructions. Words like investments, investors, starting capital, and loans are rarely used. But what does stand
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out from the terms used by the initiators of project-ideas is that the
still active initiators mentioned (potential) demand and impact more
frequently than the not-active initiators, while the latter used the term
profit far more frequently. This suggests that at this early stage a clear
focus on the impact on potential customers is more important for survival than an orientation on profits (appendix 3).
We can conclude that there are some slight but noticeable differences between the active and the not-active project-ideas. The initiators of the still active project-ideas appear to be more concerned
about the impact they make on society, the fair price they can ask for
their product or service, and the way in which they can contribute to
the needs of consumers. They pay attention to the market, the consumers involved, the impact they want to make, and the processes
of production and development. They tend to be more concerned
with what they want to give to society. The not-active project-ideas
are more concerned with what they want to receive. They talk more
about profit, costs, and investments. This leads to the somewhat
paradoxical result that potential social entrepreneurs have a better
chance of surviving, if they are not too much concerned with the financial aspects of their proposal in the early stages of their project.
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5.8 Conclusions
Today it is an accepted idea that you can change society with a mission-driven company, a social enterprise. Creating social and financial value can go hand in hand, but it is still pioneering and – like
all enterprises – not every social enterprise is successful. For impact
investors, start-up social enterprises can be an interesting investment possibility, but it remains a challenge to find a (potential) social
enterprise with a business model that fits their investment criteria.
For impact investors who are scouting for investment opportunities, it
might be a good advice to search for potential social enterprises in an
early stage of development, that, contrary to what might be expected, are focused on the social impact they want to achieve. This group
of entrepreneurs will be open to cooperation and advice, as long as
it gives them the opportunity to achieve their social goals. Together,
impact investor and entrepreneur can develop the financial side of the
idea into a business and help it grow into a succesful social enterprise.
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Chapter 5 Appendix 1
Setting up a business
347 is the total number of active and not-active project-ideas
229 is the number of active project-ideas
118 is the number of not-active project-ideas
Focus on organisation form

markt (market)

#347
81
(23.3%)

bedrijf (company/

76

business)

(21.9%)

Start(en) / oprichten

63

(start-up)

(18.1%)

ontwikkelen (devel-

63

oping)

(18.1%)

ondernemer(s) (entre- 60
preneur)

(17.3%)

Organisatie (organi-

39

sation)

(11.2%)

realiseren (realise)

31
(8.9%)

onderneming (enter-

22

prise)

(6.3%)

ondernemerschap

15

(entrepreneurship)

(4.3%)

#229

#118

56 (24.5%) 24 (20.3%)

Example
… bringing an alternative to the market…
… a commercially

42 (18.3%) 34 (28.8%)

healthy business, that
serves….

43 (18.7%) 16 (13.5%)

… after the summer we
strive to start with…
… designing and de-

41 (17.9%) 22 (18.6%)

veloping online innovations…
… it would be a great

34 (14.8%) 26 (22.0%)

support for me as entrepreneur…

29 (12.6%) 10 (8.5%)
20 (5.8%)

11 (9.3%)

16 (7.0%)

6 (5.1%)

8 (3.5%)

7 (5.9%)

… is an organisation
that supports….
… it is the first step in
realising …
…we strive to found an
enterprise …
… stimulate entrepreneurship ….

Production / Distribution

Producten (products)

279

185

(80.4%)

(80.7%)

hergebruik(en) (recy-

109

cle)

(31.4%)

93 (78.8%)

71 (31.0%) 38 (32.2%)
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… designing and selling
products …
… recycle beautiful
fashion items…

grondstof(fen) (re-

41

sources)

(11.8%)

winkel (shop)
webwinkel/ webshop

40
(11.5%)
35
(10.1%)

Keten (chain, fair sup- 22
ply chain)

(6.3%)

assortiment (assort-

21

ment)

(6.1%)

Leveranciers (suppli-

16

ers)

(4.6%)

Fabriek (Factory)

15
(4.3%)

productieproces (pro- 12
duction proces)
afzetmarkt (market)

(3.5%)
11
(3.2%)

markplaats (market

10

place)

(2.9%)

… other people’s waste
35 (15.3%) 6 (5.1%)

are my main resources…

23 (10.0%) 27 (22.8%)
20 (8.7%)

15 (12.7%)

… the initiative is to
start a shop …
… in our web shop we
sell …
… guaranteed delivery

21 (9.2%)

1 (0.8%)

within a short supply
chain…

13 (5.7%)

8 (6.8%)

3 (1.3%)

3 (2.5%)

9 (3.9%)

6 (5.1%)

10 (4.4%)

2 (1.7%)

…we have strict criteria
for our assortment…
… we found the right
suppliers …
… running a professional factory…
.. it is taken into account in the production
process..

8 (3.5%)

3 (2.5%)

…enlarge the sales …
.. an online marketplace

6 (2.6%)

4 (3.4%)

for second hand designer clothes …
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Appendix 2
Mobilising

#347

Consumenten (con-

105

sumers)

(30.2%)

#229

#118

Example

Supporters

Design(ers)

Ontwerp (design)

85
(24.5%)
84
(24.2%)

Klanten (client/cus-

38

tomer)

(10.9%)

marketing (marketing)
Merk (brand)
promotie (advertising)

25
(7.2%)
18
(5.2%)
10
(2.9%)

98 (42.7%) 15 (12.7%)

…as education towards
consumers…
.. Dutch designers that

69 (30.1%) 16 (13.6%)

make the world a better place..

62 (27.1%) 23 (19.4%)
20 (8.7%)

18 (15.2%)

18 (7.9%)

7 (5.9%)

16 (7.0%)

2 (1.7%)

9 (3.9%)

1 (0,8%)
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…a good future for
sustainable design…
…company that delivers energy to clients…
…sustainable advertising and promotion…
… the brand tells a
story…
… the platform is promotion for fair design…

Appendix 3
Finance

verkopen (selling)
kopen (buying)
Vraag (demand)
Prijs (price)
winst (profit)
Impact
Aanbod (supply)
kosten (costs)
aanbieden (offer)

#347
49
(14.1%)
48
(13.8%)
48
(13.8%)
43
(12.3%)
41
(11.8%)
37
(10.6%)
31
(8.9%)
31
(8.9%)
30
(8.6%)

Investering (invest-

27

ment)

(7.8%)

financiering, finan-

22

ciering (finance)

(6.3%)

besparen (save)

15
(4.3%)

opbrengst (income

15

/ revenue / return)

(4.3%)

Resultaat (result)
succes (success)
betalen (to pay)

13
(3.7%)
13
(3.7%)
12
(3.4%)

financiering (fi-

11

nance)

(3.2%)

#229

#118

33 (14.4%) 16 (13.6%)
32 (13.9%) 16 (13.6%)
40 (17.5%) 8 (6.8%)
35 (15.3%) 8 (6.8%)
18 (7.8%)

23 (29.5%)

31 (13.5%) 6 (5.1%)
24 (10.%)

7 (5.9%)

17 (7.4%)

14 (11.9%)

18 (7.9%)

12 (10.2%)

16 (7.0%)

11 (9.3%)

14 (6.1%)

8 (6.8%)

14 (6.1%)

1 (0.8%)

4 (1.7%)

11 (9.3%)

10 (4.4%)

3 (2.5%)

8 (3.5%)

5 (4.2%)

10 (4.4%)

2 (1.7%)

7 (3.1%)

4 (3.4%)
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Example
… selling one million
cups of coffee…
… a place where people
can buy products…
… enlarge the demand
for sustainable fashion…
.. we need a fair price for
the whole chain…
… we want to make profit
and social change…
… to reach the desired
impact we have to…
… offering a modern
fashion supply…
… without losing eye for
reality and costs…
… Offer efficient energy
and good service…
… we need investment in
tools…
.. we finance them with
micro credit….
… we can save millions of
litres….
… the revenue is used for
payments to….
… the result can be cost
reduction…
… success can only be
measured…
… people pay ….
… the African partners
and financers….

Chapter 6 Conclusions
Social enterprises are on the rise and influencing consumers’ buying
behaviour, maybe more than we are aware of. Social enterprises offer
consumers, and show other companies, sustainable alternatives for
a variety of products and services. Consumers can choose to open a
bank account at a normal bank, or store their savings at a sustainable
bank. The same option is available for energy contracts, insurances,
food, clothes, cosmetics, and many more products and services.
In 2008 the economic crisis hit Europe, and the Netherlands, hard.
Non-profits were having a hard time mobilising money from people,
government and foundations. The lack of donations forced people and
organisations, working on social challenges, to start thinking in a more
entrepreneurial fashion. And it worked. New business models were developed that created social and financial value at the same time and this
paved the way for a larger movement. Social entrepreneurship became
a serious option to contribute to the solution of social problems.
When the financial crisis was over, the concept of ‘social entrepreneurship’ had proven to be effective, both financially and socially. Instead of
going back to donations-based organisations, it was widely accepted
that a business could improve the sustainability of society, without
being solely dependent on donations from friends, family, sponsoring, foundations, and the government. Crowdfunding became an option to start-up a social enterprise, but also impact investors saw an
opportunity to step in and support social enterprises. And now the
Dutch government has started Invest-NL in January 2020. Invest-NL
has 1.7-billion-euro risk capital available to invest in companies that
will make the Netherlands more sustainable and innovative. Sustainability has become serious business, but nevertheless start-up social
enterprises face many challenges.
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6.1 Research question and main outcomes
The field of social entrepreneurship developed as a new way of doing
business. Not only the interest in the field grew, but also the interest of
scientists in this topic. A growing body of scientific literature on social
entrepreneurship has come into existence, explaining many aspects
of social entrepreneurship, but leaving other questions unanswered.
We formulated the following research question to contribute to the
debate on social entrepreneurship:
What are the challenges faced by entrepreneurs who want to contribute to the solution of social and ecological problems by means of a
business proposition, delivering products or services to their target
group with the goal to create social value while at the same time ensuring continuity in a financially solid way?
To be able to answer this question, we formulated the following four
sub questions.
1. What is social entrepreneurship?
2. What is the role of social innovation in social entrepreneurship?
3. How do social entrepreneurs mobilise resources?
4. What are early signals of future success in start-up social enterprises?
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In this chapter these questions will be answered, based on the outcomes of our in-depth literature review, online-research, interviews
and database analysis. Figure 6.1 gives a brief summary of the answers to these questions, which will be elaborated later. After answering the main research questions, some expectations for the future and
interesting areas for future research will be discussed.
Chapters

Main findings

Defining social
entrepreneurship

Overlooking the field that lacks consensus on
the definition of social entrepreneurship, the
following propositions would represent a major
step forwards to a shared definition:
1. An enterprise that cannot survive without
subsidies and donations is not really an enterprise.
2. An enterprise that does not succeed in
realising its social mission is not - or is at
most a potential - social enterprise.
3. Not every enterprise that realises social
results is a social enterprise.
4. A social enterprise is an enterprise that
realises social aims and does so on the basis

Research Question:
How can we define social entrepreneurship?

of an explicit mission statement, which
constrains its management in terms of the
activities to be undertaken, the resources that
can be used, and the allocation of profits for
aims other than those mentioned in the
mission statement.
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Does social innovation
require social entrepreneurship?

Do we need social entrepreneurship for social

To answer this question a clarification of the
concept of social entrepreneurship is necessary.
We propose that ‘social’ should not be used
as an adjective to entrepreneurship, which
suggests that some entrepreneurs are social

innovation?

and others are not, but as a dimension of the
results of entrepreneurial action. EntrepreneurArticle published in Tech- ship can have social results, intended (by what
nology Innovation Manare often called social entrepreneurs), but also
agement Review. 2014.
unintended (when a business idea leads to social change) or maybe half-intended.

Mobilising money for
social change. The advantage of a business
model.

In the process of resource mobilisation many
similarities exist between social movement
organisations and social enterprises. But while
social enterprises can obtain grants and loans,
NGOs and social movement organisations can
Research Question:
only apply for grants. The latter cannot offer
What opportunities do
a financial return. This makes their network of
social enterprises have to potential investors limited, compared to social
mobilise resources?
enterprises.
The business case gives social enterprises acArticle published in the
cess to a larger universe of investors. The numInternational Journal of
ber of impact investors is expected to grow in
Social Entrepreneurship
the coming years and new funding models are
and Innovation. vol. 5,
likely to be developed.
no 1, 2018.
As a result, the options for social enterprises
with a viable business model will grow, because a healthy business model gives them an
advantage and helps them reach their goals for
social change.
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Better ways of identifying potentially succesful
start-ups of social enterprises.
Research Question:
Are there ways to identify potentially successful
start-ups of social enterprises?

Today it is an accepted idea that you can
change society with a mission driven company;
a social enterprise. For impact investors who
are scouting for investment opportunities, it
might be good advice to search for potential
social enterprises in an early stage of development, that, contrary to what might be expected, are focused more on the social impact they
want to achieve than on the financial aspects
of their business.
This group of entrepreneurs will be open to
cooperation and advice, as long as it gives
them opportunity to achieve their social goals.
Together, impact investor and enterpreneur
can develop the financial side of the idea into
a business and make it grow into a succesful
social enterprise.

Figure 6.1: overview of conclusions

6.2 What is social entrepreneurship, and what is its
relationship to social innovation?
There is not one definition of social entrepreneurship. As discussed
in Chapter 2, section 2.3, the term entrepreneur is not causing the
problem. There is an extended body of literature on entrepreneurship
and while there are some different approaches, the concept is clear.
The complicating factor in social entrepreneurship is the term ‘social’,
because ‘social’ can be interpreted in different ways. The understanding of the term ‘social’ depends on the observer’s perspective. Thus,
different scientists described and defined the concept of social entrepreneurship in various ways. They use examples of inspiring social
entrepreneurs, quantitative research, interviews, and case studies to
explain it, studying a wide variety of social enterprises.
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6.2.1 Social Entrepreneurship and Social Value Creation
The term ‘social’ is used in social entrepreneurship, but also in social
value creation, the outcome of social entrepreneurship. It is the first
complicating factor in understanding the concept. In both terms it is
not clear what ‘social’ exactly means. Social value is a rather abstract
concept. For some scientists, and entrepreneurs, ‘social’ is purely focusing on the wellbeing of human beings. The social enterprise can
focus on the fight for human rights, fair trade, fair wages, or specific
groups of people, such as prisoners, elderly people, children, people
with a mental illness, or refugees. For others ‘social’ contains all life
on this planet, including the protection of nature, animals, our climate,
and of course people. They argue that all aspects in an ecosystem are
connected and constantly influencing each other. The breakdown of
an ecosystem affects people’s lives in that area and the people affect
the ecosystem. That makes defining social entrepreneurship complicated and interesting at the same time. Scientists choose their perspective, but they have failed to reach consensus.
6.2.2 Focus of the research on social entrepreneurship
In the 90s the literature on social entrepreneurship focused on the
social entrepreneur. Portraying him/her as a hero that found a creative
way to fight injustice in a financially sustainable way, while overcoming
many obstacles. After the field of social entrepreneurship matured,
social entrepreneurship became an acceptable way to contribute to
the sustainability of society. It changed the focus of the research.
Scientists started to look at the business model, the mobilisation
of resources, the importance of the mission, and the impact social
entrepreneurs have on society; however, the question remained, when
is an entrepreneur a social entrepreneur?
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At this point there is still not one general definition of the concept.
This statement, discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.3 is backed by the
analysis of 67 definitions used in frequently cited journal articles from
1998 until 2018. The analysis showed the definitions focused on the
combination of four elements: (1) the social entrepreneur or social
enterprise; (2) the mission focusing on people, planet, or both; (3) the
processes, social innovation and resources; and (4) the not-for-profit,
hybrid, or for-profit business model. Every researcher appears to focus
on a different combination of some of these elements.
6.2.3 Mission-based typology
The literature illustrates what social enterprises can embody, but
the concept is open for interpretation. The development of a mission-based typology (figure 6.2) can make it possible to decide if an
organisation is or can be a social enterprise, or not. It is important to
take the mission of the social enterprise as a starting point. Social entrepreneurs look at their results mainly in the light of the social value
they create. They focus on people or planet related issues, by developing a product or service that influences consumer behaviour and/or
influences large companies and institutions to make more sustainable
choices for the future. Creating financial value is a precondition to
survive in the long run, and gives them the opportunity to continue
their activities, but it is not a primary objective and, therefore, it is not
included in this typology.
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Mission orientation
Aim is

People

Planet

Behavioural Change

Institutional Change

Figure 6.2: mission-based typology of social entrepreneurship

In the proposed typology there is a distinction between a “people”
orientation (for example, social cohesion, human rights) and a “planet” orientation (for example, saving energy, recycling, protecting animal rights, improving biodiversity) on the one hand, and on the other
hand between enterprises focusing on changing consumer behaviour,
and enterprises promoting institutional change (for example, influencing large corporations or policy makers). In practice, social enterprises
can usually be classified in more than one proposition. This typology
focuses on their primary proposition.
There are four different propositions:
1. The social enterprise that focuses on people and behavioural

change; for example, a company that sells slave-free chocolate.
The company aims to improve the lives of people working in the

supply chain, and at the same time makes consumers aware of the
situation people in the cacao industry are facing on a daily basis.

2. The social enterprise that focuses on planet and behavioural
change; for example, a company that sells plant-based meat re-

placements. This company inspires consumers to stop eating meat,
by offering them a tasty plant-based alternative that will decrease
CO2 emissions and at the same time protect animal rights.
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3. The social enterprise that focuses on people and institutional

change; for example, a company that aims to improve the supply

chain of electronics. The company aims to improve the working
conditions of the people active in the supply chain, from the mines

to the factories. And at the same time puts pressure on other elec-

tronic companies by showing that selling a sustainable alternative
is possible.

4. The social enterprise that focuses on planet and institutional
change; for example a company that aims to improve the sustainability in the fashion industry. They focus on the development of

new materials, like plant-based leather, to show other companies
what alternatives they have.

What stands out from the typology is that the goal of a social enterprise will benefit a specific group of people or our planet, and it
will add to the more global goal of ethical consumerism. Social enterprises can boost ethical consumerism by focusing directly on the
consumers, but ethical consumerism can also be reached by focusing
on institutional change, making companies and government aware of
the possibilities of sustainable alternatives, and showing them what is
possible and necessary.
Social

enterprises,

together

with

ethical

consumers,

can

put

pressure on large companies to work in a more sustainable way. The large
companies can start using more sustainable methods themselves, take
over the social enterprise and add it to their portfolio, or cooperate
with the social enterprise. And when the ethical products are available,
consumers

have

more

options

to

make

sustainable

choices.

Government can see the results of the social enterprise and put
pressure by regulation or otherwise on other companies to work in a
more sustainable way.
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The four propositions show what social enterprises are focusing on. The
typology itself points to differences in missions of social enterprises,
which results in different business models.

6.3 Complicating factors
Next to the definition of the term ‘social’, there are three other complicating factors, because a social enterprise and a ‘normal’ enterprise
are not that different.
6.3.1 Creating social value is not the main difference
A social entrepreneur may have the intention of creating social value,
but he/she may fail in realising any positive results. And at the same
time there are entrepreneurs creating social value, without calling
themselves a social entrepreneur. They don’t use that designation, not
because they are not social, but because it is not what they focus on
in their business. Entrepreneurship can have social results, intended
(by what are often called social entrepreneurs), but also unintended
(when a business idea leads to social change) or maybe half-intended.
This can result in some ‘normal’ enterprises creating more social value
than ‘social’ enterprises do.
We conclude, therefore, that an enterprise can be called a social enterprise if (1) it has an explicit social mission, guiding all entrepreneurial choices concerning the resources that can be used and the allocation of profits, and (2) if it simultaneously creates social value with a
positive impact on society. A social enterprise that does not succeed
in realising its social mission is not - or is at most a potential - social
enterprise.
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6.3.2 Social innovation is not that different from other innovations
Researching the variety of definitions on social entrepreneurship, it
became clear that innovation plays an interesting role. As discussed in
Chapter 3, there are different interpretations of social entrepreneurship and how social entrepreneurship contributes to social innovation
in the same way as ‘normal’ entrepreneurship contributes to ‘normal’
innovation, but social innovation does not require social entrepreneurship. Social innovation is not that different from other types of
innovation, constantly introduced by businesses. It can be realised
by legislative action, social entrepreneurship and ‘normal’ business
entrepreneurship. ‘Normal’ entrepreneurs can engage in social
innovation just as much as social enterprises, or governments,
foundations, charities, and non-profit organisations. And, not
unimportantly, social innovation can also help ‘normal’ businesses to
improve their (competitive) performance.
6.3.3 Success and failure
Just as ‘normal’ enterprises, social enterprises succeed and fail for
many different reasons as described in Chapter 2, section 2.4. There
are some interesting examples of social enterprises that developed
innovative business models almost simultaneously, like the fashion libraries in Amsterdam and in Utrecht. They both had the innovative
idea to start a ‘library’ for clothes, with the aim to motivate people
to rent clothes, instead of buying them. The concept was innovative.
Both fashion libraries started around the same time in 2014, informing potential customers about their concept, searching for supporters,
and working on their business model. They both worked hard, and the
library in Amsterdam succeeded, but the one in Utrecht closed one
year later, in 2015. In this conclusion we will not go deeper into this
particular situation, but it does illustrate that success can be influenced
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by different factors, such as the location of the store, the ambiance,
the profile of the customers, the clothes in the store, the tone of the
communication, the team, the business plan, and many other factors.
And this is not so much different for ‘normal’ entrepreneurs. They, too,
are dependent on multiple factors in order to succeed building up a
business and survive in the long run.
6.3.4 Defining and deciding
We can conclude that a broad definition of social entrepreneurship
is useful to move further into the study and the understanding of
the processes inside the social enterprise, by focusing on the main
issues, namely the aim to make a positive impact on society, and the
acceptance of all constraints. This mission puts on the activities the
management can undertake, the resources they can use, and the allocation of profits, and the actual impact itself. A social enterprise that
cannot survive without subsidies and donations is not really a social
enterprise and ‘social’ should not be used as an adjective to entrepreneurship, but as a dimension of the results of entrepreneurial action.
It is difficult to make conclusions based on intentions, but it is easier
to look at the outcome, which is the positive impact on society. At the
same time, focusing on impact, instead of on intentions, makes it far
easier to treat ‘social’ entrepreneurs as ‘normal’ entrepreneurs, who
have a specific purpose, and who must meet financial standards to
survive.
With these three complicating factors in mind, the challenge for social
enterprises is to ensure they actually constitute a social enterprise.
That means they need a social mission, be innovative, and create a
positive impact on society. Besides that, they can learn from ‘normal’
enterprises how to be financially sustainable, mobilise resources, and
survive in the long run.
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6.4 Early signals of future success
Mobilising resources for a start-up social enterprise is not easy. To ‘sell’
an idea to people, the initiator needs persuasiveness, imagination,
and the right tone of voice. An analysis of 347 selected potentially social entrepreneurial project-ideas, described in Chapter 5, clarifies this
process. These project-ideas were posted between 2008 and 2014 on
ASN Bank’s community website VDWVM. The project-ideas focused
on protecting people and our planet through influencing institutions
and consumers by offering alternative products and services. They
were reaching out to the members of the VDWVM community and the
bank’s network for support. This support could involve money, time,
expertise, network, working space and/or publicity.
The project-ideas were divided into two groups: project-ideas that were
active and not-active at the moment of a discourse analysis in 2015.
The aim of this analysis was to find out what the differences were in the
language used to convince people of the potential of the idea for social
change. This could help supporters, including investors, to identify a
potentially successful start-up social enterprise at an early stage.
What soon became clear was that in the period between 2008 and
2014 the term ‘social enterprise’ was new in the Netherlands. Only
one of the initiators used it to describe his intentions. The rest could
not hide behind a term that implicated their intentions and instead
used their own words to describe their plans and aims. They had to be
creative. The initiators used many different ways to describe how they
aimed to start a business to develop a product or service that could
be sold to paying customers and could simultaneously create social
and financial value. As described in Chapter 5, section 5.7.3, there
were some slight but noticeable differences between the active and
not-active project-ideas, that can indicate potential for success.
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6.4.1 Impact versus process
The initiators of the active ideas described the impact they wanted to
make, why they were concerned about a specific situation, and what
their well-designed innovative product or service would contribute to
the solution of this problem, and at the same time how it would contribute to consumer needs. They paid attention to the market, the
consumers involved, the impact they wanted to make and the processes of production and development. Additionally, they were concerned with their contribution to society. They did not ask specifically
for money and were open for support in any possible way. It was clear
they were going to make this happen and everyone who wanted to
help was welcome.
The not-active project-ideas were more focused on how they would
execute their project-idea, by opening a store, for example, and they
were more concerned with what they would receive from their idea.
They mentioned words such as profit, costs, and investments, more often than the active project-ideas, and they focused less on the impact
they wanted to make.
This difference leads to the somewhat paradoxical result that the potential social entrepreneurs in our analysis had a better chance of surviving, if they were not too much concerned with the financial aspects
of their proposal in the early stages of their project. At this early stage
a clear focus on the impact on potential customers is apparently more
important for survival than an orientation on profit and costs. The early
phase of development of the idea is also important for the potential
social entrepreneur, because he can discern if his idea or message
attracts people’s attention and support. It constitutes the phase to ask
for help, and listen to advice, but also to make independent choices.
From the project-ideas we researched (Chapter 5, section 5.7), it was
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clear that the initiators who were still active after a few years of sharing
their idea put most of their focus on their motivation, elaborating their
goal for impact and the identification of the beneficiaries, and the target group. The financial side would develop later.
This outcome makes sense considering the fact that creating social
value and financial value at the same time requires a great deal from
social entrepreneurs. They constantly need to make choices that influence their potential impact and income. Only when the social
entrepreneur has a strong ethical compass and believes in the mission
of the organisation, is he/she able to make these choices on a daily
basis. Sometimes social entrepreneurs reject available resources, because they conflict with their mission. Sometimes they accept them,
because they come from an organisation that shares their beliefs, and
without this they cannot survive. Being able to make such decisions
is only possible with faith in the outcome of the efforts. The financial
side can be learned by the social entrepreneur or they can reach out
for help. The belief in a solution is not for sale.

6.5 Mobilising resources
For a social entrepreneur the label given to him or her by society or
science is not relevant, unless it becomes in some way beneficial. Being a social entrepreneur frames an idea in a certain direction and can
give access to different kinds of funding and people willing to support
the idea, which they all need. In Chapter 4, section 4.3, we showed
that a social enterprise can only start and survive if different individuals, organisations and companies support the social entrepreneur. If
the initiator of an idea for social change is able to convince people
of the relevance and possible positive effects on society, he can start
mobilising resources. In the beginning these resources will probably
come from people investing time, effort, knowledge, donating office
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space, sharing their network, donating money, or attention in the media. These resources are necessary to develop the idea further into a
business model that can make the idea financially sustainable in the
future. Later on, they can attract investors.
Sometimes people support a starting social enterprise just because
they know the entrepreneur. Most often, supporters are involved in,
or worried about, the topic the social entrepreneur addresses, or they
see a business opportunity. When supporters come across an idea
that addresses their own agenda, concerns, ideas, or fears, they might
want to help. This support can take many different forms. People can
share the idea on social media, become a volunteer for the start-up,
offer advice, knowledge, or goods, or invest in a crowdfunding campaign. A successful crowdfunding campaign, where individuals have
privately invested in a new product or service, can also be an indicator
for potential success for investors, and can convince them of the potential of the idea.
The idea phase is a phase of development and uncertainty. It can succeed, but just as easily fail. Along the way, the goal will be the same,
but the idea of how to create social and financial value can change. In
this phase there are no restrictions by the business model, but it is the
time to figure out what is the best form. Starting a non-profit organisation with a revenue model, or a profit organisation with restrictions on
the use or distribution of profits: everything is possible and that means
all kinds of funding are possible. The initiator can talk to organisations
that donate money, to investors who look for a social and financial
return on investment, and to every organisation in between. They can
have the best of both worlds and use this position to figure out how
to continue.
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Social enterprises need resources to execute their plans and a clear
resource mobilisation strategy to obtain capital and knowledge is necessary for success. The literature on social entrepreneurship did not
give us much clarity on how social enterprises can obtain these resources, but the literature about the resource mobilisation strategy of
social movement organisations provided us with some insights that
were useful in analysing the resource mobilisation approach of social
enterprises, especially how they are able to mobilise resources to start
up their social enterprise.
We show in Chapter 4, section 4.4, that there are many parallels between social movement organisations and social enterprises in the
process of resource mobilisation. They both start their activities because something is missing in society, taking care of people, nature,
animals or the climate. The activity is born out of perceived necessity, not because the social entrepreneur or social movement activist
wants to become rich or famous. Social enterprises, as well as social
movement organisations, choose an organisation as a carrier for social
change, and in both cases, there is an individual or group of individuals responsible for mobilising and managing resources in order to
exist. Therefore, social enterprises and social movements sometimes
use the same tactics, but we found that social enterprises have a benefit over social movement organisations. Social enterprises can obtain
grants as well as loans; NGOs and social movement organisations can
only apply for grants. They cannot offer a financial return, which excludes certain types of funding. This puts a limit to the potential investors they can turn to, compared to social enterprises. The proposed
business case gives social enterprises access to a larger universe of
investors than social movement organisations, but it also results in
more strict requirements from the investors.
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When a social entrepreneur asks for a loan instead of a donation, some
interesting new features become visible. These include the conditions
for the donations or loan, the organisation of communication about
results and the measurement of results. In the last decade there is a
growing amount of early-stage capital available for social enterprises,
but in the literature not much attention is given to the process of application for and approval of these loans or participations, the criteria
that investors use to support a start-up financially, and how the relationship between social enterprise and investor develops, which is not
only about money.
To be successful, social enterprises need investors with a long-term
vision, who offer money and provide other forms of support, like advice, or working space. Communication and transparency are key to a
good relationship between the investor and the social entrepreneur. If
there is trust between them, the investors are more cooperative when
the social enterprise meets problems along the way. The potential
social entrepreneur needs a clear goal for social change, an excellent
idea of how to structure the social enterprise, a potential viable business case, a clear demand for support, and a strategy for mobilising
money and supporters. A good track record of the social entrepreneur
and his/her team helps to convince people to invest in the idea. This
track record preferably shows that the social entrepreneur, or his/
her team members, have entrepreneurial experience and the specific
skillset needed for the development of this idea. A track record
obviously is important for finding investors. It also helps when a social enterprise already has many supporters, people believing in its
mission.
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6.5.1 Money from foundations
Many potential social entrepreneurs struggle with their business model, and the balance between the creation of social and financial value.
An investor can be of great help during this phase, where he can offer insights in the financial side and the development of the business
model (Chapter 4, section 4.7).
An online review of the websites of three foundations that invest in
start-up social enterprises, along with structured interviews with
representatives of these foundations who are involved in the investment
process, led to new insights in the role of these funding agencies.
The three foundations argued that a grant can help a social enterprise
in early stages to test the business model or prototype, do research,
but they prefer to give loans, because issuing a loan makes a social
enterprise more efficient. The interest rate can vary, but when the social entrepreneur is aware that he needs to pay back the money, he
might make different choices than when he receives it as a donation.
To measure the success of social enterprises considerable thought was
given by these foundations to the possibilities of making the impact of
the social enterprise visible and measurable. This is challenging; fortunately, the knowledge of impact measurement is rapidly developing.
Some foundations have their own methods of impact measurement.
Efficiency of the entrepreneur is not the only reason the foundations
prefer to give loans. When the social enterprise returns the money,
with an (limited) interest rate, the foundation can reinvest the money
in other social enterprises and enlarge its own social impact. This can
have implications for the future. Once foundations have experienced
the possible positive impact on society and at the same time obtain
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income, they will be less inclined to make money available in the form
of donations, if investing can have the same or similar social impact,
and make it possible to re-invest the financial return. For organisations
that do not have a business model, this development may have consequences. If they are not able to offer a financial return on investment,
it will be harder for them to find financial resources. Therefore, a viable
business model will give a social enterprise a ‘competitive advantage’
over other organisations.
6.5.2 Scouting potential successful social enterprises
Investors are shifting their investments more and more to sustainable
companies and start-ups. This provides opportunity for start-ups with
a social goal. Potential investors are faced with the challenge to scout
interesting start-ups at the right moment. This can take place when
the business model has been figured out and there is a proof of concept, but it might also be interesting to start involvement in an earlier phase, when the idea is still under development. In the earlier
phase an impact investor can influence the choices of the potential
social entrepreneur and offer knowledge and experience to increase
the chances of success. This is of course more time consuming, but
the resulting cooperative effort can also benefit the potential social
entrepreneur, the investor, and society as a whole.
If investors would transfer a small part of their budget to early ideas for
social change, by first investing time and knowledge in the development
of the idea before they invest money, they could have a more interesting impact both in social and financial terms. They can scout potential
mission-driven enterprises in an early stage and help them develop their
mission into a business model. If these entrepreneurs pitch their ideas, it
is important for investors to look beyond the financial terminology and to
look into the mission and drive of the initiator (and his/her team).
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From the ideas for social change investigated in Chapter 5, section
5.7, the project-ideas, that showed staying power and survived over
time, focused in this phase on their target group, their social mission,
their product design and the effects they were hoping for, and not
specifically on the financial side of the initiative. They turned out to
have more power to survive than project-ideas that focused on the
financial side from the start. This emphasises the importance of investors first investigating the people behind the idea. Who are these
people? What change are they going to bring about? Do they have a
marketing background, do they know what their target group is, are
they able to mobilise people to support them?
When there is a click and trust is possible, investors can help entrepreneurs to develop their ideas, supporting them with any knowledge
they lack, to overcome the constant struggle between money and mission that every social enterprise encounters. Investors can get social
entrepreneurs going until they create social value and money. And
maybe one day this enterprise will be so successful that it grows into a
large company or is taken over by a large company willing to act more
sustainably. On the other hand, should it fail altogether, it touched
lives, made people aware of social issues, and inspired consumers and
companies to be more sustainable. In the end the whole of society
benefits.
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6.6 Future research
Our research has been concerned with the concept of social entrepreneurship and with the early stages of social entrepreneurship. Many
questions came up during our research that we could not tackle, but
we offer them here as suggestions for future research.
1. What are the key elements that make a social enterprise successful
or not in influencing consumer behaviour? This connects social entrepreneurship to social marketing, communications, and psychology.
2. 
What are the differences in output and success rates between
for-profit social enterprises and not-for-profit organisations with a
social mission? Answers to this question may help to clarify the distinction between two streams in the literature that are still battling
each other over the question if a social enterprise can or cannot be
a for-profit organisation.
3. What are the main causes of failure of social enterprises? In literature there exist many examples of successful social enterprises,
but if we know why social enterprises fail, we may gain additional
knowledge about underlying reasons for survival and success.
4. What, if any, are the relationships between the factors motivating
the social entrepreneur and the success or failure of the social enterprise he/she has started? In the VDWVM database there is some
information on motivations of potential social entrepreneurs. The
relation between motivation and success may give interesting insights.
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5. How and where do social enterprises and social movements compete with each other? Much of the focus in social entrepreneurship
is on the business model. Investors are interested in the creation
of social and financial value at the same time. This forces people
who want to contribute to the sustainability of society to be more
entrepreneurial. Some social issues, however, cannot be solved by
a business. They require independent work of highly motivated
people, supported by donors that have no interest whatsoever to
get their money back, only aiming for the results. In the competition
between social enterprises and the non-profits, social movements
should not be underestimated. Researching this competition and
its effect on society may also be helpful to political decisionmakers,
to decide which issues can safely be left to the market (for social
entrepreneurs) and which ones cannot.

6.7 Discussion and final conclusion
Our research contributes to the understanding of the concept of social
entrepreneurship and the challenges social enterprises face during
the phase of idea development and start-up. The initiator of a project-idea for social change first has to decide if he or she wants to
be a social entrepreneur or not. This means that the idea for social
change and improvement should be connected to a business model,
which then unleashes the support of a large and growing number of
potential investors and other supporters. With the support of a large
universe of investors, different individuals and companies, the social
enterprise can develop from an idea into a business model and start
to make an impact.
In order to mobilise supporters, the potential social entrepreneur
needs to be able to describe his/her idea in such a way as to attract
people and motivate them to support the development of the idea. A
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clear idea of the mission, the possible outcome, and an intrinsic motivation to change society is necessary. For the mobilisation of resources, the social entrepreneur can learn from social movement organisations, but at the same time the entrepreneur derives from his business
model an important advantage over social movement organisations.
Impact investors are interested in companies that create financial and
social value at the same time, and with better (financial) results, the
number of investors and foundations that will invest instead of donate
money for social change will only grow.
We have contributed to the literature on social entrepreneurship in
the following ways:
1. We have established a set of criteria that can be used to establish
if a project-idea, a start-up, or a running enterprise is or can be a
social enterprise.
2. We gave insights into the relationship between social entrepreneurship and social innovation, and we established that social innovation can exist without social entrepreneurship, and that social entrepreneurship only happens when social value is created.
3. We gave insights in how social entrepreneurs mobilise resources,
connecting the literature on social entrepreneurship to the literature
on social movements. We showed that with the growing number of
social enterprises there will be competition for funding. If this competition is won by the social enterprises, it gives social movement
organisations and non-profit organisations a hard time mobilising
resources, because their return is purely social. This development
can become a risk for the wellbeing of people and planet. It is essential that there is always money available for non-profits, such as
organisations that support refugees, fight child trafficking, support
the protection of nature, or biodiversity. These non-profits cannot
work independently and at the same time balance their social and
economic activities.
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4. We compared active and not-active project-ideas to identify potential social enterprises at an early stage. Paradoxically, it appeared
that the more an early stage start-up is focussing on creating financial value, the less staying power it turns out to have. Start-ups first
need to figure out their social goals. Only then they can shift their
attention to the business model and start thinking about creating
financial and social value.
Government policy makers, impact investors, and companies may use
our results to develop policies, products and methods, to support and
cooperate with social enterprises and to become serious players in the
field of sustainability.
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Summary
More and more entrepreneurs today want to contribute to the solution
of social and ecological problems by means of a business proposition,
delivering products or services to their target group, with the goal of
creating social value while at the same time ensuring continuity in a
financially solid way. In pursuing these goals, they are facing many challenges. Can they overcome these challenges and what are the factors
influencing success or failure? That is the overall research question of
this thesis (Chapter 1), leading us in various directions, guided by what
we found to be gaps in the knowledge represented by the literature on
the subject.
In the literature on social entrepreneurship, there is no consensus on the
definition of a social enterprise, but there are four defining elements to
which most scientists pay attention. These four elements are the social
mission of a social enterprise, social innovation, resource mobilisation,
and the results of the social enterprise. Our research is concerned with
these four elements that are examined in greater depth in four chapters, starting with defining social entrepreneurship.
To define social entrepreneurship, we give an overview of the academic debate about the defining characteristics of social entrepreneurship
over the past 20 years (Chapter 2). We show how divergent views on social entrepreneurship have developed over time, with no consensus in
sight. Overlooking the debate on the definition of social entrepreneurship, we introduce a number of propositions that, if accepted, would
represent a major step forward towards a shared definition. We also
introduce a mission-based typology of social enterprises that should be
helpful to introduce a certain measure of order into the debate.
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In our review of the literature, we noticed that many enterprises that
do not consider themselves a social enterprise nevertheless contribute
to the solution of social problems and offer answers to social needs.
Entrepreneurship can have social results, intended (by what are often
called social entrepreneurs), but also unintended (when a business idea
leads to social change) or maybe half-intended. In other words: social
innovation is not exclusively related to social entrepreneurship. Our discussion of the relationship between social entrepreneurship and social
innovation in Chapter 3 provides further clarification about the definitions of social entrepreneurship. We propose here that ‘social’ should
not be used as an adjective to entrepreneurship, but as a dimension of
the results of entrepreneurial action.
Like all entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs need resources. To reach
their goals they need to mobilise resources such as human capital,
knowledge and money. In the literature on social entrepreneurship not
much attention is paid to the processes of resource mobilisation. On
the other hand, the literature on social movements does pay considerable attention to the question of resource mobilisation. Therefore, in
Chapter 4, we use insights from this field of literature to shed light on
resource mobilisation by social enterprises. We use these insights in
analysing the funding policies of three Dutch foundations that invest in
social enterprises. Several dimensions in which resource mobilisation
by social entrepreneurs differ from social movements are uncovered.
We find that a viable business case gives start-up social enterprises an
advantage in their resource mobilisation approach over other organisations aiming at social change.
Chapter 5 of this thesis focuses on the results of social enterprises. From
a financial perspective it might be expected that start-up social entrepreneurs who have a solid understanding of the financial side of business will be more successful than the ones whose thinking is focused
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mainly on their ideas for social change. However, our findings show that
start-up entrepreneurs who are more single mindedly focused on their
mission have a greater chance to survive than the ones that seem to be
more focused on the financial side of their business. For impact investors who are scouting for investment opportunities, it might be good
advice to search for potential social enterprises in an early stage of
development that, contrary to what might be expected, are focused
more on the social impact they want to achieve than on the financial
aspects of their proposed business.
Our main conclusion (Chapter 6) is that the biggest challenge start-up
social entrepreneurs face, is the need to connect the idea for social
change to a viable business model and ensure to constantly balance
these two goals. Only if this double bottom line is balanced, the social
entrepreneur can attract and motivate people to support the idea and
unleash a large and growing number of potential investors and other
supporters to develop the idea and start to make and measure impact.
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Samenvatting
Er zijn steeds meer ondernemers die met hun bedrijf oplossingen willen
bieden voor maatschappelijke problemen. Zij ontwikkelen producten
of diensten, die zowel maatschappelijke als financiële waarde creëren.
Daarbij zoeken ze constant naar de balans tussen hun maatschappelijke
en financiële doelen en dat leidt tot uitdagingen. Welke uitdagingen dit
zijn, hoe ze deze kunnen overwinnen en wat hun kansen op succes beïnvloedt, zijn de hoofdvragen van dit proefschrift (Hoofdstuk 1). Op basis
van de hiaten in de literatuur en voorbeelden uit de praktijk, zochten we
naar antwoorden op deze vragen.
Het uitgangspunt van dit onderzoek is de literatuur over ‘social entrepreneurship’. In Hoofdstuk 2 geven we een overzicht van het academische debat over ‘social entrepreneurship’ van de afgelopen twintig
jaar. Dat laat zien hoe de opvattingen over ‘social entrepreneurship’
veranderden, maar ook dat er geen consensus bestaat over de definitie. Desondanks bevatten bijna alle definities vier dezelfde elementen,
waarbij de maatschappelijke missie voorop staat. Daarnaast komen ook
sociale innovatie, de mogelijkheid om resources te mobiliseren en de
resultaten die de onderneming boekt aan bod. We presenteren een
aantal stellingen, die ons inziens bij aanvaarding zouden kunnen leiden
tot een veel grotere mate van consensus over definities dan nu het geval is. Om bij te dragen aan het debat over ‘social entrepreneurship’,
introduceren we ook een typologie die kan helpen bij het onderscheiden van ‘social enterprises’ en ‘gewone’ bedrijven. Deze typologie is
gebaseerd op de missie van de ‘social enterprise’.
Vervolgens onderzoeken we in Hoofdstuk 3 de relatie tussen ‘social
entrepreneurship’ en sociale innovatie. We zien dat er veel ondernemingen zijn die zichzelf niet als ‘social enterprise’ beschouwen, maar
bedoeld of onbedoeld wel bijdragen aan de oplossingen voor maat201

schappelijke problemen en - behoeften. Met andere woorden: sociale
innovatie is niet exclusief gerelateerd aan ‘social entrepreneurship’. We
geven vervolgens een verdere verduidelijking van de discussie over definities van ‘social entrepreneurship’. Wij concluderen dat “sociaal” niet
zou moeten worden gebruikt als adjectief bij ondernemerschap, maar
als een dimensie van de resultaten van ondernemersactie.
Om een onderneming te starten of uit te bouwen, hebben ‘social entrepreneurs’, net als alle andere ondernemers, middelen zoals menskracht, kennis, vaardigheden, tijd en geld nodig. De literatuur over ‘social entrepreneurship’ besteedt niet veel aandacht aan de vraag hoe
‘social entrepreneurs’ deze hulpbronnen mobiliseren. De literatuur over
‘social movements’ doet dat wel. Daarom gebruiken we in Hoofdstuk 4
inzichten uit de literatuur over ‘social movements’ om inzicht te krijgen
in de manier waarop ‘social enterprises’ hun hulpbronnen kunnen mobiliseren. Deze inzichten gebruiken we bij het analyseren van het financieringsbeleid van drie Nederlandse fondsen, die in ‘social enterprises’
investeren. Dit laat zien dat er overeenkomsten, maar ook verschillen
zijn in de manier waarop ‘social movements’ en ‘social enterprises’ hun
resources mobiliseren. We laten zien dat een verdienmodel een startup ‘social enterprise’ een voordeel geeft bij het mobiliseren van deze
resources in vergelijking met andere organisaties die willen bijdragen
aan maatschappelijke oplossingen.
In Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift richten wij ons op de resultaten van
‘social enterprises’. Vanuit financieel oogpunt is te verwachten dat startende ‘social enterprises’ met veel aandacht voor de financiële kant van
hun bedrijf succesvoller zullen zijn dan de start-ups die vooral bezig zijn
met hun ideeën voor maatschappelijke verandering. Echter, uit onze
bevindingen blijkt dat start-up ‘social enterprises’ die vooral gericht zijn
op hun missie, een grotere kans hebben om te overleven. Voor impact
investeerders die op zoek zijn naar mogelijkheden om te investeren
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in start-up ‘social enterprises’ kan het een goed advies zijn om zich in
eerste instantie te richten op de ideeën waarbij de potentiële maatschappelijke impact centraal staat, in plaats van op de ideeën waar de
financiële aspecten centraal staan.
De uiteindelijke conclusie (Hoofdstuk 6) van dit onderzoek is, dat de
grootste uitdaging voor startende ‘social enterprises’ ligt bij het koppelen van het idee voor maatschappelijke verandering aan een financieel gezond businessmodel en zorg te dragen dat deze zogenaamde
‘double bottom line’ in balans is. De missie en het businessmodel zullen
verschillende groepen mensen aantrekken en motiveren om het idee te
ondersteunen en te helpen bij de verdere ontwikkeling. Als de ‘social
entrepreneur’ dit goed doet, kan hij/zij rekenen op de steun van een
groot en groeiend aantal potentiële investeerders en andere supporters en beginnen met het maken en vervolgens meten van de impact.
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